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Abstract
Investigation of baroclinic tides in the northern South China Sea
Chuncheng Guo
Baroclinic tides result from the interaction of barotropic tides with topography in stratified
oceans. They play an important role in driving deep ocean mixing. In this research, investi-
gations of the dynamics of baroclinic tides and internal solitary waves (ISWs) in the northern
South China Sea (SCS) are conducted, mainly by means of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology general circulation model (MITgcm).
Firstly, simulations of internal wave generation at the Luzon Strait (LS) are carried out. By con-
ducting three-dimensional (3D), high-resolution experiments, it was found that the generated
wave field features a multi-modal structure: large, pronounced ISWs of first mode (amplitude
∼ 120 m) and second mode (amplitude∼ 120 m) were reproduced. The two north-south aligned
ridges in the LS contribute together to the generation of the second mode ISWs, whereas the
easternmost ridge of the two is responsible for the first mode ISWs. It was found that multiple
generation mechanisms of internal waves could occur in this region, and overall it belongs to a
mixed lee wave regime.
A specific type of short internal waves arose during the 3D simulation. These ride on a sec-
ond mode ISW with similar phase speed, trailing a first mode ISW. The short waves possess
wavelengths of ∼ 1.5 km and amplitudes of ∼ 20 m, and only show up in the upper layer up to
a depth of ∼ 500 m. Scrutiny of the generation process showed that these short waves appear
in two distinct regions and are produced due to two mechanisms, namely, the disintegration of
an inclined baroclinic bore near the LS, and the overtaking of a second mode ISW in the deep
water by a faster first mode ISW. Robust evidence has been sought from satellite imagery and
by solving the theoretical Taylor-Goldstein Equation to verify their existence.
The effects of superposition of multiple tidal harmonics (diurnal and semidiurnal) on the resul-
tant ISW generation were investigated. It was first found that, by analyzing historical observa-
tional data, the occurrence of ISWs in the far-field always follow strong semidiurnal barotropic
tidal peaks in the LS, regardless of whether it is the maximum for the diurnal or total tidal
strength. However, modelling results of MITgcm and a linear internal tide generation model
demonstrate that the diurnal tidal harmonics modulate the arrival time and amplitude of the
propagating ISWs. Specifically, it leads to the emergence of the so-called A and B type ISWs
and an alternation and transition between the two.
Secondly, the shoaling process of ISWs in the northern SCS slope-shelf area is investigated. A
series of two-dimensional (2D) experiments are set up to study the shoaling of a large-amplitude
second mode concave ISW over a linear slope that resembles the SCS slope. Modelling results
show that a strong transformation of the wave profile starts to take place when the wave is
approaching the shelf break. A convex type wave is born at the trailing edge of the incident
v
wave and gradually disintegrates into a group of ISWs due to the steepening of the rear wave
profile. The frontal face of the wave gets flatter when travelling on the slope, but forms a steep
structure right above the shelf break. However, this steep structure shows no tendency to evolve
into an ISW: instead, it gets increasingly flat again while evolving on the shelf. The trailing
convex wave packet travels faster and merges with the frontal concave wave. Finally, a wave
packet with rank-ordered convex ISWs moves forward steadily on the shelf. Energy transfer to
the ambient modes is evident, as both first mode and higher modes are clearly seen during and
after the shoaling process.
First mode ISW evolution is studied too by performing 3D, high-resolution experiments over the
wide northern SCS slope and shelf area. It was found that the wave profiles change drastically
near the shelf break and the Dongsha Atoll. In agreement with satellite imagery, the wavefront
of the leading ISW becomes more spatially oblique with respect to its original orientation as it
progresses westward due to the inclination of the slope in the topography. Wave disintegration
is prominent in the shallow water zone, and wave polarity reverses near the turning point (at
the 130 m isobath), which is consistent with the predictions of weakly nonlinear theory. A
series of 2D experiments were set up to inspect the effects of rotation on the shoaling ISW. The
results indicate that under the rotation, upon reaching the continental shelf, one shoaling ISW
could disintegrate into one ISW packet and one secondary solibore that contains a number of
rank-ordered waves with much shorter wavelength than an ISW. The secondary solibore is very
pronounced in the northern portion of the northern SCS slope and shelf, but could hardly be
discerned in the southern portion, which is consistent with the outcome of 3D simulations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The key role played by internal waves in mixing the ocean has been reconsidered in more recent
years following the recognition from satellite altimeter data that about a third of barotropic tidal
energy is lost in the open ocean rather than the shallow marginal seas (Egbert & Ray 2000).
Diapycnal mixing processes in the ocean are crucial in determining the circulation and climate
change (Munk & Wunsch 1998, Wunsch & Ferrari 2004). It takes place at the smallest scales
and is the termination of a variety of dynamical processes. The breaking of internal waves is
believed to be a leading source in mixing the ocean. Internal tides are a kind of internal wave
with tidal frequency. They are ubiquitous in the world’s oceans (Simmons et al. 2004, Garrett &
Kunze 2007) and are primarily generated by barotropic tides flowing over topographic features.
The wind-generated near-inertial waves and internal tides are critical in mixing the upper and
abyssal oceans, respectively.
The transfer of barotropic tidal energy into eventual heat goes through several processes. Upon
flowing over rough topographies, a portion of barotropic tidal energy is locally directly lost,
whereas the rest converts into baroclinic energy by the generation of internal tides. The baro-
clinic energy either locally dissipates or propagates out of the source region in the form of
low-mode internal tides. The radiated internal tides can be destroyed by processes like shear
instability and nonlinear wave-wave interactions, or, after traveling a long range, dissipate in
the margins of the ocean. Munk & Wunsch (1998) presented a chart of the global budget of
tidal energy flux and concluded that 2.1 Terawatts (TW) of tidal energy must be dissipated
throughout the ocean to maintain the abyssal stratification, and an estimation of a bulk turbu-
lent diffusivity of 10−4 m2s−1 was obtained. Observed turbulent diffusivity in the ocean varied
from 10−5 m2s−1 in the thermocline (Ledwell et al. 1993) to larger than 10−3 m2s−1 in the deep
basin above rough topography (Polzin et al. 1997, Ledwell et al. 2000). The main source of
the energy comes from the breaking of internal waves. Munk & Wunsch (1998) estimated that
about one Terawatt of energy lost from barotropic tide is due to the internal tides. After Munk
& Wunsch (1998), there have been a number of attempts to quantify the tidal energy budget
that involves the estimation of tidal conversion and turbulent diffusivity (Simmons et al. 2004,
Arbic et al. 2012). There has also been an increasing number of large-scale in situ measure-
ments, for example, the Brazil Basin Tracer Release Experiment (Polzin et al. 1997, Ledwell
et al. 2000), the Hawaii Ocean Mixing Experiment (Nash et al. 2006, Rainville & Pinkel 2006).
These experiments have greatly stimulated the progression of internal tide and mixing process
study.
When linear internal tides are radiated out of the generation site, it is known that they are sub-
ject to nonlinear effects, which act to steepen and shorten the wave profile. Nonlinear internal
waves, which are also referred as internal solitary waves (ISWs) or solitons, are a kind of coher-
ent structure that is perfectly balanced by the steepening effects of nonlinearity and dispersive
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Figure 1.1: Locations of ISWs that were observed by Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectrora-
diometer (MODIS) acquired from August 2002 through May 2004 (figure adopted
from Jackson et al. (2012)).
effects of nonhydrostaticity. Such a balance leads to the longevity and persistence of the wave
profile (Apel et al. 2006). The history of ISWs dates back to the studies of Russell (1844),
whose observations and experiments were later confirmed theoretically by Boussinesq (1871),
Rayleigh (1876), followed by the work of Korteweg & de Vries (1895) that yielded the famous
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. By integrating the KdV equation, a more recent work by
Zabusky & Kruskal (1965) showed that ISWs can be generated from very general initial condi-
tions and one ISW can collide elastically with another.
There are quite a few pathways that could lead to the generation of ISWs, of which the most
common one is a result of their origin in the tide-topography interaction, which produces inter-
nal tides that subsequently steepen during the evolution process. Figure 1.1 is a compiled map
of ISW occurrences across the globe, from which its widespread and ubiquitous nature can be
clearly seen. These hot spots are mostly situated in the marginal seas where the bathymetry
transitions sharply to the shallow continental shelf. Given their often large scale and energetic
motion, ISWs are known to be a potential hazard to offshore drilling platforms and submarines
and have important consequences for underwater acoustics, shelf biology and dynamics.
ISWs in the northern South China Sea (SCS) have been of great interest to oceanographers in
the last decade, due to their regular occurrence (twice a day) and impressive scales (up to ∼150
m). The northern SCS is a regional sea that is approximately located between 112◦∼ 122◦E and
18◦ ∼ 23◦N (Figure 1.2). It is connected to the western Pacific in the east through a gateway
named Luzon Strait (LS), and in the south it is linked to the rest of the SCS. Meridionally
the LS features two parallel tall, steep ridges, namely the eastern ridge (Lan-Yu Ridge) and
the western ridge (Heng-Chun Ridge). The eastern ridge is taller and a couple of islands are
randomly distributed on it. West of the two-ridged LS is the deep northern SCS basin (water
depth greater than 3000 m) which zonally covers nearly 200 km, and which gradually transitions
to the continental slope and shelf that cover a massive area with significant three-dimensional
(3D) bathymetry.
ISWs in the northern SCS are energetic and ubiquitous (Figure 1.3). Numerous studies have
been carried out to look into the internal wave properties and dynamics in this area. In situ mea-
surements (Ramp et al. 2004, Alford et al. 2010, 2011) and satellite imagery (Zhao et al. 2004,
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Figure 1.2: Bathymetry of the northern SCS (-500, -1000, and -3000 m isobaths are shown).
The letters indicate some important geographical locations: SCS denotes the South
China Sea; LS denotes the Luzon Strait; P denotes the Pacific Ocean; E denotes
the eastern ridge of the LS (Lan Yu Ridge); W denotes the western ridge of the
LS (Heng Chun Ridge). The three arrows, from right to left (A1-A3), indicate the
approximate regions of internal wave generation in the LS, internal wave propaga-
tion in the deep basin, and internal wave shoaling and dissipation on the continental
slope and shelf.
Zheng et al. 2007) are fundamental and illuminating in the early stages of study, supplemented
in more recent years by state-of-the-art numerical simulations with increasingly realistic config-
urations (Vlasenko et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2011, Buijsman et al. 2012). Unanimous conclusion
has been reached in terms of the origin of these large waves, viz., strong zonal barotropic tides
interact intensely with the two ridges at LS, which results in the production of large baroclinic
tides that subsequently evolve into ISWs under the consistent shaping of nonlinear, nonhydro-
static, and rotational effects (Farmer et al. 2009, Li & Farmer 2011). ISW fission is ubiquitous
when the waves approach the shelf break, where ISW packets with multiple waves are spawn-
ing, as shown in Figure 1.3. Wave deformation is expedited when further progressing above
the shelf, with the emergence of wave polarity reversal somewhere in the shallow water (Orr &
Mignerey 2003). Eventually, the waves fully break and dissipate in the northern SCS margin,
marking the end of the life cycle (Figures 1.2 and 1.4).
1.2 Up-to-date investigation of baroclinic tides in the northern South China Sea
1.2.1 Background
As was introduced above, internal wave study in the northern SCS has been a hot topic in the
last decade. The origin of the waves is due to the interaction of barotropic tides with the steep
topographic features in the LS. In this section internal wave dynamics in this region will be
reviewed.
The LS (Figure 1.2), which is located west of the Pacific Ocean, plays an important role in
the dynamics of the SCS. It is a gateway connecting the SCS and the western Pacific Ocean.
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Figure 1.3: Radar signatures of ISWs (red lines) compiled from a set of 344 European remote
sensing satellite (ERS) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Envisat Advanced
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) images acquired between 1995 and 2007 (cour-
tesy of Weigen Huang). The smaller shaded grey rectangle is the modelling domain
of wave generation (Chapter 4). The larger grey rectangle denotes the modelling
domain of wave shoaling (Chapter 8). The two meridional bands marked by ’N’
and ’F’ are the regions where some short internal waves appear (Chapter 5).
Figure 1.4: Schematic showing the life cycle of an ISW from its origin at LS to its dissipation
in the northern SCS margin (figure adopted from Simmons & Alford (2012)).
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The most prominent feature of the bathymetry in the LS is two steep meridional ridges. The
eastern ridge is relatively higher and is thought to be the primary source for the generation of
large amplitude ISWs due to intense tide-topography interactions, while the western ridge is not
that efficient in generating ISWs due to its greater depth, but it also contributes somehow to the
formation of ISWs in the northern SCS (Vlasenko et al. 2010, Buijsman et al. 2012).
Barotropic tides in the LS feature a fortnightly modulation with a mixture of both diurnal
and semidiurnal tidal components. Numerical experiments on barotropic tides in the LS (Jan
et al. 2008) showed that four principal harmonics, O1, K1, M2 and S2, constitute the complex
barotropic tide structure there, with the first three components dominating. Figure 1.5 shows
one month’s zonal velocity data in April-May, 2007 at one point (20.6◦N, 122.0◦E) between
Itbayat Island and Batan Island. It is clear in the figure that barotropic tides at this site are highly
asymmetric with much stronger ebb (eastward) tides than flood (westward) tides. When decom-
posing the total tides into semidiurnal (M2, S2) and diurnal (K1, O1) components, it can be seen
that during the spring phase the diurnal part dominates (Figure 1.5c) while in the neap phase
the semidiurnal counterpart is much more prominent (Figure 1.5d). The shape of the tidal curve
shown in Figure 1.5 features one strong eastward peak and two westward peaks (one stronger,
one weaker) on certain days, and is typical of the barotropic tides in the LS, although the ever-
changing phase between diurnal and semidiurnal components can lead to slight changes of the
overall tides. The resultant asymmetry of the barotropic forcing from multiple tidal harmonics
in the LS brings about the so-called A and B ISWs observed in the northern SCS (Ramp et al.
2004).
The Kuroshio is a very intense western boundary current (velocity ∼ 1 m/s) originating from
the North Equatorial Current. Its flow patterns and characters have significant impacts on the
hydrological environment in the SCS. Several manifestations have been identified when the
Kuroshio passes by the LS (Liu et al. 2008): the main stream flowing northward between the two
ridges and along the east flank of the eastern ridge without intrusion into the SCS; the intrusion
of a branch; the formation of a “loop” style circulation, i.e., the main stream intruding into the
SCS through the southern and middle reaches of the LS, meandering clockwise, and flowing out
in the northern reach of the LS. Yuan, Han & Hu. (2006) argued that this anticyclonic intrusion
of Kuroshio, accompanied by active eddy-shedding, is a transient process rather than a persistent
one. As is known, the superposition of the Kuroshio on the tidal flows in the LS complicates
the situation of internal wave generation in the northern SCS and clouds our understanding of
this problem. There have been quite a few numerical efforts to look into this issue (Du et al.
2008, Warn-Varnas et al. 2009, Buijsman, McWilliams & Jackson 2010, Li & Farmer 2011, Jan
et al. 2012). However, The understanding of this is, to a large extent, incomplete, presumably
because the understanding of the Kuroshio characteristics and water exchange at LS is not very
clear. The results indicate that the Kuroshio does affect the wave generation but it does not play
a substantial role. Current studies mostly remain superficial and are of a qualitative nature, and
controversy remains about if the Kuroshio favors or undermines the wave generation at LS.
Oceanic stratification is crucial to internal wave properties. In the northern SCS, monthly-
averaged climatological temperature/salinity dataset World Ocean Atlas (2009) shows more or
less spatial homogeneity but exhibits obvious seasonal variation (Figure 1.6). Maximum buoy-
ancy frequency in summer is located around -100 m and can reach as large as 0.017 rad s−1,
while in winter the stratification is somehow weaker owing to the existence of a larger upper
mixed layer caused by the winter monsoon. In addition, stratification exhibits spatial variation
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Figure 1.5: a) Zonal velocity from 15th April to 15th May, 2007 at 20.6◦N, 122.0◦E in the
LS. The black line is the overall tide (including M2, S2, K1, and O1 harmonics),
whereas the red and the blue lines are the semidiurnal and diurnal components,
respectively. Meridional currents in the LS are weak. b), c), and d) are three time
periods featuring mixed tides, diurnal-dominant tides, and semidiurnal-dominant
tides, respectively.
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Figure 1.6: Climatologically averaged monthly density (left) and buoyancy frequency (right)
profiles in the northern SCS. Data is from World Ocean Atlas (2009). The two
thick dashed lines in the right panel indicate weakest pycnocline with thickest
mixed layer in January, and strongest pycnocline with thinnest mixed layer in June,
respectively.
on the two sides of the LS (Shaw et al. 2009), which is one of the factors that contribute to
the lesser occurrence of ISWs east of the LS (Buijsman, McWilliams & Jackson 2010). As
a consequence of the change of stratification, both satellite imagery (Zheng et al. 2007) and
in situ measurements (Ramp et al. 2010) have revealed significant seasonal and inter-annual
variations, with lesser occurrence of events in winter. Nonetheless, some numerical efforts (Li
2010, Vlasenko et al. 2010) demonstrate that the amplitudes of ISWs generated in winter are no
smaller than those in summer.
1.2.2 Investigation approaches
Three major approaches are employed to investigate internal wave dynamics in the northern
SCS: satellite images, in situ observations, and numerical simulations. All these three methods
are indispensable and supplementary to each other.
1.2.2.1 Satellite images
Visualization of ISWs on SAR images is very straightforward. One can clearly identify the
location, propagating direction, along-crest width, number of waves in one packet, and even
wave amplitude through some theoretical methods (Zheng et al. 2001). Figure 1.7 shows three
Envisat ASAR images featuring ISWs near the LS, in the deep basin, above the shelf break,
and on the continental shelf. A packet containing five ISWs (fragment c) shows up just west
of the western ridge. Fragment b features two extraordinarily large ISW packets in the deep
basin and near the shelf break. The packet in the deep basin has an along-crest width of nearly
300 km and is among the widest ever observed. The two consecutive packets are 127.6 km
apart, which corresponds to the wavelength of a semidiurnal internal tide above that depth. Five
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Figure 1.7: Three Envisat ASAR images compiled in one map showing: a) ISW packets on
the shallow continental shelf (21-JUN-2005, 14:09 UTC); b) ISW packets near
the shelf break and in the deep basin (12-AUG-2006, 14:04 UTC); c) ISW packet
in the deep basin but near the LS (11-AUG-2006, 01:50 UTC). The arrow and
the number in b) indicate the distance between the two consecutive ISW packets.
The four black lines in a) show the decreasing distance between two neighboring
packets when shoaling onto the shelf.
ISW packets, with decreasing distance between the neighboring two and which are significantly
deflected northward, are present in fragment a. Wave refraction by the Dongsha Atoll can be
seen, and wave surface signals are getting weaker further north.
The first study of ISW in this area using satellite images was conducted by Fett & Rabe (1977),
and in more recent years their application has revived, with an increasingly widespread use (Hsu
et al. 2000, Liu & Hsu 2004, Zhao et al. 2004, Zheng et al. 2007, Huang et al. 2008, Jackson
2009). These authors compiled maps of the spatial distribution of ISWs from many years (see
also Figure 1.3) and obtained statistics that intuitively show the wave characteristics in this
region. However, one should bear in mind that although the spatial resolution and coverage
of many satellite images are very satisfying, they are restricted by long temporal sampling
intervals, which makes the study of ISWs with sequential images impossible, given that most
oceanic surface features (like ISWs) have relatively much shorter coherent time periods. Apart
from that, satellite images are also of limited value for characterizing interior wave structures
and the associated motions.
1.2.2.2 In situ measurements
In situ measurements of ISWs in the northern SCS were first reported about two decades ago
(Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991, Bole et al. 1994), but only in recent years has much advance been
made by both the deployment of extensive long-term moorings and shipboard measurements
(Orr & Mignerey 2003, Ramp et al. 2004, Duda et al. 2004, Lien et al. 2005, Chang et al. 2006,
Liu et al. 2006, St. Laurent 2008, Farmer et al. 2009, Li et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2009, Alford
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et al. 2010, Ramp et al. 2010, Alford et al. 2011, Klymak et al. 2011, Li & Farmer 2011). The
observational sites are located not only in the LS and the deep water of the northern SCS, but
also on the continental slope and shelf.
The SCS component of the very large field experiment Asian Seas International Acoustic Ex-
periment (ASIAEX) was carried out during 2000 and 2001. Some moorings were anchored on
the shelf of the northern SCS and recorded ISWs periodically passing by. Although constrained
by the small observational area and short duration, ASIAEX is the first large-scale in situ re-
search on ISWs in the SCS, and it brought up a number of publications (Orr & Mignerey 2003,
Ramp et al. 2004, Duda et al. 2004, Yang et al. 2004, Zhao & Alford 2006, Duda & Rainville
2008), which has provided considerable insight into our understanding of ISW dynamics in the
northern SCS. An important finding from ASIAEX is the A and B ISWs (Ramp et al. 2004).
ISWs belonging to type A have larger amplitudes and arrive at the moorings regularly with
a period of 24 hours, while the B ISWs are relatively weaker and arrive about one hour later
every day. Zhao & Alford (2006) analyzed the arrival times of ISWs at two moorings, and
related them to the tidal forcing over Lan-Yu Ridge in the middle LS. The comparisons showed
that every ISW packet can be associated with a westward current peak in the LS rather than
an eastward one, which implies that the packets of ISWs are produced due to nonlinear steep-
ening of internal tide. During ASIAEX, moored records (Duda et al. 2004, Yang et al. 2004)
and shipboard measurements (Orr & Mignerey 2003) also observed wave polarity transitions
from waves of depression to elevation resulting from the shoaling topography of the continental
slope, corroborating findings from satellite images (Zhao et al. 2003). Yang et al. (2004) also
reported the recording of a second mode ISW.
After ASIAEX, a few subsequent surveys followed, which were mostly Taiwan/US joint pro-
grams. Such experiments include: 1) Variations Around the Northern South China Sea (VANS)
and the Windy Islands Soliton Experiment (WISE) (Yang et al. 2010, Ramp et al. 2010), which
had four moorings deployed across the northern SCS (two in the deep basin, one on the upper
continental shelf, and one in the LS) and obtained more than one year’s high-resolution obser-
vations of temperature, salinity, and velocity; 2) Nonlinear Internal Waves Initiative (NLIWI)
(Alford et al. 2010). Ten moorings, including Pressure Inverted Echo Sounders (PIES), ADCP
moorings and profiling moorings, were deployed during 2006-07, and recorded 14 nonlinear
ISWs as they passed by the synchronous array of these ten moorings from the LS to the shelf;
3) Internal Waves in Straits Experiment (IWISE) (Alford et al. 2011). Two lines of short-term
observational stations were deployed across the middle and the southern reaches of the LS in
2010. Alford et al. (2011) presented some first observational studies of the internal tide gener-
ation and dissipation dynamics at the LS.
Apart from large-scale experiments, some short-term surveys were conducted above the slope-
shelf area of the northern SCS (Chang et al. 2006, St. Laurent 2008, Klymak et al. 2011).
It was found that most of the energy has already been dissipated before the waves reach the
continental shelf, and a dissipation rate of O(10−7− 10−6)Wkg−1 was estimated, indicating
that the northern SCS margin is a very dissipative area. Klymak et al. (2011) measured a
beam-like structure impacting the continental shelf, rather than a more simple and common
first baroclinic mode intrusion. Decomposition of the measured signals showed a multi-modal
structure, with both diurnal and semidiurnal characteristics, and pronounced wave reflection
occurred for diurnal waves due to the supercritical slopes.
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1.2.2.3 Numerical simulations
Complementary to these satellite and in situ observational developments have been advances
in numerical simulations of ISWs in this area. A number of models, which vary from 2D,
two-layered, ideal, classic weakly nonlinear solutions to 3D, continuous layer, realistic, fully
nonlinear and nonhydrostatic configurations, have been developed to investigate ISWs in the
northern SCS (Cai et al. 2002, Du et al. 2008, Farmer et al. 2009, Shaw et al. 2009, Warn-Varnas
et al. 2009, Buijsman, Kanarska & McWilliams 2010, Vlasenko et al. 2010, Li & Farmer 2011,
Zhang et al. 2011, Buijsman et al. 2012). Most of the models focused on the generation in the
LS and evolution in the deep water, and discussed how waves are influenced by factors like
bathymetry, stratification, tidal forcing, Kuroshio intrusion, etc. However, most models have
some limitations in one way or another which render them less likely to accurately model wave
activities in this region. Such shortcomings like 2D modeling, hydrostatic approximation, ideal
bathymetry and stratification, etc., are commonly seen for simplification.
While most models are 2D ones, attempts to employ 3D models have been made in recent years
(Vlasenko et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2011). Zhang et al. (2011) used the parallel, unstructured
grid model SUNTANS (Fringer et al. 2006), which solves the fully nonlinear, nonhydrostatic
Navier-Stokes equations, to study the ISW generation and propagation in thie region. The whole
LS and the northern SCS continental slope were covered in the model domain, and realistic
forcing was included to drive the model during a fortnight run. Qualitative comparisons with
in situ measurements and satellite imagery show good similarity, demonstrating the capability
of the model to simulate internal wave dynamics in this whole domain. Considerable attention
was given in spatial and temporal characteristics of the generation and propagation of A and B
ISWs.
Some modeling efforts were also put to investigate properties of internal tides near the LS
with 3D hydrostatic Princeton Ocean Model (POM) (Niwa & Hibiya 2004, Jan et al. 2007,
2008, Zu et al. 2008). Wave dynamics like baroclinic wave flux, conversion rate and energy
balance for different tidal harmonics were calculated and the results showed that both diurnal
and semidiurnal internal tides are very active at LS, and pronounced isopycnal disturbances are
registered in the far field.
1.2.3 Internal wave generation at LS
It has been widely acknowledged that the middle LS (i.e., around the Batan Islands) is the
primary region for the generation of large amplitude ISWs in the northern SCS, while the rest
of the strait generates comparatively weak waves. In situ observations (Alford et al. 2011)
and numerical simulation (Jan et al. 2008) have shown that very strong energy conversion and
energy flux occur here. However, the other two regions, i.e., the southern reach of the LS (the
Babuyan Islands) and the northern part of the western ridge, although not that efficient, are also
believed to be able to produce significant baroclinic signals (Hsu et al. 2000, Jan & Chen 2009,
Alford et al. 2011). Internal waves radiating from different sources at the same time can meet
and nonlinearly connect very rapidly with each other and propagate westward together (Cai &
Xie 2010, Chen et al. 2011).
Inconsistent conclusions have been reached in terms of the generation process and mechanism
of ISWs in the LS, presumably due to the intricate bottom topography and various oceanic
dynamics there. Generation mechanisms proposed include lee wave mechanism (Cai et al.
2002), internal tide evolution mechanism (Lien et al. 2005, Zhao & Alford 2006, Warn-Varnas
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et al. 2009, Vlasenko et al. 2012), western boundary current instability generation mechanism
(Yuan, Zheng, Dai, Hu, Qiao & Meng. 2006), internal mixing disturbance mechanism (Du et al.
2008), tidal beam-thermocline interaction mechanism (Shaw et al. 2009), and mixed lee wave
mechanism (Buijsman, Kanarska & McWilliams 2010).
1.2.4 Evolution in the deep basin and shoaling process in the shallow water
After internal waves are produced in the LS, they will propagate westward or northwestward
in the deep basin. Both in situ measurements (Alford et al. 2010, Farmer et al. 2009) and SAR
images (Zhao et al. 2004, Jackson 2009) reveal that ISWs have already well formed in the deep
basin before they reach the shoaling continental slope (see Figure 1.3). Normally there exists
only one single wave in a packet, while multi-wave packets emerge near the shelf break.
Internal tides are progressively shaped by nonlinear and rotational effects after propagating out
of the source area. ISWs are formed under the continuous steepening of internal tides when
non-hydrostatic effects come into play and rotation can be ruled out. These effects on the
ISWs in the northern SCS were examined by Farmer et al. (2009), Li & Farmer (2011). They
investigated the rotational effects in the northern SCS by comparing measured time series and
modeled results with and without rotation. It was found that ISWs are much more developed
without the presence of rotation, and in such a case they have larger amplitude, more waves,
and arrive later than the observed waves.
When reaching the shallower margin of the northern SCS, internal wave signals, which include
both high-frequency ISWs and long internal tides, interact strongly with the shoaling topog-
raphy. Much of the internal tides from the LS disintegrate into ISWs at the steepening wave
trough. The incident wave energy scatters upon the shoaling topography, either going further
upslope, being partially reflected, or being locally dissipated. Of the strong transmitted wave
energy onto the continental slope and shelf, a great proportion is locally dissipated near the shelf
break (Lien et al. 2005, Chang et al. 2006, St. Laurent 2008, Klymak et al. 2011). Pronounced
near-bottom isopyncal fluctuations with spring-neap cycles were measured, accompanied by a
high rate of turbulent dissipation (Klymak et al. 2011). As a consequence, much of the incom-
ing internal tidal energy originating from the LS has been lost before the waves could reach the
shallow continental shelf.
Before introducing properties of internal tides or ISWs in shallower water, a point worth men-
tioning is the reflection and diffraction effect of the Dongsha Atoll, which is located at about
116◦45′E, 20◦40′N, right in the propagation path of ISWs from the LS. The Dongsha Atoll is
featured by steep slopes around it and is connected to the deep sea on the east and the con-
tinental shelf on the west, respectively. When large amplitude ISWs of first mode or second
mode impinge on the Dongsha Atoll, one wave will be broken apart into two fragments, which
separately bypass the atoll and rejoin behind it. The process is accompanied by the generation
of secondary waves and backward reflection, which makes the wave field become very compli-
cated in the vicinity of the atoll. Figure 1.8 shows an ASAR image in which multiple dynamic
processes related to ISWs can be seen: the ISW packets being refracted by the atoll, a weak
reflected ISW, intricate wave-wave interaction between the previously refracted ISWs and in-
coming ISWs further north formed in the next cycle, and weak ISW packets shoaling onto the
continental shelf.
Based on four mooring sites upon the shallow continental slope during ASIAEX, Duda &
Rainville (2008) found that diurnal energy flux onto the shelf was greater than that measured at
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Figure 1.8: An Envisat ASAR image (03-NOV-2005, 14:15 UTC) showing the complicated
wave field near the Dongsha Atoll. Incoming ISWs, refracted multi-wave packets,
reflected single ISW, wave-wave interactions, and shoaling waves can be clearly
spotted on the image. The two dashed lines indicate the position of the leading
wave in the refracted ISW packet. The dashed ellipses show where pronounced
wave-wave interactions take place.
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the deeper site, whilst semidiurnal flux decreased monotonically upslope. This somehow im-
plies the likelihood of local generation of diurnal internal tides, which originate from barotropic
tide-topography interaction at this area. According to the calculation of the internal wave ray
characteristic angles for both diurnal O1 and semidiurnal M2 tides (Duda et al. 2004), critical
slopes for the diurnal tide in this region are 0.16 to 0.3 degree, much shallower than those for
the semidiurnal tide, which are of the order 0.5 to 1 degree (similar estimation was also given by
Klymak et al. (2011)). Considering that the shallower slopes that are critical for diurnal tides are
very typical, this area is suitable for diurnal tidal generation rather than semidiurnal. Further
interpretation was made by Duda & Rainville (2008), with more details and robust observa-
tional data. Meanwhile, Klymak et al. (2011) addressed that such critical nature of the northern
SCS margin to the diurnal internal tides implicates the effect of internal tides in shaping the
continental shelf.
In addition, complexity is also added by the correlation between the remotely generated shoaling
internal tides and the local barotropic tides (Kelly & Nash 2010), which has great impact on
the local energy conversion of barotropic to baroclinic tides and thus affects the subsequent
characteristics of baroclinic waves and the incoming ISWs. A further complicating factor is
that the dominant diurnal internal tides can somehow modulate the propagation of incoming
ISWs, as was interpreted by Alford et al. (2010) who, by solving the Taylor-Goldstein equation
which takes into account the background shear process (diurnal internal tides in this case), found
that upon the upper continental shelf B waves moved faster than A waves, although the latter
have larger amplitudes.
With further decrease of water depth, ISWs will finally reach the turning point where, theoreti-
cally, waves of elevation type start to take shape if the inclination of the slope is not large enough
to induce wave breaking. In the northern SCS, measurements during ASIAEX have illuminated
many fascinating results on the transformation processes of the incident waves. Such features
were extensively studied by Duda et al. (2004), Ramp et al. (2004), who showed that beginning
as large narrow ISWs of depression, they became much broadened when shoaling onto the con-
tinental shelf, accompanied by the trailing of oscillations and subsequent emergence of waves
of elevation. Yang et al. (2004) reported four forms of ISWs during this process, including the
near-breaking stage when they were in the transition zone that was very close to the temporally
varying turning point. Two more intriguing polarity conversion events were presented by Orr
& Mignerey (2003) with shipboard measurements in the ASIAEX area. Visualization of the
acoustic flow from waves of depression to elevation is quite illustrative, and wave properties
like position and width were described during the shoaling process to the shallower water.
Generated waves of elevation either break up or are dispersed depending on the changes of
water depth and local stratification, which marks the termination of the life cycle of an ISW
from its origin in the LS. Breaking internal waves at the shelf break and on the shallow shelf
may be the primary source for turbulent mixing, which can effectively weaken the stratification
and affect the local dynamic processes. 3D numerical efforts with realistic conditions have been
lacking except one study by Shen et al. (2009), who simulated the shoaling process of ISWs in
the ASIAEX area.
1.3 Motivations and aims
Investigation in the last decade has emphasized the significance of internal waves in the northern
SCS. They have drawn much concern not only due to their large scales and regular occurrence,
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but also for marine operational reasons. Although this phenomenon has been intensively stud-
ied, some issues still remain incomplete, for example, how are the waves generated and radiated
in the LS, especially with a complex 3D bathymetry? What factors have the most significant
influence on the generation and propagation of internal waves in this region? How do the waves
evolve above the wide shoaling continental slope-shelf after taking shape in the deep water?
And what role does the 3D topography and rotation play in such a process?
This dissertation aims to, basically by means of numerical modelling, explore characteristics of
internal wave dynamics in the northern SCS which, specifically, consists of a complete under-
standing of:
• 3D generation processes and mechanisms of internal waves at LS, with a highlight of 3D
modeling and the generated wave structures of multiple modes.
• the role played by various factors that determine the resultant wave fields; such factors
include western ridge interference, asymmetric barotropic tides, rotational effects, etc.
• the wave shoaling process over the wide northern SCS slope and shelf that involves the
evolution of both a first mode and a second mode ISW and addresses the effects of 3D
topography and rotation.
To achieve this seemingly ambitious goal, the 3D Massachusetts Institute of Technology gen-
eral circulation model (MITgcm), which features fully nonlinear, nonhydrostatic capacities,
serves as the main tool to accomplish the numerical experiments. Model results are supported
and corroborated by the classic weakly nonlinear theories, SAR imagery, and limited in-situ
measurements.
1.4 Thesis outline
The structure of this dissertation is arranged as follows:
• Chapter 2 first looks back at the linear internal wave and internal tide generation problem.
Nondimensional parameters that modulate the generation regimes and characteristics are
listed and interpreted. Second, classic KdV theory and fully nonlinear theory of ISWs are
briefly summarized. Third, the progress of internal wave dynamics in the northern SCS
is reviewed.
• Chapter 3 begins with a briefing of MITgcm, followed by an introduction of SAR.
• Chapter 4 is the core section of the dissertation, viz., 3D modelling of ISW generation
mechanism and process near the LS. Model setup, results, and some sensitivity experi-
ments are presented, and this part serves as a foundation and starting point for the next
few chapters.
• Chapter 5 focuses on a particular phenomenon that is delineated in Chapter 4: a specific
structure of ’first mode ISW followed by a second mode ISW, on which some short first
mode IWs ride’. A series of SAR images are analyzed and compared to the model results,
and a robust consistency is reached.
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• Chapter 6 emphasizes the role that played by the irregular and multi-harmonic barotropic
tidal constituents in the LS and the resultant altering of ISW field. An alternation of A
and B ISWs (as will be defined later) and a mutual transition are simulated, with the
verification from both in-situ measurements and analytical linear formulations.
• Chapters 7 and 8 form the other key point of the dissertation: ISW shoaling process over
the northern SCS slope and shelf. Chapter 7 tentatively studies the evolution of a second
mode ISW over a two-dimensional (2D) shoaling slope that is typical of the northern
SCS bathymetry, whereas in Chapter 8 experiments of a first mode ISW over realistic 3D
bottom are performed, with emphases on the rotational and topographic effects on the
shoaling wave profiles.
• Chapter 9 presents the summary and conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1 Linear internal wave theory
Internal waves can be treated as a perturbation of a background static state that only varies
vertically,
p = p0(z)+ p′(x,y,z, t) (2.1)
ρ = ρ0(z)+ρ ′(x,y,z, t) (2.2)
where p and ρ are pressure and density, respectively. The fields with a prime denote the motion
of internal wave. The background fields p0(z), ρ0(z) satisfy the hydrostatic balance:
d p0
dz
=−ρ0g (2.3)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
The linearized Euler equations with the Boussinesq approximation in a continuously stratified
fluid read
∂u
∂ t
− f v =− 1
ρ∗
∂ p′
∂x
(2.4a)
∂v
∂ t
+ f u =− 1
ρ∗
∂ p′
∂y
(2.4b)
∂w
∂ t
=− 1
ρ∗
∂ p′
∂ z
+b (2.4c)
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂ z
= 0 (2.4d)
∂b
∂ t
+N2w = 0 (2.4e)
where u= (u,v,w) is the (perturbed) velocity field; ρ∗ is a constant reference quantity; b is the
buoyancy defined as
b =−gρ ′/ρ∗ (2.5)
f is the Coriolis frequency, and N is the buoyancy frequency defined as
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N2(z) =− g
ρ∗
dρ0
dz
(2.6)
The five equations of (2.4) can be reduced to a single equation for w which reads
∂ 2
∂ t2
∇2w+N2∇2Hw+ f
2 ∂ 2w
∂ z2
= 0 (2.7)
where the Laplace operator ∇2 and its horizontal component ∇2H read
∇2 =
∂ 2
∂x2
+
∂ 2
∂y2
+
∂ 2
∂ z2
(2.8a)
∇2H =
∂ 2
∂x2
+
∂ 2
∂y2
(2.8b)
An energy equation can be derived by manipulating equations (2.4):
1
2
ρ∗
∂
∂ t
[u2+ v2+w2+b2/N2]+u ·∇p′ = 0 (2.9)
The energy density E, which is the sum of kinetic and potential energy, is
E =
1
2
ρ∗[u2+ v2+w2+b2/N2] (2.10)
The term u ·∇p′ = ∇ · (up′) in equation (2.9) denotes the divergence of the energy flux. Upon
integrating equation (2.9) over a certain volume, it can be shown that the temporal variation of
the total energy (kinetic and potential) is balanced by the fluxes through coming in/out of the
faces of the volume.
Supposing the wave is temporally sinusoidal with a frequency ω , i.e.,
w(x,y,z, t) = w¯(x,y,z, t)exp(−iωt) (2.11)
Substituting it into equation (2.7), the following equation can be derived
∇2hw¯−
ω2− f 2
N2−ω2
∂ 2w¯
∂ z2
= 0 (2.12)
Without loss of generality, taking ∂/∂y = 0, equation (2.12) can be written as
w¯xx− ω
2− f 2
N2−ω2 w¯zz = 0 (2.13)
The dispersion relation can be obtained by substituting w¯∼ exp i(kx+mz) into (2.13),
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ω2 =
N2
K2
k2+
f 2
K2
m2 (2.14)
where K =
√
k2+m2 is the length of the wavevector. The above expression can be formulated
in polar coordinates, assuming k = (k,m) = K(cosθ ,sinθ), where θ is the angle between the
wavevector and its horizontal component. Then 2.14 becomes
ω2 = N2cos2θ + f 2sin2θ (2.15)
An important conclusion follows from the linear dispersion relation of internal waves, that is,
the phase velocity cp = ωk is perpendicular to the group velocity cg =
∂ω
∂k , i.e.,
cp · cg = 0 (2.16)
Equation (2.13) can be solved in two approaches: the method of characteristics and the method
of vertical modes. The latter method requires a surface and a bottom boundary. For the latter,
assume w¯ =W (z)exp ikx, and substitute it into (2.13), it gives
Wzz+ k2
N2(z)−ω2
ω2− f 2 W = 0 (2.17a)
W = 0 z = 0,−H (2.17b)
This is a Sturm-Liouville problem. Its solution consists of a series of eigenvalues kn and the
corresponding eigenfunctions Wn. For some special profiles of N(z), Wn can be obtained ana-
lytically, otherwise the equation has to be solved numerically.
After obtaining W , the other variables, u, v, p, and b can be expressed similarly, following
equations (2.4),
U =
i
k
W ′; V =
f
ωk
W ′; P = iρ∗
ω2− f 2
ωk2
W ′; B =− iN
2
ω
W (2.18)
A simple and special case lies in the assumption of uniform stratification, i.e., N = const. In
this case the solution of (2.17) is obvious and it takes the simple form of
Wn = sin(
npiz
H
) n = 1,2,3, · · · (2.19)
which is independent of ω with N = const. The dispersion relation is
kn =±npiH (
ω2− f 2
N2−ω2 )
1/2 n = 1,2,3, · · · (2.20)
which can be rewritten as
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ω2 =
N2k2+ f 2(npiH )
2
k2+(npiH )
2 n = 1,2,3, · · · (2.21)
The corresponding phase velocity cp and group velocity cg can then be subsequently derived.
2.2 Internal tide generation
Internal waves in the ocean mainly originate from the wind and the barotropic tide (Wunsch
& Ferrari 2004, Simmons & Alford 2012). The former generates near-inertial internal waves
(Alford 2001, Garrett 2001, Alford 2003), whereas the latter generates internal tides, which are
the topic of this section. Internal tides, or baroclinic tides, are internal waves of tidal frequency,
which are generated in stratified oceans by the interaction of barotropic tides with topographic
features as underwater ridges, banks, seamounts, continental slope, etc. Unlike barotropic tides,
internal tides can cause very large vertical displacement of density surfaces inside the ocean,
which can reach tens or even hundreds of meters.
Some early theories of internal tide generation in the abyssal ocean were established several
decades ago (Baines 1973, Bell 1975a,b), but understanding of its role in the real ocean was
incomplete. However, this topic has lately received considerably wide interest in view of the
availability of observation of satellite altimetry (Egbert & Ray 2000) and the recognition that
internal wave breaking could play a significant role in determining the global energy flux budget
and large scale ocean circulation (Munk & Wunsch 1998, Wunsch & Ferrari 2004). Garrett &
Kunze (2007) gave a general review of the recent theoretical, observational, and numerical
developments.
2.2.1 Generation regimes and models
Following Garrett & Kunze (2007), there are several non-dimensional parameters that define the
regimes of internal wave generation. The dimensional parameters employed are three frequen-
cies, ω , f , N, topographic height h0 and horizontal scale k−1, water depth H, and the current
magnitude u0.
The first parameter, ku0/ω , is the tidal excursion parameter that is defined by the ratio of the
tidal excursion u0/ω to the topographic horizontal scale k−1. The second parameter, ε , is a
steepness parameter that is defined as ε = kh0/α , where kh0 is the steepness of the topography,
and α =
√
(ω2− f 2)/(N2−ω2) is the slope of the internal tide characteristic. ε < 1, ε = 1,
and ε > 1 are referred to as subcritical, critical, and supercritical slopes, respectively. These two
parameters are the two most important ones, and will be elaborated below. The other parameters
involve the frequency ratios, ω/ f , ω/N, and a height ratio, h0/H.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the parameter space based on ku0/ω and ε . Five regimes are sketched in
the figure. Regimes 1 and 2 correspond to the ’weak topography’ limit of Bell’s linear theory
of internal tide generation (Bell 1975a). The topography slope is assumed to be small in an
infinitely deep ocean, but there is no restriction on the magnitude of the tidal excursion. For
small ku0/ω (acoustic limit; regime 1), internal tides are mainly excited at the tidal frequency
ω , whereas contributions from higher harmonics increase with larger finite excursion (regime
2). Very large value of ku0/ω corresponds to the lee-wave regime.
On the other hand, for small ku0/ω but finite ε (regime 5), which implies a weak flow and
steep topography regime, the scenario is different, that is, while the frequency ω of the gener-
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Figure 2.1: The parameter space characterized by ku0/ω and ε . The solid line denotes
Nh0/u0 = 1 and is explained in the text. This figure is adopted from Garrett &
Kunze (2007). The green shading and the yellow shading respectively indicate the
regimes to which the western ridge and the eastern ridge of the LS belong, as will
be discussed in Chapter 4.3.
ated waves is essentially unchanged, there is generation of higher spatial harmonics that form
clear tidal beams. Balmforth et al. (2002) extended the theoretical predictions to finite slope,
and found a gradual increase in tidal energy conversion rate as ε approaches 1, where the con-
version of a sinusoidal topography is 56% larger than Bell’s weak topography estimate. For
infinitely steep topography, Llewellyn Smith & Young (2002), St. Laurent et al. (2003) exam-
ined internal tide generation at a knife-edge ridge and found that for small h0/H, a knife-edge
topography can generate energy flux twice as large as Bell’s prediction, and that energy flux
increases as h0/H increases. Using a Green’s function approach, Pétrélis et al. (2006), Balm-
forth & Peacock (2009) investigated the energy conversion for isolated topography of arbitrary
steepness and finite height. It was found that the calculations agree with the previous conclu-
sions for a knife-edge topography and Bell’s predictions with weak topograhy assumption. The
transition between the two limits is gradual and monotonic for most h0/H, and a knife-edge
topography turns out to be a reasonable approximation for any isolated steep and tall ridges.
Another parameter, being not independent of the parameters listed above, is the topographic
Froude number, which measures the obstruction of the flow by topography and turns out to be
useful for analyzing the flow patterns (Baines 1995, Legg & Huijts 2006). It is defined as
Fr =
u0
Nh0
(2.22)
which can be expressed as
Fr =
ku0
ω
× ω
N
× 1
kh0
∼ ku0
ω
× α
∇h0
=
ku0/ω
ε
(2.23)
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i.e., the ratio of the tidal excursion to the steepness parameter when f <<ω <<N. For large Fr,
the flow remains relatively unaffected by topography, whereas for small Fr, the flow is impeded
by topography. Regime 4 of Figure 2.1 corresponds to the case for ε > 1 and Fr < 1. Numerical
simulations of Legg & Huijts (2006), Legg & Klymak (2008) showed that this is a regime where
highly nonlinear, breaking lee waves take place, and a large flow is conducive of such features.
A couple of locations in the world’s oceans were identified by Legg & Klymak (2008) to meet
such conditions, and the induced energetic local mixing can significantly contribute to the global
energy budget distribution. However, for ku0/ω > 1, Fr > 1 (Regime 3 of Figure 2.1), which
corresponds to a low, narrow topography, no overturning was observed (Legg & Huijts 2006).
Bell’s theory and many later works postulated that the ocean is infinitely deep, which implies
that the radiated energy flux travels upwards without being reflected back by a surface. Bell
(1975b) argued that the upward going waves would be dissipated by processes like shear in-
stability and wave-wave interactions before being reflected. However, this point of view was
questioned later, for example, St. Laurent & Garrett (2002) showed that the Richardson number
of the internal tides is not small enough to lead to shear instability, and that the time scale of
wave-wave interaction is relatively long compared to the propagation time of the internal tide.
Particularly, the long-range propagation of low-mode internal tides with multiple reflections
at the surface and bottom has been robustly shown by global and regional baroclinic models
(Niwa & Hibiya 2004, Simmons et al. 2004). Given the flaws of infinite-depth assumption,
Llewellyn Smith & Young (2002), Khatiwala (2003) theoretically extended Bell’s formulation
to finite depth by applying an upper boundary. The assumption imposes an upper limit for the
possible horizontal wavelength, and it was shown that the presence of the upper boundary can
significantly reduce the tidal conversion compared to that of an infinite ocean, especially for
larger lengths of topography. St. Laurent et al. (2003) analytically studied the internal tide gen-
eration of a very steep (ε ∼ ∞) knife-edge, a step, and a top-hat topography without assuming
h0/H << 1. The condition h0/H << 1 was relaxed for any topography by Vlasenko et al.
(2005), who formulated the analytical generation problem by using a transformed small ’effec-
tive’ height of topography, which also takes the variation of stratification into account. Such a
formulation makes it possible to consider large obstacle height that is comparable with the fluid
depth, as long as the top of topography is under the pycnocline, which is usually the case in the
oceans.
2.2.2 Numerical modelling
While the aforementioned analytical models are physically based and are instructive and illumi-
nating in interpreting internal tide generation problem, they are often constrained from realistic
situation, especially for the circumstance when nonlinearity is notable. Given that, numerical
simulations can be employed to validate analytical models and to explore regimes where ana-
lytical solutions are invalid. Within recent years, the increasing development of massive ocean
models and computational facility make the 3D regional or even global realistic simulation of
internal tide generation and evolution possible. A number of hot spots in the world’s oceans
have been identified with conspicuous wave activities and energetics. Several prominent places
include the northern South China Sea (Jan et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2011), the East China Sea
(Niwa & Hibiya 2004), the Hawaiian Ridge (Merrifield & Holloway 2002), the Monterey Bay
(Kang & Fringer 2012), etc.
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2.3 Internal solitary wave theory and models
2.3.1 Weakly nonlinear theory: KdV equation and its solution
The KdV theory is the most well-known model for the description of unidirectional weakly
nonlinear waves in weakly dispersive water (Benny 1966, Lee & Beardsley 1974). For a pro-
gressive wave propagating in the x-direction, the Boussinesq equations yield the KdV equation:
the wave profile A(x, t) is governed by
At + cAx+αAAx+βAxxx = 0 (2.24)
where subscripts x and t are respectively spatial and temporal derivatives. α , β , and c are the
coefficients of nonlinearity, dispersion, and linear long wave phase speed, among which the
sign of α determines the polarity of an ISW, with positive and negative values corresponding to
waves of depression and elevation (first mode), respectively. In the Boussinesq approximation,
α and β are expressed as
α =
3c
2
∫ 0
−H(dΦ/dz)3dz∫ 0
−H(dΦ/dz)2dz
(2.25)
β =
c
2
∫ 0
−H Φ2dz∫ 0
−H(dΦ/dz)2dz
(2.26)
in which Φ and c can be solved by the linear eigenvalue problem
Φzz+
N(z)2
c2
Φ= 0, (2.27)
Φ(−H) =Φ(0) = 0 (2.28)
through numerical approach if the buoyancy frequency N(z) is known.
In a two-layer case with the upper and lower layer depth equal to h1 and h2, respectively, c, α
and β can be simplified as
c =
√
g′h1h2
h1+h2
(2.29)
α =
3
2
c
h1−h2
h1h2
(2.30)
β =
ch1h2
6
(2.31)
where g′ = g(ρ2−ρ1)/ρ2 is the reduced gravity; ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities in the upper and
lower layers, respectively.
KdV equation (2.24) is completely integrable, and the solitary wave solution, among others, is
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A = aξ sech
2(
x−Vt
λ
) (2.32)
where aξ is the wave amplitude; V and λ are respectively the nonlinear phase speed and width
of the ISW:
V = c+
αaξ
3
(2.33)
λ =
√
12β
αaξ
(2.34)
2.3.2 Weakly nonlinear theory: extentions of KdV equation
Despite the assumption of weak nonlinearity, the KdV solution has turned out to be capable of
simulating wave evolution outside its valid range (Holloway et al. 1997). However, there are
certain limitations of the KdV equation, one of which is that, as is seen from equation (2.30), the
nonlinear coefficient α just vanishes when h1 = h2. In such a case near this point (the so-called
turning point), the next cubic nonlinearity could be comparable in magnitude with the quadratic
one, and a higher-order modification of the KdV equation leads to the extended KdV equation
(Gardner equation):
At +(c+αA+α2A2)Ax+βAxxx = 0 (2.35)
where α2 is the coefficient of cubic nonlinearity and it has a much more complex form than α
(Holloway et al. 1999).
The eKdV equation is also integrable and has a number of solutions. Opposing to the KdV
solution, the amplitude of the eKdV wave cannot take arbitrarily large values. There is an upper
boundary of the amplitude which is determined by h1 and h2. When approaching this boundary,
the wave becomes increasingly broad, forming a wide plateau on top that terminates at each end
by dissipationless bores (Helfrich & Melville 2006).
Despite the inclusion of a higher order nonlinear term, the eKdV equation is still formulated
on the ground of weakly nonlinear assumption. Yet, it does show advantages in delineating
the profiles of ISWs (Stanton & Ostrovsky 1998). Also, it turns out that the application of
the eKdV equation is considerably beyond its original valid range. Comparison of the wave
characteristics with fully nonlinear theories gives a fairly close agreement, given that h1 and h2
are not too different (Helfrich & Melville 2006).
Another limitation of the KdV equation is the assumption of weak dispersion, i.e., the waves
are long compared to the water depth. Nonetheless, when considering a two-layer medium
with a very deep lower layer, the long wave assumption is violated, and the nonlinear evolution
equation appropriate in describing this system is the Benjamin-Ono (BO) equation (Benjamin
1967, Ono 1975) which has an algebraic soliton solution. However, largely being of theoretical
interest, the advantage of the BO equation over KdV equation is unjustified, even in deep water.
Moreover, there also exists a more general nonlinear equation that compromises with the two
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extreme cases of shallow water and deep water: the intermediate depth wave equation, as was
brought up by Joseph (1977), Kubota et al. (1978).
When studying mesoscale oceanic processes with spatial scales near the (internal) Rossby ra-
dius, rotational effects should be taken into account. Assuming small rotation, Ostrovsky (1978)
first derived the rotation-modified KdV equation (rKdV, also referred as the Ostrovsky equa-
tion):
(At + cAx+αAAx+βAxxx)x = γA (2.36)
The background rotation is indicated by γ , which is given by
γ =
f 2
2c
(2.37)
where f is the Coriolis parameter.
The above Ostrovsky equation has the linear dispersion relation, in the reference frame moving
with the linear long wave speed c:
cp =
ω
k
=
γ
k2
−βk2 (2.38)
where k, ω , and cp are the wavenumber, frequency, and phase velocity for a sinusoidal wave,
respectively. The corresponding group velocity is
cg =
∂ω
∂k
=
γ
k2
−3βk2 (2.39)
In seeking a localized solution of the Ostrovsky equation 2.36, some important integral con-
straints should be exerted, of which a most common one is the ’zero-mass’ condition
M =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx = 0 (2.40)
Such integrals are valid for localized perturbations which shall vanish as |x| → ∞.
An important feature of the Ostrovsky equation is the non-existence of a stationary localized
solution (Leonov 1981). Under rotation, a KdV wave undergoes continuous decaying process
by radiating inertia-gravity waves (Poincare´ waves) backwards (Grimshaw et al. 1998). The
leading wave annihilates in a certain time, as is expressed as
A
A0
= (1− t
td
)2 (2.41)
where A0 is the amplitude of the initial ISW; t is time and td is the scale of the terminal damping
time. However, analysis of stationary solutions of the Ostrovsky equation can be conducted if
the nonhydrostatic term is neglected (β=0 in equation (2.36)), which is valid for sufficiently
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long waves. This new equation, called reduced Ostrovsky equation or Ostrovsky-Hunter equa-
tion, was first analyzed by Ostrovsky (1978), and its stationary solutions were later presented in
more detail by Stepanyants (2006).
In addition to the stationary solutions, non-steady solutions of the Ostrovsky equation have also
been explored. Gilman et al. (1996) found that, despite of the so-called ’anti-soliton theorem’,
non-stationary ISWs can co-exist with long, smooth background waves of small amplitude,
whereas in the other regime of their calculation it was shown that an initial KdV wave decays
by shedding long tails, which is as predicted by asymptotic theory (Grimshaw et al. 1998). The
radiated long wave can steepen and form a new ISW with nearly identical parameters to the
original wave, and this process repeats quasi-periodically.
The above-mentioned equations are all one-dimensional equations (x-direction). Assuming a
slow variation of solutions in y-direction, the KdV equation is generalized to the two-dimensional
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation - or KP equation (Kadomtsev & Petviashvili 1970), which is
also completely integrable. The KP equation was further extended to the rotation-modified KP
equation (Grimshaw 1985), with the form in a rotating channel
(At +αAAx+βAxxx)x+
1
2
c(Ayy−ν2A) = 0 (2.42)
Ay+νA = 0, y = 0, l (2.43)
where ν = R−10 = f/c is the inverse internal Rossby radius which measures the strength of
rotation. When omitting the transverse variations (Ayy = 0), equation (2.42) is reduced to the
Ostrovsky equation (2.36).
Numerical calculations of the rotation-modified KP equation in a rotating channel were pre-
sented in a number of theoretical papers (Grimshaw 1985, Katsis & Akylas 1987, Grimshaw &
Tang 1990, Akylas 1991, Sánchez-Garrido & Vlasenko 2009). It was generally concluded that
an initially ISW with straight crest evolves into a wave with backwards curved wavefront that
has exponentially decreasing amplitude, which is the characteristic of a Kelvin wave. The initial
ISW attenuates quickly due to the radiation of secondary waves, with a feature much resembles
the solution of the Ostrovsky equation.
2.3.3 Fully nonlinear theory
The previous KdV-type equations all treat nonlinearity as very small, in the sense that wave
displacement is small compared to a depth scale, which can be the whole water depth, or one
layer depth in a two-layer system. However, with a growing number of observed ISWs for
which they are evidently large, the validity of KdV theory is questioned. Despite the aforemen-
tioned capability of KdV-type equations, especially eKdV equation, in delineating ISWs that
are not within their valid range, fully nonlinear theories are ultimately needed to describe more
accurately properties of the observed very large waves.
Fully nonlinear internal waves can be described by manipulating the basic hydrodynamic equa-
tions. Within the Boussinesq approximation, for 2D waves in a steady state and in a continu-
ously stratified flow, the basic Euler equations can be reduced to only one single equation for the
streamfunctionΨ. This is the so-called Dubreil-Jacotin-Long (DJL) equation, or Long equation
(Long 1953):
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∂ 2Ψ
∂ 2ξ
+
∂ 2Ψ
∂ 2z
+
N2(z−Ψ/V )
V 2
Ψ= 0 (2.44)
where ξ = x−Vt, V is the phase speed; N = N(z) is the known buoyancy frequency.
Using the DJL equation, Lamb (2002) numerically investigated the formation of trapped cores
via ISW shoaling and studied the upper limits of wave amplitude in several scenarios. The
extension of the DJL equation to include a mean background shear current was presented by
Stastna & Lamb (2002), Lamb (2003).
To describe strongly nonlinear solitary waves, steady wave solutions have been achieved by
directly solving the Euler equations, mostly in a two-layer fluid (Turner & Vanden-Broeck 1988,
Evans & Ford 1996, Grue et al. 1999). It was found that there is a limiting amplitude at which
an ISW has a flat top, in a manner similar to the case of the eKdV equation. In a Boussinesq
fluid, at this limit the wave amplitude η0 lim and velocity Vlim are
η0 lim =
h1−h2
2
(2.45)
Vlim =
√
g′(h1+h2)
2
(2.46)
where g′ = g(1−ρ1/ρ2).
Miyata (1985, 1988), Choi & Camassa (1999) derived the long-wave equation for fully non-
linear, weakly nonhydrostatic waves in a two-layer flow (MCC equation). This equation is of
a similar nature to the DJL equation but is not necessarily stationary. It predicts wider and
slower waves compared with the KdV equation. The MCC equation solution is shown to be in
agreement with laboratory experiments and full numerical solutions of the Euler equations over
a wide range of layer depths, as was illustrated by Ostrovsky & Grue (2003), who also derived
a long-wave, strongly nonlinear model in the Boussinesq approximation which is equivalent to
the MCC equation. Helfrich (2007) modified the MCC equation to accommodate rotation and
studied the decay-return process of an ISW.
Moreover, there are a number of famous massive oceanic models that are more than capable
of simulating the properties and dynamics of ISWs with fully nonlinear, fully nonhydrostatic
schemes. Such modes include (nonhydrostatic) FVCOM, ROMS, SUNTANS, MITgcm, etc.
However, such direct numerical computations are often computationally expensive and are hard
to bring enough physical insight into the concerned problem.
2.3.4 Generation mechanisms of ISWs
There are a variety of ways that ISWs can be generated. The diversity of generation mechanisms
can produce ISWs of different characters. Some review works have been carried out (Vlasenko
et al. 2005, Helfrich & Melville 2006, Jackson et al. 2012), and it is briefly summarized in this
section.
The most common mechanism is due to the interaction of barotropic tides with underwater
bottom features, which can generate internal tides. This is most likely when the tidal excursion
parameter ku0/ω is small. During the outward propagation of the (low-mode) internal tides, if
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sufficiently energetic, their fronts can gradually evolve into ISWs under the effects of nonlinear
steepening and dispersion (Lee & Beardsley 1974, Gerkema & Zimmerman 1995, Helfrich &
Grimshaw 2008).
A second mechanism is the ’lee wave mechanism’ (Maxworthy 1979, Nakamura et al. 2000),
that is, lee waves are formed in the ebb phase of the barotropic tides, and during this period
they absorb energy from the background currents and grow in amplitudes. When barotropic
tides slacken and gradually turn into flood tides, they are released and propagate upstream. This
mechanism is likely to occur with larger tidal excursion, i.e., ku0/ω >> 1. For internal waves of
higher modes that are generated locally, they have less chance to break through the background
tidal currents due to the smaller phase speeds. They are therefore trapped near the generation
site, where they die away and contribute to the local dissipation and mixing (Klymak et al.
2010).
A third mechanism was proposed by Gerkema (2001) who showed that the generated tidal
beams can interact strongly with a moderate thermocline, which further leads to the ’local gen-
eration’ of internal wave packets accompanied by downward energy leakage from the thermo-
cline. It was found by Gerkema (2001) that a moderately stratified thermocline is necessary for
such a mechanism to occur, whereas neither a strong or a weak thermocline is favorable for the
generation.
A fourth mechanism was put forth by Maxworthy (1979), who observed that when the back-
ground currents are strong enough to induce mixing above bottom features, the collapse of
mixed water can produce internal waves propagating out of the source region, which further
develop into solitary waves through nonlinear steepening.
Some other mechanisms, albeit not very common, can also lead to the generation of ISWs, for
example, through resonant generation, and river plume generation.
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Methodology
3.1 Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm) is a numerical
model designed for the study of both atmospheric and oceanic phenomena with various scales
(Marshall, Adcroft, Hill, Perelman & Heisey 1997). Its numerical implementation is based on
3D incompressible Navier Stokes equations with fully nonhydrostatic terms. The governing
equations, within a traditional vertical z-coordinate, are:
∂u
∂ t
+
∂ p
∂x
= Gu (3.1)
∂v
∂ t
+
∂ p
∂y
= Gv (3.2)
∂w
∂ t
+
∂ p
∂ z
= Gw (3.3)
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂ z
= 0 (3.4)
∂T
∂ t
= GT (3.5)
∂S
∂ t
= GS (3.6)
ρ = ρ(T,S, p) (3.7)
where the zonal velocity u, meridional velocity v, and vertical velocity w, potential temperature
T , salinity S, pressure p, and density ρ characterize the basic state and movement of the ocean.
Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) are the momentum equations; (3.4) is the non-divergence conti-
nuity equation; (3.5) and (3.6) are the thermodynamic equations; (3.7) is the Equation of State.
Gu, Gv, and Gw are tendency terms in the respectively zonal, meridional, and vertical directions
that comprise of advection, metric forces, Coriolis, and forcing/dissipation, as are defined below
from left to right in each equation (in spherical coordinates):
Gu =−v·∇u−{uwr −
uv tanφ
r
}−{−2Ωvsinφ +2Ωwcosφ}+Fu (3.8)
Gv =−v·∇v−{vwr −
u2 tanφ
r
}−2Ωusinφ +Fv (3.9)
Gw =−v·∇w+ u
2+ v2
r
+2Ωucosφ +Fw−g δρρre f (3.10)
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where the last term in (3.10) is the buoyancy term in which δρ and ρre f denote a density deriva-
tion from the hydrostatically balanced state at rest and a constant value of density, respectively.
g is the acceleration of gravity. v= (u,v,w) is the velocity vector, and φ is the latitude. ∇ is the
gradient operator within the spherical coordinates. In the thermodynamic equations,
GT =−∇·(vT )+FT (3.11)
GS =−∇·(vS)+FS (3.12)
The above equations (3.1-3.12) are hence discretized and solved with the appropriate boundary
conditions, and the strategies and algorithms will be briefed later.
Overall, depending on the scales and features of the fluid motions that studied and the concomi-
tant simplification of the dynamical equations, there are three modes of equation sets formu-
lated, viz., the hydrostatic, quasi-hydrostatic, and nonhydrostatic sets (Marshall, Hill, Perelman
& Adcroft 1997). The first set is known as the ’hydrostatic primitive equations’ in which the
vertical momentum equation (3.3) is reduced to the state of hydrostatic balance (see equation
(3.13)), and in which the ’traditional approximation’ and the ’shallow atmosphere approxima-
tion’ are made.
∂ pHY
∂ z
+ g˜ = 0 (3.13)
where g˜ = g δρρre f is the reduced gravity. pHY comes from the pressure p when the latter is
decomposed into three components, viz., the surface pressure (pS), the hydrostatic pressure
(pHY ), and the nonhydrostatic pressure (pNH),
p = pS+ pHY + pNH (3.14)
In quasi-hydrostatic mode of the equations, the strict hydrostatic balance is relaxed, and in
(3.10) the advection and forcing/dissipation terms are omitted, whereas all the other terms in
the momentum equations are retained. The shallow atmosphere approximation is relaxed as
well and all the metric terms are kept. The quasi-hydrostatic equations also treat the Coriolis
terms fully. Despite the added terms, solutions of the quasi-hydrostatic mode is as computa-
tionally cheap as the hydrostatic mode, which is in sharp contrast with the nonhydrostatic mode
that involves massive computational power. The nonhydrostatic equations reserve all the terms
in the dynamic equation set, and thus is expected to be capable of studying the flows across
the whole range of scales, from small scale convections (~100 m) to large scale global circu-
lations (~10 000 km). However, its computational demanding has hampered the broad use for
large scale motions, and in such a case hydrostatic, or quasi-hydrostatic equations can be a fine
approximation.
The above three modes, of which the quasi-hydrostatic mode is relatively less used, shall be
chosen appropriately based on the characteristics of the phenomena. A parameter that divides
the hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic regimes is defined as (Marshall, Hill, Perelman & Adcroft
1997):
n =
γ2
Ri
(3.15)
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where γ = hL is an aspect ratio of the motion, and Ri =
N2h2
U2 is the Richardson number. Here
h and L are the vertical and horizontal scales of the system, respectively. U is the horizontal
velocity scale, and N is the buoyancy frequency. When n << 1, the flow can be readily treated
as hydrostatic, and the primitive equations are therefore sufficient to delineate the motions that
are concerned. Nevertheless, it has been shown in MITgcm (Marshall, Adcroft, Hill, Perelman
& Heisey 1997) that for n << 1, even when the nonhydrostatic equation set is employed, there
is only slightly more computational efforts involved than those using hydrostatic equations.
The time-discrete form of the nonhydrostatic equations (3.1-3.6) with time step ∆t is as follows:
un+1−un
∆t
= Gn+1/2u − ∂∂x{pS+ pHY + pNH}
n+1/2 (3.16)
vn+1− vn
∆t
= Gn+1/2v − ∂∂y{pS+ pHY + pNH}
n+1/2 (3.17)
wn+1−wn
∆t
= G˜n+1/2w − ∂∂ z p
n+1/2
NH (3.18)
∂un+1
∂x
+
∂vn+1
∂y
+
∂wn+1
∂ z
= 0 (3.19)
T n+1−T n
∆t
= Gn+1/2T (3.20)
Sn+1−Sn
∆t
= Gn+1/2S (3.21)
where n denotes the nth time step. G˜w = Gw+ g˜. The Gn+1/2 terms are treated explicitly using
the quasi-second order Adams-Bashforth method that uses two time levels at n and n−1,
Gn+1/2 = (3/2+ εAB)Gn− (1/2+ εAB)Gn−1 (3.22)
where εAB is a small value, and it would be second order accurate if εAB is taken zero, but this
proves to be weakly unstable for certain circumstances.
The key algorithm of the model lies in a ’pressure correction’ method which involves solving
a Poisson equation for the pressure with the Neumann boundary conditions implemented. De-
tailed solving procedure is presented by Marshall, Adcroft, Hill, Perelman & Heisey (1997),
Marshall, Hill, Perelman & Adcroft (1997), and will only be briefly summarized here. As is
outlined in Figure 3.1, for hydrostatic, quasi-hydrostatic, and nonhydrostatic cases, a 2D elliptic
equation is inverted to obtain the surface pressure pS, and the hydrostatic pressure pHY on one
certain level is derived by integrating the weight of the fluid above that level, which requires the
solution from the thermodynamic equations. Then under the hydrostatic and quasi-hydrostatic
modes, the horizontal velocities u and v are stepped forward, and the vertical velocity w can be
found diagnostically from the continuity equation. However, for nonhydrostatic dynamics, be-
fore forwarding the velocities, a further 3D elliptic equation must be inverted in order to obtain
the solution of the nonhydrostatic pressure pNH . This is the most computationally demanding
part of the core algorithm, as was introduced earlier, but its overhead is minute when mod-
elling flows that are within the hydrostatic limit. After pNH is found, w is then stepped forward
prognostically within the vertical momentum equation (3.18).
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Figure 3.1: Schema of the solution strategy of MITgcm (adopted from Marshall, Hill, Perel-
man & Adcroft (1997)). HPE, QH, and NH denote hydrostatic, quasi-hydrostatic,
and nonhydrostatic equations, respectively.
The 2D and 3D elliptic problems are inverted using a preconditioned conjugate-gradient it-
eration method, with physically-implicated preconditioners used for computational efficiency,
which especially reduces the amount of calculation for the 3D inversion under the hydrostatic
limit.
On the other hand, spatial discretization of MITgcm is carried out using the finite volume ap-
proach. This method treats the ocean as a number of ’volumes’, and the variable fluxes are
defined normal to the faces covering them. An ’intersecting boundary method’, which allows
for piece-wise shaved cells, is used to achieve a more accurate representation of the bottom
topography.
A wide range of advection schemes for tracers (temperature, salinity, and others), linear and
nonlinear, are available in MITgcm. This mostly serves to handle the instabilities developed
at the discontinuous jumps whilst without adding too much numerical diffusion. The default
scheme in MITgcm is the centered second order advection, which is apt to be noisy and needs
some remedy of diffusion schemes. The model does offer a variety of eddy viscosity and diffu-
sivity parameterizations. For example, in the later chapters, the following two parameterization
schemes are implemented in the model setups. A very common scheme is a Richardson number-
dependent parameterization (Pacanowski & Philander 1981) that is on a more realistic physical
ground. It is used to calculate the vertical eddy viscosity γ and diffusivity κ:
γ =
γ0
(1+αRi)n
+ γb, κ =
γ
1+αRi
+κb (3.23)
where Ri = N2(z)/(u2z + v
2
z ) is the Richardson number (N is the buoyancy frequency; uz and
vz are respectively vertical shear of zonal velocity and meridional velocity). γb = 10−5 m2s−1
and κb = 10−5 m2s−1 are the background viscosity and diffusivity parameters, respectively.
γ0 = 1.5× 10−2 m2s−1, α = 5, and n = 1 are adjustable parameters. Such a scheme increases
γ and κ in areas where Ri is small. The horizontal viscosity (Ah) can be calculated using the
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scheme due to Leith (Leith 1996) in which viscosity is proportional to the magnitude of the
horizontal gradient of the relative vorticity (|∇ω3|) times the cubed grid spacing (L), where the
overbar denotes a filter over the subgrid scale L:
AhLeith = (
viscC2Leith
pi
)3L3 |∇ω3| (3.24)
where viscC2Leith is a tunable coefficient.
Sensitivity experiments on the implementation of these two schemes were performed, and the
results showed that the essential features remained unchanged, but numerical noise could arise
without any of the two schemes.
3.2 Synthetic aperture radar imagery
A satellite or aircraft mounted SAR can transmit signals with a variety of frequencies (0.4 to 10
GHz, wavelength 3 to 75 cm, designated by X, C, S, L, and P bands from high to low frequency)
and receive returning signals scattered by the sea surface roughness that is about the order of
the radar wavelength (typically several centimeters to a few meters). The roughness is primarily
generated by the wind stress and is characterized from capillary to short gravity waves. Long
gravity waves and currents can also affect the imagery in a somehow indirect way by modulating
wind-generated waves. SAR signals are independent of solar illumination and are able to pass
through the cloud freely without being affected. SAR also takes the advantage of controlling
factors like frequency, polarization, incident angle, resolution, and swath, etc., and different
imageries can be derived under the effects of different factors (McCandless & Jackson 2005).
After the launch of the first civilian SAR satellite, i.e., SEASAT, SAR imagery has revealed
a wealth of atmospheric and oceanic motions with different temporal and spatial scales. Such
phenomena include surface and internal waves, air-sea interactions, currents, slicks, bathymetry,
etc. Some features may even appear simultaneously in one image and overlap with each other
(Holt 2005). A summary of the groups of features by spatial scales, measurements from the
features, imaging mechanisms, application range of wind speed, and some key characteristics
was made by Holt (2005). Examining SAR images is complex, and the detailed view of the
sea surface signature is not understood very well, since the sensitivity of imagery is greatly
affected by numerous external factors, especially wind stress. Also note that application of sea
surface imaging is hampered by temporal discontinuity, due to the fact that satellite sensors
have periodic imaging normally separated by several days when passing by the same location.
Regardless of the shortcomings, the archives of some ten years of SAR images from various
missions (SEASAT, SIR-A/B, ERS-1/2, RADARSAT-1/2, ENVISAT, etc.) have provided great
insight into the understanding of a variety of oceanic and atmospheric phenomena by the support
of near real-time observation and monitoring.
Among the sea surface features that SAR imagery is able to capture, ISWs is probably one
of the most easily recognizable oceanic phenomena. In fact, they were an unexpected result
from SEASAT, and were further confirmed by the subsequent missions with a large quantity of
images (Holt 2005). This has made the global ubiquitous feature of ISWs appreciated. Most
ISWs exhibit the characteristics in SAR images that they propagate in separate packets that
either contain a single wave or a wave train, with each packet being generated by diurnal or
semidiurnal tidal currents. The leading wave in a packet usually possesses the largest amplitude,
wavelength, and along-crest width. The arcs of the waves are often observed to be curved
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Figure 3.2: a) Schematic diagram of the motion of ISWs, the resultant surface response, and
SAR image intensity variation (from Liu et al. (1998)); b) an example of an ASAR
image featuring an ISW packet near the Dongsha Atoll.
backwards, and bright/dark stripes normally alternate in a packet.
Figure 3.2a is a schematic diagram of the motions of ISW packets on a slope and how their
surface manifestations are detected by the SAR sensors. Figure 3.2b is an example of an ISW
packet signature in an ASAR image. In a two-layer system, first mode ISWs are depressions
when the lower layer is greater than the upper layer (the right wave packet in Figure 3.2a). The
velocity structure of an ISW leads to a surface zone of convergence and divergence in the front
and rear of the middle of the wave, respectively. Such zones modulate the surface roughness
spectrum through the interaction of the current field with wind-generated waves and manifest
themselves as bright/dark stripes in SAR images. To be more specific, the convergence zone
makes the sea surface rougher, which indicates more radar signals being backscattered to the
sensor, and a bright stripe is obtained. On the contrary, the divergence zone is associated with
the dark stripe due to the relatively smoother sea surface caused by the dampening of short
waves. On the other hand, for waves of elevation (the left wave packet in Figure 3.2a) the
dark stripe is aligned in front of the bright stripe, due to the reverse of polarity and velocity
field. Radar imaging theory of internal waves brought up by Alpers (1985) indicates that the
brightness of signal that appears in SAR images is directly associated with the sea surface
horizontal velocity gradient induced by ISWs. Typical values of this gradient for ISWs in the
oceans are in the order of 10−4−10−3 s−1 (Alpers 1985).
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Chapter 4
3D simulation of multimodal internal wave gen-
eration in the northern South China Sea
1
This section forms the fundamental and core part of this thesis. It concerns the simulation of
ISW generation and properties in the northern SCS using MITgcm. The problems of multimodal
wave structures and double-ridged effects are specially addressed. Sensitivity of wave field on
some controlling parameters is discussed.
4.1 Model initialization
Due to the huge demand of computational resource, the model domain is only confined within
the area between 20◦ and 21◦ N, and 117.5◦ and 122.5◦ N (see the area in Figure 1.3), which,
zonally covers the double-ridged LS and the deep basin in the northern SCS, and meridionally
covers the middle LS. Although the domain might be inadequate for the complete delineation of
wave generation in the LS, which occurs across the whole strait (Jan et al. 2008), it was found
from SAR compilations (Zhao et al. 2004, Zheng et al. 2007) that the main routes of the ISW
propagation lie between 20◦ and 21◦ N, which justifies the selection of the model domain.
Bottom topography was derived from the 1’ resolution ETOPO1 dataset. Given that the wave
generation process is concerned in this section, water depth shallower than 3000 m in the far-
field was all set to 3000 m, giving a deep basin with a constant depth. The Cartesian coordinate
system Oxyz was used, with the Oxy plane lying on the sea surface at rest, and with the Oz
axis pointing vertically upward. Horizontal resolution in the eastward Ox direction was 250
m, whilst in the northward Oy direction the resolution was 1000 m. Four sponge layers with
telescoping grids were implemented in the four open boundaries, where the resolution decreased
exponentially to a very large value to ensure no waves, both barotropic and baroclinic, can be
reflected back and pollute the interior solution. In the vertical direction, 90 layers were used,
with the resolution equal to 10 m in the upper 500 m, followed by the resolution of 100 m
in the intermediate 1000 m, and finally with the resolution of 150 m in the bottom 1500 m.
Background stratification was designated horizontally homogeneous, and the data was obtained
from the World Ocean Atlas (2005) for the summer stratification (see Figure 1.6). Time step
was set to 12.5 s.
As has been shown in Figure 1.5, both diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal harmonics are very promi-
nent at LS. Thus it would be reasonable to consider them all in the model. Nonetheless, the
model domain is located very close to the critical latitude of the diurnal harmonics, i.e., about
30◦ N, which implies that the rotation shall greatly inhibit the generation of baroclinic waves
and thus ISWs (Vlasenko et al. 2005). Meanwhile, the model domain is remote from the semi-
1This section is mostly based on the papers Vlasenko et al. (2010), Guo et al. (2011)
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diurnal critical latitude (about 75◦ N), consequently effective baroclinic wave generation is fore-
seen. Hence, in this section only the semi-diurnal M2 harmonic is taken into account, whereas
the slight but non-neglectable diurnal modulation on the wave field will be scrutinized in Chap-
ter 6.
The model was forced from quiescence by a periodic barotropic forcing in the horizontal mo-
mentum equations that takes the idealistic form of
Fx =UH0/H(x,y)σcos(σt), Fy =UH0/H(x,y) f sin(σt) (4.1)
where H0 is the depth where the barotropic tide has velocity U ; H(x,y) is the local water depth;
f is the Coriolis parameter; σ is the tidal frequency (M2 is this case). An appropriate value
of U = 0.13 ms−1 was chosen so that the strength of barotropic tide in the LS approximately
matches with that predicted by the TPXO 7.1 model (Egbert & Erofeeva 2002).
4.2 Three-dimensional multimodal structure of baroclinic tides in the far field
For a panoramic view of the model output, the field of sea surface velocity gradient, which is a
measure of sea surface water roughness and thus determines how obvious ISWs can be imaged
by the SAR, is first displayed in Figure 4.1. The field shown is after five M2 tidal periods. At a
first glance of the figure, strong three-dimensionality with meridional intermittences is apparent
near the generation site (east of 120◦ E), whereas west of 120◦ E the field is more or less
meridionally homogeneous, with only slightly curved wavefronts. This is sort of contradictory
with the observations acquired by the SAR (see Figure 1.3). Nevertheless, this would be readily
attributed to the constant water depth set at the far-field and maybe also to the idealization of
the barotropic forcing and the negligence of the Kuroshio. Given that this section concerns
the generation process, this meridional straightness will not hamper the analyses that are given
below.
To inspect the interior structures of the wave field, four zonal cross-sections (see the four dashed
lines labeled a, b, c, and d in Figure 4.1) are chosen to illustrate the vertical distribution of the
temperature field, as is shown in Figure 4.2. Some fragments are highlighted with shaded
areas and the labels correspond to those in Figure 4.1. Overall, the four cross-sections exhibit
qualitatively similar features, but also with clear variations, especially near the ridges. Take
cross-section b for example, The leading wave packet is characterized by two first mode ISWs
(A1) trailed by a second mode ISW (A2), on which some short internal waves ride. A scrutiny
of fragment A1 is shown in Figure 4.3. Vertical temperature and zonal velocity fields are shown
in this figure. It is clear that these are the first mode ISWs of depression. The leading wave
has an amplitude of approximately 100 m and the reversal of the velocity direction occurs at a
depth of about 800 m.
The counter-phase displacement of the isotherms in fragment A2 is indicative of an ISW of sec-
ond mode. This is examined by comparing its vertical profiles with the KdV solution. In Figure
4.4, vertical profiles of the isothermal displacement, horizontal velocity, and vertical velocity
from model output are calculated and compared with the KdV counterparts by solving a stan-
dard eigen-value problem. The coincidence between the two solutions justifies that fragment
A2 can be treated as a second mode ISW. It has a maximum displacement of about 80 m, and
the displacement reverses from depression to elevation at a depth of about 450 m.
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Figure 4.1: Model predicted sea surface height after 5 M2 tidal periods. Internal waves are gen-
erated in the LS and propagate westward. The axis at the top indicates the distance
from the eastern ridge in kilometers. Four fragments, A-D, are marked and denote
some special structures that are analyzed in the text. Four cross-sections, (a)-(d),
are chosen to illustrate the underwater structures and will be shown in Figure 4.2.
As for the short waves that ride on the second mode ISW, they merit further investigation, and
this will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Returning to cross-section b in Figure 4.2, behind
A1 and A2 there is another ISW of second mode (fragment B) and a single first mode (fragment
C), which are apparently generated at later tidal cycles. The rightmost fragment (fragment D)
comprises of some high modal non-stationary structures that will subsequently disintegrate.
Qualitative picture of the waves in the far-field essentially remains unchanged in the other three
cross-sections, whereas in the near-field it varies, due to the irregular and abrupt distribution of
topography aligned meridionally.
4.3 Characteristics of baroclinic tides near the generation site
Various conclusions on the generation mechanism of internal wave generation from the LS have
been reached, as was reviewed in section 1.2, which basically involves a debate of whether an
’internal tide release’ or a ’lee wave’ mechanism dominates. Two most pertinent parameters
that control the internal wave generation were already previously discussed in section 2.2.1: the
tidal excursion (ku0/ω) and the slope parameter (ε). For ku0/ω << 1, linear baroclinic tides
are excited; for ku0/ω >> 1, unsteady lee waves are generated. In the intermediate case, i.e.,
ku0/ω ∼ 1, a mixed lee wave regime is obtained where both baroclinic tides and lee waves are
present. The slope parameter α largely determines the conversion of barotropic tidal energy and
the shape of the baroclinic fields (see section 2.2.1). It is known that tall and steep topography,
which mostly implies a critical or supercritical slope, is favorable for the tidal conversion and
the formation of obliquely radiated tidal beams, both upwards and downwards.
In the circumstance of the northern SCS, a rough estimation of ku0/ω gives a magnitude of
the order unity in the shallow water surrounding the islands, whereas the majority of the strait
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the slope parameter ε (see explanation in Chapter 2.2.1) calculated
for the M2 tide. To make the figure more readable, values above five are all set to
five, and those below unity are all set to unity.
features a value much smaller than unity, implying a regime suitable for the generation of in-
ternal tides. On the other hand, the distribution of the slope parameter ε in the LS is plotted in
Figure 4.5. As is indicated by its spatial structure, critical and supercritical slopes are primarily
aligned along the eastern ridge at LS, especially around the islands, whereas the rest of the strait
is mostly under the subcritical condition.
Based on the estimate of ku0/ω and ε in the LS, the regimes to which the two ridges belong are
marked in Figure 2.1. Note that the topographic Froude number Fr = u0/Nh0 >> 1 for both
ridges. It is readily seen from Figure 2.1 that the eastern ridge lies in regimes 4 and 5, whereas
the western ridge lies in regimes 1 and 5. This implies that the western ridge is more in a linear
internal tide regime and supports the generation of tidal beams. However, the situation is more
complicated for the eastern ridge, namely, both internal tides and lee waves prevail; the slope
parameter is nearly or far greater than unity, and the topographic Froude number is far greater
than unity. The above features indicate that the eastern ridge is favourable for the generation of
both linear internal tides and nonlinear, breaking lee waves, thus multiple scenarios are expected
in the LS.
To have a full picture of the underwater wave structures, the zonal velocity field along cross-
section b of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is plotted and shown in Figure 4.6. In the figure, M2 tidal
beams, which are emitted from the two ridges and reflected by the upper and lower bound-
aries, are calculated from the initial stratification and superimposed on the velocity field. By
scrutiny of the figure we can see that both ridges are able to radiate prominent tidal beams,
which are later reflected at the thermocline and bottom and by nonlinearly interacting with the
thermocline, the beams are scattered and ISWs of first and second modes gradually emerge.
This feature resembles the findings by Gerkema (2001). Moreover, the distance between two
adjacent intersections of the tidal beam with the thermocline is about 125 km, which is exactly
the wavelength of the first mode internal tide.
A proper way to look at the generation process and mechanism is to inspect the initial stage of
the generation process when the barotropic tide sets in from the state of rest and flows eastwards.
Although the first M2 tidal period is still within the model spin-up time, it is appropriate just to
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Figure 4.6: Zonal velocity field (m/s) along cross-section b (see Figure 4.1). Superimposed are
several radiated tidal beams calculated from the background stratification. Dashed
and solid lines correspond to the beams emitted from the western ridge and the
eastern ridge, respectively.
see its qualitative feature at this initial stage, given that later wave evolution and the resulting
turbulence and mixing will smear the general picture. It is seen that, for a cross-section with an
underwater eastern ridge (not intersecting an island), an internal wave of depression is formed
at the downstream side of the ridge. This wave is trapped there and grows in amplitude by
draining energy from the background flow in the first quarter tidal cycle. However, when the
eastward barotropic tide slackens and turns westward, the wave of depression is released and
propagate westward. While these waves occur locally near the ridge peaks and much resemble
the lee wave generation, meanwhile beyond the generation site, long waves of depression are
radiated to both directions, clearly a sign of internal tide generation. The above discussion about
the magnitude of ku0/ω and ε , and the vertical wave evolution and structure all demonstrate
features of both internal tides and lee waves, thus it denotes an intermediate case: mixed lee
wave regime.
4.4 The effects of the double-ridge topography
The influence of the western ridge on the generation of internal waves has been discussed by a
number of papers (Chao et al. 2007, Du et al. 2008, Jan et al. 2008, Warn-Varnas et al. 2009,
Buijsman, McWilliams & Jackson 2010, Echeverri & Peacock 2010, Li & Farmer 2011, Alford
et al. 2011, Zhang et al. 2011, Buijsman et al. 2012). However, inconsistent conclusions are
drawn in terms of if it actually enhances or damps wave generation.
To first understand the separate role played by each ridge in determining the internal wave
field near LS, two extra numerical experiments were conducted, each with one ridge truncated.
The temperature cross-sections along 20◦46′ N (cross-section b in Figure 4.1) for the reference
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Figure 4.7: Temperature profiles along cross-section b (see Figure 4.1) after 5 tidal periods.
The top three panels show the cases of a) real topography; b) without the western
ridge; c) without the eastern ridge. The corresponding bottom profiles are shown
in panel d.
experiments and the ’truncated experiments’ are compared in Figure 4.7. It can be seen from
the figure that without the western ridge (panel b), the first mode ISW packet with two waves
is essentially unaffected except that it travels farther due to the removal of the blocking effect
of the western ridge. Meanwhile, the second mode ISW, which is otherwise trailing the first
mode packet in the reference experiment (A2 in panel a), could hardly be discerned without
the western ridge, neither could the other second mode (B in panel a). In the near-field of the
generation site, without the western ridge the undulation of the isotherms shows a less high-
modal structure and is more smooth.
On the other hand, when the eastern ridge is truncated, a rather different scenario is seen (panel
c in Figure 4.7). The large first mode packet in the reference experiment vanishes in this case.
Some weak oscillations are barely noticed in the far-field. However, localized above the western
ridge, tidal beams emitting from the ridge peaks are obvious, despite that no efficient disinte-
gration of first or second mode ISWs emerges.
Clearly, the total wave field is not merely a linear superposition of the signal generated by each
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solid line denotes the average bottom profile, with the thick dashed and dotted lines
showing the divergence.
ridge. Rather, nonlinear interference and superposition is likely to play a significant role. This
is especially apparent for the second mode generation when one of the two ridges is truncated:
their linear superposition amounts to a wave signal much weaker than that when both ridges are
present. Nevertheless, for the first mode ISW, it is robust from Figure 4.7 that the wave packet
is correlated with the eastern ridge and the western ridge plays little role.
The generation of first and second mode ISWs over the two ridges can be explained in terms of
a resonant excitement of waves in a double-ridge system and their further nonlinear interference
and amplification. A linear analytical model derived by Vlasenko et al. (2005) indicates that,
beyond the topography the solution is a superposition of multiple propagating baroclinic modes,
which, in terms of vertical displacement ζ (x,z, t), has the form:
ζ (x,z, t) = ε0
∞
∑
j=1
a jg j(z)exp[i(k jx−σt+ϕ j)] (4.2)
where a j( j = 1,2,3, ...) and ϕ j are respectively the amplitude and phase of the jth baroclinic
mode; g j(z) and k j are the corresponding vertical profile and wavenumber, defined from a
standard eigen-value problem. The small parameter ε0 is an ’efficient’ height of the bottom
topography defined as:
ε0 =
∫ −H
−H+Hm N(z)dz∫ −H
0 N(z)dz
(4.3)
where H and Hm are the total water depth and ridge height, respectively; N(z) is the buoyancy
frequency. Detailed formulation and solution of the model are described in detail by Vlasenko
et al. (2005).
For the case at LS, due to the remarkable three-dimensionality, a mean bottom profile was
obtained by averaging 13 zonal cross-sections across the strait between 20.25◦ N and 20.75◦ N
with a distance of 2.5′ (Figure 4.8). The dependence of the generated wave amplitude for the
eastern ridge (aej) and western ridge (a
w
j ) on the ridge width (l) was calculated and the first
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Figure 4.9: Predicted wave amplitudes of the first (solid line) and the second (dashed line)
baroclinic modes generated by the a) eastern ridge and b) western ridge, respec-
tively. The gray boxes indicate the likely variation of the ridge widths.
two modes are shown in Figure 4.9. For the eastern ridge and western ridge, l is estimated as
120±5 km and 90±15 km, respectively. Note that the position of the western ridge varies more
significantly than the eastern one and hence exhibits more divergence.
It is evident from Figure 4.9 that wave amplitude a j(l) reveals clear resonant properties with
the varying ridge width. For the eastern ridge with a width of 120± 5 km, the predicted first
mode wave amplitude ae1(l) is nearly at the maximum value (71± 1 m), whereas the second
mode wave amplitude ae2(l) is close to zero (only 8±4 m). This is confirmed by Figure 4.7b in
which the second mode is negligibly weak but the first mode is still very pronounced.
In a similar manner, for the western ridge with a width of 90±15 km, the analytical prediction
reveals weak yet comparable amplitudes of the first mode (14±2 m) and second mode (7±3 m),
which explains the non-existent solitary wave and the clear beams in Figure 4.7c.
For the linear analytical model used here, the resulting total wave field is a linear superposition
of the waves generated by the two ridges separately, which can enhance or suppress the total
wave field depending on the phase shift ϕej −ϕwj . As is shown in Figure 4.10, the final second
mode wave amplitude varies substantially when the waves are in phase (ϕe2 = ϕ
w
2 + 2pin,n =
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Figure 4.10: Wave amplitude of the second mode internal wave as a function of the distance
between the two ridges. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the line
types in Figure 4.8
0,±1,±2, ...) and out of phase(ϕe2 = ϕw2 +(2n+1)pi,n = 0,±1,±2, ...). The distance between
the two ridges roughly varies within the range of 97.5 to 112.5 km (Figure 4.8), over which the
final wave amplitude variation can be clearly seen from Figure 4.10.
4.5 Sensitivity of the wave field to the basic controlling parameters: magnitude
and frequency of the tidal forcing, stratification, and three-dimensionality
A couple of sensitivity experiments were conducted to explore the impacts of tidal forcing
strength and frequency, stratification, and 2D/3D modelling. Figure 4.11a illustrates the re-
sponse of the generated wave fields to three forcing strengths. It is seen that a reduction of 25%
of the forcing leads to a slight weakening of the generated waves, but the essential features,
including the high modal structures in the near-field, remain unaltered. However, a four-fold
reduction of the tidal forcing could cause a substantial reduction of the wave signal. Solitary
waves and high modes are nearly absent in this case.
Winter stratification (as shown in Figure 1.6) was implemented as a sensitivity experiment and
the results are compared against the case with summer stratification in the reference experi-
ment, as is shown in Figure 4.11b. Surprisingly, the comparison does not reveal any prominent
discrepancy; ISWs in winter are slightly larger and travel more slowly that those generated in
summer. This is contradictory to the SAR observations (Zheng et al. 2007) and in situ measure-
ments (Yang et al. 2009, Ramp et al. 2010), which shows a much lower occurrence rate of ISWs
in winter. However, Zheng et al. (2007), Huang et al. (2008) claimed that the low occurrence
of ISWs on SAR images in winter has to do with frequent unfavorable high sea states that are
likely to result in an underestimation of the number of ISWs captured.
Figure 4.11c illustrates the wave response to K1 tidal forcing with the same strength. Not
surprisingly, the wave field is fairly weak, due to that the location of the LS is close to the
critical latitude of K1 tide (about 30◦ N), above which wave group speed approaches zero and
wave energy is not carried away from the generation site. Nevertheless, the effects of diurnal
tides should never be neglected. Essentially, it modulates the timing of the propagating ISWs
and leads to the appearance and alternation of A and B waves, as will be more thoroughly
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MAGNITUDE AND FREQUENCY OF THE TIDAL FORCING, STRATIFICATION, AND
THREE-DIMENSIONALITY
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Figure 4.11: Vertical temperature fields along cross-section b in Figure 4.1 after 5 M2 tidal
periods. Sensitivity experiments are for a) three types of tidal forcing of different
strength; b) summer and winter stratification; c) K1 tidal harmonic.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the vertical temperature structures for the 2D (dashed line) and
3D (solid line) case after 5 M2 tidal periods. Panels a and b correspond to cross-
sections c and d in Figure 4.1, respectively.
inspected in Chapter 6.
From the 3D sea surface signature in Figure 4.1 and the corresponding underwater cross-
sections (Figure 4.2) it can be seen that in the far-field the wavefront is nearly straight and
homogeneous, which is inconsistent with SAR observations. The reasons can be attributed to
the uniform water depth (3000 m) in the far-field, inaccurate representation of tidal forcing, and
no implementation of Kuroshio, etc. However, 3D wave generation in the near-field is quite pro-
nounced. In 3D cases, barotropic wave flows around the islands and floods into the channels,
which augments the tidal flow between the islands. Also, uncertainties are added due to the
sloping flanks of the islands. To see the discrepancy between 2D and 3D simulations, a couple
of 2D experiments were performed and compared with the corresponding 3D cross-sections.
In Figure 4.12, cross-sections c and d of Figure 4.1 after 5 M2 tidal cycles were chosen. The
isotherms display apparent disparities along cross-section c: in the 2D case, the ISW packet
formed at the far-field has larger amplitude but spatially lagged the 3D case; in the near-field
undulations are overall similar, and there is also a phase lag. On the other hand, the discrepancy
along cross-section d is much less notable: the waves in the 2D case are slightly larger and
slower. Hence, the above discussion reveals the 2D/3D discrepancies in wave amplitude and
phase and highlights the necessity of 3D modelling.
4.6 Summary of the spatial structure of baroclinic tides
In this chapter 3D modelling of baroclinic tides in the northern SCS was presented, with the
main focus on the wave generation mechanism and the multi-modal structures. A pronounced
baroclinic tidal bore with inclined isopycnals (as will be shown later in Chapter 5) is formed
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just west of the western ridge due to the superposition of internal wave fields generated by the
two ridges. This tidal bore subsequently disintegrates into several types of wave forms. A huge
(120 m) first mode ISW first forms and gets detached from the bore, followed by a clear second
mode ISW (80 m). Both waves are compared with the KdV solutions and it shows reasonable
agreement, confirming the robust existence of such multiple modes. Some short waves ride on
the second mode ISW and propagates with the same phase speed, and this will be scrutinized in
Chapter 5.
An interesting result was obtained in a series of experiments that aimed to identify the role of
the eastern and western ridges in the generation process. It was found that without the western
ridge, the eastern ridge can generate a first mode ISW packet in the far-field that is nearly as
strong as that with the two ridges. However, the generated higher modes are much weaker and
can hardly be spotted. This is unexpected, given that the eastern ridge is very tall and steep and
is expected to radiate high-modal waves. An explanation was found in terms of a linear resonant
theory of internal wave generation. The analytical solution shows that the average width of the
eastern ridge is close to the value when the generation of the second mode wave is inhibited.
At the same time, the analytical solution predicts comparable amplitudes of the first and second
modes that are generated by the western ridge. Though both small, superposition of the two
modes is able to produce obvious tidal beams above the western ridge, but no solitary waves
can form beyond the generation site. In fact, the second mode wave signals produced by the
two ridges interfere in the far-field, and their nonlinear superposition is substantially stronger
than the two separate signals.
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Chapter 5
Simulation and observational evidence of short-
scale internal waves
1
In Figure 4.2 of Chapter 4 one can spot some short internal waves that are carried by a second
mode ISW (for example, fragment A2 in panel b). These short waves have wavelengths of
about 1.5 km and amplitudes of 20 m, and only appear in the upper 500 m. In this chapter, the
emerging processes and the underlying mechanisms are presented, with the corroboration from
SAR images.
5.1 Model prediction of short internal waves trailing strong internal solitary waves
Before the discussion of the detailed generation process of the short internal waves, how they
look in the numerical simulations is first shown in Figure 5.1 for the time t=2.875 M2 tidal
periods (=35.65 h). Panel a shows a map of the gradient of the simulated surface currents u in
x-direction (du/dx) in the area 119◦50′−120◦25′E and 20◦0′−21◦5′N. The modulation of the
backscattered radar power and thus of the SAR image intensity (assuming a linear relationship
between backscattered radar power and SAR image intensity) is proportional to the surface
current gradient in the look direction of the SAR antenna (Alpers 1985). The map depicted
in panel a can be viewed as a SAR image of an internal wave field at which the SAR antenna
looks either from the left or the right onto the imaged area. Panel a shows to the west the
sea surface signature of a long-crested ISW and to the east of the sea surface signatures of a
packet of short internal waves. The distribution of du/dx along the transect 20◦47′N (dashed
line inserted in panel a) is depicted in panel b. It shows that the values of du/dx caused by the
short internal waves are of similar strength as the ones caused by the frontal ISW. The depth
profile of temperature depicted in panel c, which is taken along the same transect, shows that
the internal wave field consists of a strong first mode ISW (amplitude 120 m), followed by a
second mode ISW (amplitude 80 m) on which short first mode internal waves ride. A close-up
view of the short waves is shown in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the short internal waves have
wavelengths of approximately 1.5 km and amplitudes of approximately 20 m. They are confined
to the upper water layers down to a depth of about 500 m. Although these internal waves have
shorter wavelengths and smaller amplitudes than the first mode ISW, they are associated with
large surface current gradients (du/dx) that have the same order of magnitude as the ones of
strong ISWs. This is the reason why they are associated with similar large modulations of
the sea surface roughness as the ISWs and thus with a similar strong modulation of the radar
backscattering. This renders them as clearly visible on SAR images as ISWs.
Analyses of the numerical runs reveal that these short internal waves are generated by two
mechanisms: (i) the disintegration of a baroclinic bore, which is generated by the interaction
1This chapter is mostly based on the paper Guo et al. (2012)
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SOLITARY WAVES
Figure 5.1: Simulated internal wave field after t=2.875 M2 tidal periods. Panel a: Two-
dimensional map of the simulated surface current gradient du/dx (s−1) in x-
direction (the horizontal direction ) in the area 119◦50′− 120◦25′E and 20◦0′−
21◦5′N. Panel b: Variation of du/dx along the transect 20◦47′N marked by a
bright dashed line in Panel a. Panel c: depth profile of temperature along the same
transect. The x-coordinates are the same in all the three panels. The vertical solid
line marks the location of the leading first mode ISW, whereas the three arrows
indicate where the short internal waves are located.
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Figure 5.2: A close-up view of the structure of the short waves in Figure 5.1c. Shown are the
isopycnals in the upper 1000 m. The dashed lines are the mean isopycnals of a
second mode ISW after removal of the short waves. The three vertical lines bound
two short waves.
of the tidal currents with the two-ridged topography of the LS. Short internal waves of this
mechanism appear between 120◦6′ and 120◦30′E, which is entitled the near-field (Area N in
Figure 1.3); (ii) the nonlinear interaction between the first and second mode ISWs when the
faster first mode ISW overtakes the frontal second mode ISW of the previous tidal cycle. This
occurs between 118◦24′ and 119◦6′E, which is entitled the far-field (Area F in Figure 1.3).
5.2 Generation mechanisms and spatial structure
The generation process of short internal waves in the near-field is illustrated in Figure 5.3. At
the beginning of the tidal cycle, a baroclinic bore is formed just west of the western ridge of the
LS, between 120◦30′ and 120◦50′E (shown by the dashed line in panel a). The bore consists of
a large number of internal modes. The first mode being the fastest mode detaches from the tidal
bore quickly (fragment 1 in panel b) and the second mode starts to leave the bore with the rest
of the higher modes during the next three hours (fragment 2 in panel b). A quarter tidal period
later (panel c), the second mode ISW, on which first mode short internal waves ride, can clearly
be seen between 120◦10′ and 120◦30′E (fragment 2 in panel c). These short internal waves are
generated during the disintegration of the baroclinic bore and travel with the same speed as the
second mode carrier wave.
Since the first mode ISW travels faster than the second mode ISW, it will at some stage overtake
the second mode ISW that was generated one tidal cycle earlier. The generation of short internal
waves in the far-field after such a collision is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Panel b shows the depth
profile of temperature as a function of longitude when the first mode ISW propagates (phase
velocity c1) behind the second mode ISW (phase velocity c2) at the time t=4.125 M2 after
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Figure 5.3: Simulated depth profile of temperature as a function of longitude showing the short
internal wave field in the near-field for three different times. Panel a: t=2.25 M2;
panel b: t=2.5 M2; and panel c: t=2.75 M2. The dashed line in panel a denotes
the tidal beam located west of the western ridge, whereas the numbers 1 and 2
in panels b and c denote the detachment of first and second mode ISWs. This
figure shows how the short internal waves are generated by the disintegration of a
baroclinic bore.
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Figure 5.4: Simulated depth profile of temperature as a function of longitude for the upper
1000 m showing the generation of short internal waves in the far-field at two dif-
ferent times. Panel a: t=5 M2 after the collision and panel b: t=4.125 M2 before
the collision. Note that the waves propagate leftward, and the dashed and dotted
lines mark the center of the second and the first mode ISWs, respectively.
the run started (c1 > c2). Weakly nonlinear theory predicts that two colliding ISWs interact
elastically and keep their individual shapes after collision (Zabusky & Kruskal 1965). However,
for strongly nonlinear ISWs, as in this case, energy may leak into the other frequency bands.
Such leaking can be seen in panel a, which shows the depth profile of temperature after the first
mode has overtaken the second mode ISW. At this time the short internal waves riding on the
second mode are fully developed.
5.3 Theoretical explanation
In order to get an insight into the physical mechanism causing the generation of the short in-
ternal waves riding on the second mode ISW, the Taylor-Goldstein equation that includes a
background current U(z) is considered:
d2ψ j
dz2
+{ N
2(z)
(U(z)− c)2 −
U ′′(z)
U(z)− c − k
2}ψ j = 0 (5.1)
Here z is the vertical coordinate, N2(z) is the square of the buoyancy frequency, c is the phase
speed, ψ j is the eigenfunction describing isopycnal displacement of the jth mode ( j = 1,2,3...),
and k is the wavenumber that can be estimated directly from the scale of the short waves. The
boundary conditions at the surface and bottom (H) are:
ψ j(0) = ψ j(−H) = 0, j = 1,2,3, ... (5.2)
With the boundary conditions (5.2), equation (5.1) has eigenfunction solutions with discrete
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eigenvalues c j (wave speeds). The character of the solution is sinusoidal-like when the term in
the curly brackets of (5.1) is positive and exponential-like when it is negative. Transition from
the layers with positive values to the depth where the term is negative leads to the change of the
character of the solution from oscillatory to exponential form. This transition is caused by the
shear current profile U(z) associated with the second mode ISW. In the simulations reported in
this paper current reversal occurs at a depth of about 180 m (see Figure 4.4).
The values for the buoyancy frequency N(z) and shear current U(z) were taken from the middle
of the second mode internal wave. The eigenvalue problem (5.1)-(5.2) was solved numerically
with these values inserted. The solution shows that the eigenfunction ψ j is nearly sinusoidal
above 500 m, and decays exponentially below this depth. Similarly, the presence of short inter-
nal waves above 500 m and their decay below 500 m can be seen in Panel c of Figure 5.3 and
Panel a of Figure 5.4.
Thus the existence of short internal waves riding second mode ISW has been confirmed by
numerical modeling with the MITgcm and by solutions of the Taylor-Goldstein equation. Below
observational evidence for the existence of short internal waves trailing strong ISWs in the
northern SCS will be presented by using SAR images acquired by Envisat.
5.4 Observational evidence of short internal waves
As was introduced in section 3.2, SAR imagery gives information on internal waves via the
variation in the sea surface roughness induced by internal waves. Internal waves are associ-
ated with horizontal gradients of the surface current velocity, which cause modulations of the
sea surface roughness and thus leads to spatial variations of backscattered radar signal (Alpers
1985). This gives rise to characteristic wave patterns visible as image intensity modulations
on SAR images. In convergent flow regimes, the SAR image intensity is increased, while in
divergent regimes it is decreased. The caveat is that the surface films, which can damp Bragg
waves efficiently, could play a substantial role in SAR signatures of internal waves (Da Silva
et al. 1998), especially for those with short scales or in areas of high productivity (Pan et al.
2012). An ISW of depression shows up on SAR images as a bright band in front (with respect
to the propagation direction) followed by a dark band. This sequence is reversed for an ISW of
elevation. Typical values of surface current gradients associated with ISWs detectable by SAR
are 10−4−10−3s−1 (Alpers 1985).
Intuitively, one would expect that short internal waves will cause only very weak sea surface
roughness modulations in comparison with ISWs with longer wavelengths and much larger
amplitudes, and would be barely detectable by SAR. However, the simulations have shown that
this is not the case. The convergences and divergences of the surface velocity field, induced
by the short internal waves riding on a second mode ISW, are strong enough to cause strong
modulations of the SAR image intensity. Indeed, they are of the same order as those of ISWs of
longer wavelengths and larger amplitudes (see Panel b of Figure 5.1). Therefore short internal
waves should be clearly visible on SAR images.
The Envisat ASAR archive of the European Space Agency (ESA) has been screened for sea
surface signatures of short internal waves trailing a strong ISW in the northern SCS. A number
of images were found showing this phenomenon. All ASAR images were acquired in the Wide
Swath Mode and have a resolution of 150 m and a swath width of 405 km.
Sea surface signatures of short internal waves trailing a first mode ISW were encountered almost
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always (with two exceptions) in the two distinct areas marked N and F in Figure 1.3. This is in
agreement with model calculations.
Below six SAR images acquired by Envisat ASAR are compared in detail with model results.
However, it should be noted that the coincidence between internal wave fields obtained from
numerical modeling and from SAR images cannot be perfect because of the great variability
of the oceanic conditions affecting the generation and propagation of internal waves captured
by SAR images. The restriction of the model domain to the longitude band 20◦− 21◦N is not
essential since the strong ISWs in the images are observed in this longitude band in deep water.
Furthermore, it is also expected that the reduction of the tidal forcing to the semidiurnal tide
has only a small effect on the modeled internal wave fields since they are forced mostly by the
semidiurnal tide rather than by the diurnal tide (see Chapter 6).
Despite all of the above-mentioned uncertainties and limitations, the comparison between the
ISW’s features observed on the SAR images and obtained in model calculations provides suffi-
cient evidence that short internal waves trailing strong ISW found in numerical modeling really
do exist in the northern SCS. In the next two subsections six SAR images which substantiate
this statement will be presented.
5.4.1 Short waves in the near-field
According to the modeling results, the short internal waves in the near-field are generated by the
disintegration of an internal bore and are encountered in the longitude band 120◦6′−120◦30′E
(Area N in Figure 1.3).
To find the wavelength of ISWs and distance between the frontal ISW and the trailing short
waves, the SAR image depicted in Figure 5.5 was analyzed. It was acquired at 0159 UTC
on 9 July 2005 and is a typical example of a SAR image showing sea surface signatures of
a first mode ISW followed by a packet of short internal waves. The zoom on the packet of
short internal waves depicted in Panel b reveals that the waves in the packet do not have a
uniform wavelength. The wavelength of the short internal waves in the packet was estimated
along two transects marked by white lines in Panel b. For this, several sampling points on the
bright lines along both transects have been chosen. The average wavelength along the upper
transect was determined to be 0.85 km and along the lower transect to be 1.53 km. These
values lie well within the range of the model predictions. Note that, unlike usual ISW packets,
which consist of strictly rank-ordered solitary waves with decreasing amplitude and decreasing
distance between the waves from front to rear in the packet, the short internal wave packets
show a much less rank-ordered structure. The non-rank-ordered structure of the waves in the
packet is clearly seen in Figure 5.1. In addition, the distance between the first mode ISW and
the first short wave in the packet is 23 km (Figure 5.5). Also this distance lies well within the
range of the model predictions (see Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.6 shows two more examples of SAR images with sea surface signatures of a first
mode ISW followed by a packet of short internal waves (both images overlaid into one). The
background image was acquired at 0150 UTC on 18 May 2007, and the inset is an ASAR
image acquired at 1358 UTC on 16 May 2007. The internal wave fields visible on these two
SAR images propagate in different directions: one westward and the other southwestward, as
indicated by the inserted two thick black arrows. Short internal waves in both SAR images
can be easily recognized (see the two thin black arrows). The wavelengths of the short internal
waves were estimated to lie between 1.0 and 1.5 km. This value, together with the value of 25
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Figure 5.5: ASAR image acquired at 0159 UTC on 9 July 2005 over the near-field. Panel b
shows a zoom on the wave pattern on which sea surface signatures of a first mode
ISW followed by a packet of short internal waves are visible.
km for the distance between the first mode ISW and the first wave in the short wave packet, lies
well within the range of the model predictions.
In situ measurements (Alford et al. 2010, Ramp et al. 2010) and numerical simulations (Vlasenko
et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2011) show that single long-crested ISWs are normally encountered
only in the deep basin west of the LS. Packets with multiple ISWs are usually encountered near
the shelf break, where ISWs interact with the shallow bottom topography and generate new in-
ternal waves. However, wave packets with multiple ISWs have also occasionally been observed
on SAR images close to the LS near 120◦E (Zhao et al. 2004, Liu et al. 2006).
Panel a of Figure 5.7 shows such a packet with four ISWs close to the LS (see the black box).
The zoom on the packet depicted in Panel b shows sea surface signature of a packet of short
internal waves that follow the first mode ISW packet (thin black rectangle at the bottom of
Panel b). This ASAR image was acquired at 0150 UTC on 11 August 2006 close to the LS
near 120◦E. Liu et al. (2006) have presented in their paper an image (their Figure 2) showing a
similar internal wave pattern in this location together with in situ data. On their image, a wave
packet with at least four bright lines is visible. The leading ISW in the packet has a crest length
of more than 100 km, and subsequent ISWs have decreasing crest lengths. On our ASAR image
of 11 August 2006 (Figure 5.7), the distances between two adjacent ISWs in the packet are 8.1,
6.1, and 4.1 km (see the four black dots along the transect marked black in Panel b). The short
internal waves in the black box in Panel b have an average wavelength of 1.6 km. The packets
of ISWs and short internal waves are located in the near field (area N in Figure 1.3).
According to the TPXO7.1 model (Egbert & Erofeeva 2002), the SAR image of 11 August
2006 (Figure 5.7) and the one of Liu et al. (2006) of 2 May 2005 were taken at spring tide when
the semidiurnal tidal current was at its maximum. As was mentioned earlier, it is semidiurnal
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Figure 5.6: Overlay of two ASAR images acquired over the near-field. The background ASAR
image was acquired at 0150 UTC on 18 May 2007, and the inserted one (in the
rectangular box) at 1358 UTC on 16 May 2007. It shows on both images sea
surface signatures of a first mode ISW followed by a packet of short internal waves.
Figure 5.7: ASAR image acquired at 0150 UTC on 11 August 2006 close to the LS. The zoom
on the wave pattern (Panel b) shows sea surface signatures of a wave packet with
4 ISWs and below, in the black rectangular box, a packet of short internal waves.
ISW packets with multiple ISWs are rarely detected near the LS.
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tide rather than diurnal tide that mainly determines the formation of ISWs in the northern SCS.
Thus, a possible explanation for the generation of ISW packets in this area is that they were
generated by an exceptionally strong semidiurnal barotropic tidal current in the LS. This is
plausible because, according to the linear theory of internal tides generation (Baines 1973,
Vlasenko et al. 2005), larger forcing leads to larger internal tides, which then disintegrate more
easily into ISW wave trains due to nonlinear and non-hydrostatic effects.
Taking into account that the above experiments used the M2 tidal forcing as predicted by the
TPXO 7.1 model, it is clear that the amplitude of the generated internal waves would be larger
if a stronger barotropic current was included in the model. In order to verify this hypothesis,
a 2D simulation with 30% enhanced barotropic forcing and averaged bathymetry (between 20◦
and 21◦N) was carried out. The results show that the baroclinic tides are subject to stronger
nonlinearity, causing the generation of an ISW train before it reaches the western ridge of the
LS. This wave train strongly interacts with the baroclinic bore that was previously formed west
of the western ridge, causing reinforcement during the interaction process. Furthermore, the
short internal waves riding on a second mode ISW have scales somewhat larger than those
generated under normal tidal conditions. Figure 5.8 shows results of these simulations. In the
lower panel the depth profile of temperature down to a depth of 1000 m is depicted, and in the
upper panel the corresponding variation of du/dx (in s−1) is shown. The x-coordinates are the
same in the two panels. The plots depicted in Figure 5.8 show a large amplitude first mode ISW
followed by a first mode ISW of smaller amplitude (see the two vertical dashed lines in Panel a),
and then followed by a complex structure, which is the consequence of the superposition of high
modal bands due to the strong nonlinear interaction of the first and the second mode ISWs. The
two ISWs and this multi-modal structure produce strong current convergences and divergences
at the sea surface. The convergences manifest themselves as the four peaks visible in the plot
of the du/dx (see the four vertical dashed lines in Panel a). The distances between these four
peaks are 11, 6.5, and 3 km (which, incidentally, are the similar distances as measured between
the ISWs in Figure 5.7). The multi-modal structure is then followed by a second mode ISW on
which short internal waves ride. As shown in Figure 5.1 (Panels a and b), also in this case, the
short internal waves give rise to strong modulations of the surface current gradient field (see the
dashed box in Panel a), which renders them visible on SAR images.
5.4.2 Short waves in the far-field
According to modeling results, packets of short internal waves trailing ISWs should also be
present in the northern SCS in the longitude band between 118◦24′ and 119◦6′E (area F in
Figure 1.3), where they are generated by nonlinear interaction between first and second mode
ISWs when the faster first mode ISW overtakes the frontal second mode ISW generated in the
previous tidal cycle. In this subsection two ASAR images showing observational evidence of
this phenomenon in area F will be presented.
Figure 5.9 shows surface signature of solitary waves at 1407 UTC on 7 July 2005. The zoom
on the black rectangle (Panel b) shows clearly three wide ISWs followed by a packet of short
internal waves. The average wavelength of the short waves in the packet is approximately 1.5
km.
The results of the numerical modeling in the far field are shown in Panels c and d of Figure 5.9.
Panel c shows the two-dimensional map of the simulated surface current gradient du/dx (in s−1)
in x-direction (horizontal direction) and Panel d shows its variation along the transect 20◦40′N
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Figure 5.8: Simulated two-dimensional internal wave field near the LS at t=3 M2, with the 30%
larger barotropic tidal forcing and averaged bathymetry (between 20◦ and 21◦N)
in the model runs. Panel a shows the variation of du/dx(s−1), and Panel b shows
the corresponding depth profile of temperature down to a depth of 1000 m. The
four vertical dashed lines in Panel a indicate the peaks of du/dx(s−1), whereas the
two vertical dashed lines in Panel b indicate where the first mode ISWs are located.
The x-coordinates are the same for both panels.
(as is marked by a black line in Panel c). The simulation depicted in Panels c and d of Figure
5.9 shows the internal wave field after the collision of the first mode ISW with the second mode
ISW (after five M2 tidal periods). In Figure 5.4 are shown the depth profiles of temperature
for the upper 1000 m before the collision (Panel b, t=4.125 M2) and after the collision (Panel
a, t=5 M2). The depth profile of temperature depicted in Panel a of Figure 5.4 refers to the
same time as the plots depicted in Panels c and d of Figure 5.9. Comparison of the SAR image
intensity field depicted in Panel b of Figure 5.9 with the simulated surface velocity gradient
field depicted in Panel c of Figure 5.9 shows an overall good correlation of the wave structures.
However, while the average wavelength of the short internal waves on the SAR image is 1.5 km,
it is 2.5 km in the simulations, which is still considered to lie within the margin determined by
the uncertainties in the input parameters for the simulations. Furthermore, the wave field visible
on the SAR image exhibits much more variability in the meridional direction than the simulated
wave field, which can be attributed to the fact that ideal barotropic forcing and constant water
depth in the deep basin were used in the simulations.
The ASAR image depicted in Figure 5.10, which was acquired at 1410 UTC on 21 June 2005,
shows a strong ISW with a crest length of more than 200 km followed by a packet of short
internal waves, whose wavelengths vary between 1 and 2 km, which is also in agreement with
model predictions.
5.5 Summary of characteristics of short internal waves
About two decades ago Akylas & Grimshaw (1992) theoretically investigated the resonant effect
of high mode ISWs with secondary short waves at the tail. They showed a striking acoustical
image of such a phenomenon that occurred in nature, in which a second mode and some sec-
ondary wave ripples are coupled and propagate in resonance with the same speed. The underly-
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Figure 5.9: Panel a: ASAR image acquired at 1407 UTC on 7 July 2005 over the far-field.
Panel b: Zoom on the area showing sea surface signatures of ISWs followed by
a packet of short internal waves. Panel c: Two-dimensional map of the simulated
surface current gradient du/dx(s−1) in x-direction (horizontal direction). Panel d:
Variation of the simulated gradient du/dx along the transect 20◦40′N (marked by
a black line in Panel c).
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Figure 5.10: ASAR image acquired at 1410 UTC on 21 June 2005 over the far-field. The
zoom on the wave pattern (Panel b) shows sea surface signatures of a single ISW
followed by a packet of short internal waves.
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ing physical mechanism is that the secondary short internal waves are nonlinearly coupled with
the carrier second mode ISW, from which they absorb energy and grow in amplitude. Nonethe-
less, more robust evidence of such wave coupling has been lacking after Akylas & Grimshaw
(1992). This work justifies the feasibility of studying such effects with synthetic aperture radar
(SAR), which is a reliable tool for studying internal waves in the ocean, and it might be that this
phenomenon is more common than previously thought but has not been properly appreciated in
SAR images before.
The aim of this investigation was to find observational evidence for the presence of short in-
ternal waves trailing strong ISWs in the northern SCS which have been found in previous nu-
merical simulations. These short internal waves ride on a second mode ISW. The wavelength
and amplitude of the short internal waves turn out to be around 1.5 km and 20 m, respectively.
The simulations carried out with the MITgcm as well as the solutions of the Taylor-Goldstein
equation show that the generation of short internal waves trailing a first mode ISW requires the
presence of a strong second mode ISW, which gives rise to a specific shear current profile U(z).
Furthermore, the simulations show that the short internal waves riding on a second mode ISW
and following a strong first mode ISW occur in two distinct areas, one close to the LS and the
other further west. In the first area, they are generated by the disintegration of a baroclinic bore,
which is generated by the interaction of the tidal current with the topography. In the second area
they are generated by nonlinear interaction between ISWs of the first and the second modes.
This interaction takes place when a faster first mode ISW overtakes the second mode ISW
which was generated one tidal cycle earlier.
It should be noted that there also exists evidence from in situ measurements that short internal
waves exist in the northern SCS. Klymak et al. (2006) observed short internal waves riding
on a large amplitude first mode ISW of depression in the deep basin of the northern SCS. They
speculated that the short internal waves are generated by shear instability or by the interaction of
pre-existing short internal waves with the incoming ISW, which gives rise to wave amplification.
However, due to the limitation of the temporal sampling of the measurements, and due to the
intrinsic small scales of the short waves, it is not easy to capture the full picture of the short
wave structure from in situ observations.
The simulations show that the short internal waves can produce strong convergence/divergence
zones at the sea surface, giving rise to strong sea surface roughness modulation that renders
the short internal waves visible on SAR images. However, one can extract from SAR images
only information on the spatial configuration of the internal wave field, but no information on
the wave amplitude. The ESA ASAR archive for SAR images was screened, in order to find
sea surface signatures of ISWs trailed by packets of short internal waves in the northern SCS
and several tens of them were found. The analysis revealed that, with only two exceptions, all
packets of short internal wave trailing strong ISWs are encountered in two distinct longitude
bands, one located close to the LS and the other further west, which is in accordance with the
model calculations.
Six ASAR images showing the features under investigation were analyzed in detail. It was
shown that the measured wavelengths of the short internal waves, the alignment of the wave
packets, and the distance between the leading first mode ISW and the front of the short internal
wave packet all lie well within the range of model predictions.
On two ASAR images, sea surface signatures of wave packets containing several ISWs followed
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by a (weak) short internal wave packet close to the LS were found. It was conjectured that they
are generated by enhanced barotropic currents in the LS. This was confirmed by simulations
carried out with a 30% larger barotropic forcing.
It is hoped that the six ASAR images presented in this paper showing sea surface signatures
of internal waves have provided sufficient evidence that short internal waves trailing strong
ISWs do exist in the northern SCS as predicted by model calculations. As can be seen, strong
tide-topography interaction, steep ridges, and double-ridge effects are indispensable for the ap-
pearance of such short waves in the northern SCS. However, it would be imprudent to conclude
that this phenomenon is unique to this region. As was shown earlier, the western ridge alone,
which is deep yet steep, could generate first and second mode signals with comparable magni-
tudes, although much weaker than the double-ridge case. Similar steep ridges in the ocean, not
necessarily deep, can also generate multi-modal beams which subsequently disintegrate, and
second mode internal waves and thus short waves are prone to emerge. It is expected that in the
future also in situ data will be available to substantiate these theoretical findings.
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Chapter 6
Simulation of A and B internal solitary waves
observed in the northern South China Sea
1
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 discussed some factors that can affect the generation of internal waves from
the LS, for example, the existence of the western ridge, the strength of the tidal forcing, etc. In
this chapter, the influence of multiple tidal harmonics at LS on the resultant wave field will be
looked into. As a matter of fact, it turns out that asymmetrical barotropic tides at LS, which are
due to the superposition of diurnal and semi-diurnal tides, have great implications on the timing
and magnitude of ISWs in the far field and produce the so-called A and B ISWs. A series of 2D
experiments with realistic tidal forcing was configured with MITgcm and characteristics of A
and B ISWs will be scrutinized.
6.1 Observational evidence of A and B waves and their correlation with the forc-
ing in the Luzon Strait
The finding and notion of A and B ISWs originate from the ASIAEX experiment. Based on
the mooring observations above the continental slope, Ramp et al. (2004) divided the observed
packets into two types: A waves and B waves. ISWs belonging to A waves have larger ampli-
tudes and arrive at the moorings regularly with a period of 24 hours, whereas B waves are rela-
tively weaker and arrive about one hour later every day. It was found that the mixed barotropic
tides featuring both diurnal and semidiurnal harmonics (see Figure 1.5), whose phase lag varies
in time but all produce an asymmetric current, are responsible for the alternative appearances of
such waves. In recent years, due to this east-west current asymmetry, there has been much de-
bate about the alternate generation of A and B waves (Zhao & Alford 2006, Alford et al. 2010,
Buijsman, Kanarska & McWilliams 2010, Buijsman, McWilliams & Jackson 2010, Ramp et al.
2010, Zhang et al. 2011), which appear both in the deep basin and on the continental slope and
shelf. These papers have been trying to correlate A and B waves with either the eastward or
westward current peaks in the LS, accompanied by the diverse conclusions on the generation
processes and mechanisms.
Zhao & Alford (2006) analyzed the arrival times of ISWs at two moorings, and related A and
B waves to the tidal forcing over the eastern ridge in the middle LS. The comparisons showed
that every ISW packet can be associated with a westward current peak in the LS rather than
an eastward one, and they suggested that the packets of ISWs are produced due to nonlinear
steepening of internal tides rather than the developments of lee waves. By contrast, using the
non-hydrostatic ROMS, Buijsman, Kanarska & McWilliams (2010) found that westward prop-
agating ISWs follow strong eastward barotropic tidal currents in the LS. This is further corrob-
orated by mooring measurements near the two ridges by Alford et al. (2010), who showed that
1This chapter is mostly based on the paper Vlasenko et al. (2012)
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westward propagating A/B ISWs align with eastward strong/weak tidal peaks. However, at the
same time they also addressed the potential difficulty in assessing the phase of the generated
waves with the complicated current field above the ridges. By correlating observational data
in the northern SCS and in the LS, Ramp et al. (2010) drew a different conclusion that much
stronger eastward tides at LS correspond to the generation of more nonlinear A waves, whereas
B waves are associated with the weaker westward tides at LS. This idea was later corroborated
by the 3D numerical simulation by Zhang et al. (2011), who also proposed that both types of
ISWs arise from the nonlinear steepening of semidiurnal internal tides from the LS instead of
lee wave mechanism. Zhang et al. (2011) attributed the stronger A wave generation at the south-
ern LS to the augmentation of semidiurnal A waves by the diurnal internal tidal beams, whereas
stronger B waves in the north LS result from the resonant effect of the two ridges whose distance
is approximately the wavelengh of semidiurnal internal tide.
This investigation was motivated by the fact that inconsistent conclusions on the generation
and propagation of A and B waves in the northern SCS are reached. In attempting to explain
this phenomenon, the 2D MITgcm model was used again as the numerical approach. Model-
predicted wave fields are presented and compared to in situ measurements, and the conclusions
are reinforced by a linear multi-harmonic tidal generation model.
6.2 Analysis of historical mooring data
The main goal of the analysis of historical mooring data is to find a correlation between the baro-
clinic tidal signal recorded at moorings in the northern SCS and the intensity of the barotropic
tidal forcing in the LS. At first glance the correlation is evident: the stronger the current is, the
larger the internal waves are. This tendency was reported in the majority of the papers devoted
to ISWs in the northern SCS. However, the correlation is not so evident if one takes into account
the spectral characteristics of the barotropic tidal forcing. In fact, 8 principal tidal harmonics
contribute to the generation of internal waves: 4 diurnal, K1, O1, P1, Q1, and 4 semidiurnal, M2,
S2, N2, K2. The LS is located between 19◦ and 22◦N, which is not far from the latitude critical
for the diurnal tides (about 30◦N). It is known (Gerkema & Zimmerman 1995, Gerkema 1996)
that strong rotation at high latitudes suppresses the generation of internal tides, so it is expected
that the diurnal baroclinic tidal signal should be weak in the northern SCS. On the other hand,
the location of the LS is far from the critical latitude for all the semidiurnal tidal harmonics
(approximately 75◦N), and thus the influence of the rotation is less important for the internal
waves generated by these harmonics.
Some historical long-term mooring time series are compared in Figure 6.1 against the intensity
of the tidal forcing in the LS in two different frequency bands: semidiurnal and diurnal. Figure
6.1a represents a time series (Yang et al. 2004) of the horizontal velocity recorded in April,
1999 at 30 m depth at mooring M (21◦2.8′N,117◦13.2′E) (sampling interval was 30 s). The
zonal barotropic water transport shown in Figures 6.1b-d was calculated at point 20◦N,122.5◦E
using the TPXO 7.1 model. The test point was deliberately shifted by 0.5◦ to the east of the
LS to avoid any influence of the islands. Yang et al. (2004) reported that the soliton activity
appears as cluster of spikes in the mooring data that is marked by the rectangle in Figure 6.1a.
The soliton signal beyond the rectangle was not recorded.
The comparison of the observed wave velocities (Figure 6.1a) with the total (Figure 6.1b),
semidiurnal (Figure 6.1c), and diurnal (Figure 6.1d) tidal forcing in the LS shows quite an
interesting result. First of all, the time of the highest soliton activity observed on 15-18 April
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Figure 6.1: a) fragment of the zonal velocity observed at 30 m depth at mooring M
(21◦2.8′N,117◦13.2′E) in April, 1999 (Yang et al. 2004). TPXO 7.1 model pre-
dicted zonal barotropic water discharge at point 20◦N,122.5◦E produced by all
(b), semidiurnal (c), and diurnal (d) tidal harmonics. The shaded area in panels
b,c, and d represents the tidal forcing corresponding to ISWs observed on 15-18
April (the rectangle in panel a).
does not coincide with the period when all the tidal harmonics in the LS produce the strongest
signal (compare Figure 6.1a,b). Instead, the strongest waves were generated between 13 and 16
April when the diurnal barotropic tidal transport decreased to its minimal value (close to zero,
in fact). In this analysis a time lag of 59 hours between the mooring records and the tidal signal
at the LS, i.e., the travel time of ISWs from the LS to the mooring M estimated by Yang et al.
(2004), is taken into account. The answer can be found in terms of a multi-harmonic approach
of tidal generation considering water transport of diurnal and semidiurnal harmonics separately.
The absence of solitary waves during 9-14 April is seen when the appropriate water transport
of the diurnal harmonics was maximal. At the same time the period of strong ISW activity at
mooring M is correlated with the maximum of semidiurnal forcing (Figure 6.1c).
These remarks also concern the ADCP mooring data collected in September, 1990 by Ebbesmeyer
et al. (1991) at Point L (21◦27.88′N,116◦37.75′E), as shown in Figure 6.2a; the passage of ISW
packets is clearly seen here as clusters of spikes. Zonal tidal components of semidiurnal and
diurnal harmonics are shown in Figures 6.2b and c, respectively. Two series of ISW packets are
marked by the rectangles (Figure 6.2a). Similar rectangles are shown in panels b and c. A 3-day
time lag (the travel time of internal waves from the LS to Point L) is taken into account. Figure
6.2 shows a strong correlation between ISW events observed at Point L and the maximum of
the semidiurnal tidal water transport. The diurnal tidal forcing during these periods was weak
or even close to zero.
Similar comparison analysis of the observational data was conducted for several other published
long-term mooring time series (for instance, the data shown by Zhao & Alford (2006), Farmer
et al. (2009), Li et al. (2009)). They were compared against the tidal currents produced in
the LS by semidiurnal, diurnal, and all tidal harmonics. Strong correlation between ISW events
recorded at the moorings and the maximal amplitude of the semidiurnal barotropic tidal currents
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Figure 6.2: a) Current speed recorded at 254 m depth at Point L(21◦27.88′N,116◦37.75′E)
in September 1990 (Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991). Panels b and c show the zonal
barotropic water discharge for semidiurnal and diurnal tidal components at the
LS at position 20◦N,122.5◦E.
in the LS (as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2) was established in the analysis. At the same time
considerably weaker ISW activity was recorded when the diurnal tidal forcing in the LS was
maximal.
6.3 Model reproduction of A and B internal solitary waves
The conclusion on the predominately semidiurnal nature of ISW generation in the northern
SCS is supported by all the observational data sets considered here. Note, however, that the
semidiurnal forcing alone cannot generate A and B waves. Hence, one might conjecture that
the diurnal harmonics can be important in their production. In this section the modulation of
the diurnal harmonics and the resultant characteristics of A and B waves are simulated with
MITgcm.
An averaged 2D topography (Figure 4.8) was used for the model initialization. The model was
driven by a superposition of eight principal tidal harmonics, which were implemented into the
model as an external force on the right hand side of the momentum equations. The reproduced
barotropic tidal flow closely coincides with the TPXO 7.1 model prediction (Figure 6.3). In-
ternal waves are generated over the bottom topography and propagate eastward and westward.
Telescoping grids were implemented in the east and west open boundaries to avoid wave reflec-
tion. Water depth beyond the two ridges was set to 3000 m. Background stratification is shown
in Figure 1.6 (summer).
Cartesian coordinate was used in the model. The horizontal resolution was set to 250 m. In
the vertical direction, 90 layers were used, with a resolution of 10 m in the upper 500 m layer
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Figure 6.3: Zonal barotropic tidal velocity in the deep part of the model domain predicted by
the TPXO 7.1 (solid line) and reproduced by the MITgcm (dashed line).
(below the main thermocline), followed by 20 intermediate layers with 50 m resolution, and
another 20 deep layers with a resolution of 150 m. Time step was set to 12.5 s.
Figure 6.4 shows the one-month model predictions calculated from 17 April to 14 May, 2007.
Left column of the figure shows the horizontal velocity at the free surface taken at point MP1
(20.919◦N,117.895◦E; see Alford et al. (2010)), which is located about 430 km away west of
the eastern ridge. Similar time series but for the point 430 km east of the eastern ridge is shown
in the right column. The whole one-month time series is split into daily fragments. The cor-
responding one-month TPXO 7.1 barotropic tidal predictions of the zonal water discharge for
all tidal harmonics, and separately for the semidiurnal and diurnal harmonics at 20◦N,122.5◦E
above the eastern ridge are shown in the middle column of the figure.
The shaded areas in Figure 6.4 represents two periods of strong semidiurnal tidal activity when
large amplitude ISWs are mostly generated. However, during the unshaded ’white’ periods,
when the diurnal currents over the ridges are much stronger than the semidiurnal counterpart,
much weaker internal waves are generated. Low ISW activity on 25-30 April and 10-14 May
(only one wave packet is generated a day) is consistent with the aforementioned conclusion
about the predominantly semidiurnal nature of the generation mechanism.
Before analysing the characteristics of A and B ISWs, the terminology of Ramp et al. (2004)
is used but is not totally alike: no matter if the ISW arrives at the same time or 1 hour later
every day, the wave packet will be marked A (a) if it contains two or more waves, and B (b)
if it contains a single wave. Two wave packets pass by the control points every day, and are
distinguished by one capital and one lower case letter. They represent two different families of
ISWs, as are connected by the dashed lines in Figure 6.4. To provide a unique marking of each
particular packet, the subscripts that denote the number of the day were introduced for A (a)
and B (b) waves.
Figure 6.4 shows that the model reproduces both types of waves, as were classified by Ramp
et al. (2004). More specifically, during the first 6 days (17-22 April), the model output shows
two groups of ISW packet. The first packet arrives 1 hour later each day (waves a1−a4,b5−b6),
and the second packet (waves A1−A6) arrives almost at the same time each day. A waves are
greater in amplitude than a waves; they are recorded regularly as groups of rank-ordered ISWs
that arrive at the same time each day.
To the east of the LS, the waves marked by the lower case letters arrive at the control point
1.3-1.4 hours later each day (17-22 April), not 1 hour later as it was for the western control
point. So, the B waves delay discussed by Ramp et al. (2004) is captured by the model, but this
effect of later arrival should be attributed to the wave family, rather than to the wave type (see
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Figure 6.4: Time series of the horizontal velocity at the free surface 430 km to the west (left
column) and 430 km to the east (right column) from the LS for the time period
17 Apr-14 May,2007. Waves A(a) and B(b) are marked by the appropriate let-
ters. Three graphs in the middle represent east-west discharge predicted by TPXO
7.1 for all semidiurnal and diurnal tidal harmonics (marked accordingly). Arrows
show the time lag between tidal forcing in the LS and the signal in the control
points.
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Figure 6.4).
Note also a quantitative difference in the delay time to the west and to the east of the ridge.
The waves of the family marked by capital letters in the left column are recorded roughly at the
very same time each day (waves A1−A5), but at the eastern control point the arrival time of A
waves varies. It is the same on 17-19 April (waves A1−A3), but on 20-22 April A waves are
recorded earlier each day (find waves A4−A6). An interesting consequence of such an early
arrival of A waves is that the time span between the recording time of the waves of different
families gradually decreases to its minimal values of 2.5 hours (find waves b8 and A8 on 25
April). Partly this convergence of two wave families is explained by the later arrival of a-b
waves. The situation changes to the opposite on 25 April when A waves start to arrive later
each day (waves A9,A10,B11,B12).
An interesting finding that can be drawn from Figure 6.4 is the reconstruction of the wave type
from A (or a) waves into B (or b) waves and vice versa. Figure 6.4 shows that the transition
of A (a) waves into B (b) waves normally takes place as the amplitude of the semidiurnal tidal
forcing is decreasing. The transition from B (b) to A (a) usually occurs when the semidiurnal
forcing increases. It is interesting that the time series presented by Zhang et al. (2011) in their
Figures 11 and 12 can be treated as ’A-B-A-B’ wave transition as well, but this process was not
properly acknowledged.
The model output obtained for April-May, 2007 was compared against the observational data
reported by Alford et al. (2010). The left column of Figure 6.5 represents a one-week frag-
ment of Figure 6.4 (shown in dotted rectangle), and the right column shows the zonal velocity
recorded at mooring MP1 in April-May, 2007. The original numbering of ISW packet used in
the aforementioned paper and the titles of the model-predicted wave packets are retained in this
figure. It is seen from the comparison analysis that the arriving time of the model-predicted
and observed ISW packets at the control point MP1 reveals similar characteristics. ISWs that
belong to the lower-case-letter family are recorded nearly at the same time in both cases during
the time period 30 April-4 May. Starting from 5 May these waves arrive half an hour later each
day, and this tendency appears both in theoretical and observational data sets. The capital letter
wave family reveals a one-hour delay in wave arrival each day, and this delay is typical of both
theoretical and experimental data sets.
Another example of model validation is shown in Figure 6.6. The model-predicted and exper-
imentally recorded mean subsurface zonal velocity at control point MP1 is presented here as a
single time series (without splitting it into one-day pieces) in order to show the timing of the
wave events and to compare the wave type in both cases. The wave marking here is the same as
in Figure 6.5. As it is seen from Figure 6.6, the timing of the wave events in panels a and b is
very good. The dashed lines show that theoretically predicted arrival time is consistent with the
experimentally recorded time. The type of the generated waves is also captured by the model
quite accurately. The intensity of the wave events gradually increased from the left side to the
middle of Figure 6.6, and as a result, the single-wave B waves shown in panels a and b on 29
April-1 May turn to A waves on 2-5 May, and this transition takes place in both theoretical and
experimental time series.
Thus, the comparative analysis shows that the model output is consistent with the observational
data. Taking into account that the model-predicted wave fields were obtained using a 2D version
of MITgcm, but the real three-dimensionality of the wave process can introduce some substan-
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Figure 6.5: Zonal velocity predicted by the model at the free surface (left column), and mea-
sured by Alford et al. (2010) at mooring MP1 (right column). Original numbering
of the aforementioned paper is shown by integer numbers. The wave titles corre-
sponding to the model-predicted wave packets shown in Figure 6.4 are depicted by
the capital and lower case letters with subscripts.
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Figure 6.6: Mean sub-surface zonal velocity at mooring MP1 predicted by the MITgcm (panel
a) and reported by Alford et al. (2010) (panel b). Wave numbering of in situ mea-
sured and model-predicted internal wave packets is the same as in Figure 6.5.
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tial spatial variations along the wave fronts (e.g., Zhang et al. (2011)), the consistency of the
model results with the observations can be qualified as very good.
Another model run was conducted for July, 2010 when the generation conditions were different
from those in April-May, 2007. The basic difference between these two cases was that the
maximum of the semidiurnal and diurnal forcing in July, 2010 nearly coincided, whereas in
April-May 2007 they were out of phase. This difference leads to quite a drastic change in the
performance of A and B waves, as is shown in Figure 6.7. First of all, in terms of A and B
waves classification as was suggested by Ramp et al. (2004), it is not clear what type of waves
is presented in the left column (to the west of the LS). All waves (both A (a) and B (b)) arrive
at the control point with a 0.7-0.75 hour time lag each day, which is mostly consistent with
the semidiurnal nature of their generation. Note that on 3-6 July the lower-case wave packets
contain only one ISW, so they can be classified as b waves, but after that period (7-17 July)
the wave packets contain two or more ISWs and can be identified as a waves. Similar effect of
wave transition happens to the A (B) wave family: A waves transform to B waves (5-6 July), or
B waves transform to A waves (14-15 July).
So, the considered examples reveal that the classification of A and B waves suggested by Ramp
et al. (2004) does not cover all scenarios. Moreover, the behavior of waves to the east of the
ridges (right column in Figure 6.7) cannot be explained by this classification. One solitary wave
packet B (b) arrives nearly at the same time each day (12-23, July) and gradually transforms
into A waves which arrive 1 hour later each day (24-30 July).
6.4 Theoretical solution of A and B wave generation
As was reviewed in section 1.2.3, there has been a wide argument about the generation mech-
anism of internal waves in the northern SCS. Both ’evolutionary’ internal tide and ’release’
lee wave regimes are considered and discussed. According to section 4.3, the tidal excursion
ku0/ω , which characterizes the generation regime, is in the order of unity around the islands
but turns out to be magnitudes lower in the majority of the strait, which implies it is overall
favorable for the generation of internal tides.
The scenario of the far-field appearance of ISWs is confirmed by simple quantitative estima-
tions. The measure of nonlinearity of the generation mechanism in the LS can be estimated
using the following parameter (Gerkema & Zimmerman 1995):
ε1 = tidal excursiontopographic length scale × topographic heightf luid depth
The second ratio in this formula is close to unity, whereas the first one estimated for typical gen-
eration conditions gives the value of about 0.05 or less (depending on the day of the neap-spring
cycle), which suggests a weakly nonlinear regime of wave generation. Under such conditions
the baroclinic tidal waves permanently radiate from the LS as freely propagating long inter-
nal waves. Far from the generation site they steepen and disintegrate into packets of ISWs
(Gerkema & Zimmerman 1995). In the subsequent analyses this scenario will be taken as a
hypothesis for the explanation of the characteristics of A and B waves.
6.4.1 Multi-harmonic solution
The problem of the generation of internal waves by a periodic barotropic tidal flow was dis-
cussed in section 4.4. Beyond the generation area where the water depth H is constant, the
wave field is a superposition of a barotropic tidal flow and a series of baroclinic modes:
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Figure 6.7: The same as in Figure 6.4 but for July, 2010.
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Ψ(x,z, t) =Ψm(1+ z/H)exp(−iσt)+
∞
∑
j=1
a jg j(z)exp[i(k jx−σt+ϕ j)] (6.1)
where Ψm is the amplitude of the barotropic tidal flow, and the other variables are explained in
equation (4.2).
The above linear solution is valid for one particular tidal harmonic, but the baroclinic tide in
the SCS is generated by several tidal constituents. In the framework of linear theory the wave
field produced by all the principal harmonics is just a linear superposition of several elementary
solutions (6.1). This property only takes place only if the condition N2(z) >> σ2 is valid for
the whole water column, which is the case of the northern SCS (see the stratification in Figure
1.6). If so, one can take a superposition of solutions (6.1) obtained separately for every tidal
harmonic and build a desirable combination valid for the conditions of the northern SCS.
Notice that series (6.1) contains an indefinite number of baroclinic modes, but not all of them
equally contribute to the resulting wave field. In the first instance only the first mode internal
waves which are the most energetic, are considered.
The next step is the calculation of the wave parameter, which are the wave amplitude a1 and
phase ϕ1. In doing so the problem of wave generation was solved separately for the semidiurnal
and diurnal constituents. The details of the mathematical procedure are described by Vlasenko
et al. (2005). The value of the input parameter Ψm for the period of April-May, 2007 and July,
2010 was taken from the TPXO 7.1 model predictions. Due to the neap-spring tidal variability
this value varies with time, as were shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.7. This is the reason why
the amplitude a1 of the dominant first mode internal wave changes in time with neap-spring
periodicity. The dependence of a1(t) on time is shown in the upper panels of Figures 6.8 and
6.9, both for the semidiurnal (solid line) and diurnal (dashed line) constituents.
A two-fold variation of the amplitudes of the semidiurnal wave (vertical isopycnal displace-
ments at the depth where function g1(z) has maximum), i.e., from 24 m to 54 m over one
neap-spring cycle in April, 2007, and from 27 m to 57 m in July, 2010 was found from the
linear theory. The appropriate amplitudes of the diurnal harmonics in April, 2007 ranged from
2 m to 32 m (Figure 6.8a), and from 5 m to 39 m in July, 2010 (Figure 6.9a). An obvious
difference between these two cases is that the maximum and minimum of the semidiurnal and
diurnal baroclinic wave activities in July, 2010 nearly coincide in time (the dashed and the solid
lines in Figure 6.9a are in phase), whereas in April-May, 2007 they are shifted in time for a
5-day span (the dashed and solid lines in Figure 6.8a are out of phase). This shift has a drastic
implication on the structure of the generated waves.
6.4.2 Evolutionary mechanism
Beyond the source of generation the internal wave field can be presented as a superposition of
diurnal and semidiurnal progressive waves:
ζ (x,z, t) = as1g1(z)exp(k
s
1x−σ st+ϕs1)+ad1g1(z)exp(kd1x−σdt+ϕd1 ) (6.2)
where as1 and a
d
1 , k
s
1 and k
d
1 , ϕ
s
1 and ϕ
d
1 are the wave amplitudes, wavenumbers, and the phases
of the first mode internal waves. The superscripts s and d denote semidiurnal and diurnal har-
monics, respectively. Note that with the assumption N2(z)>> σ2, which is valid for the whole
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Figure 6.8: a) Amplitude of the first baroclinic mode (a1) calculated for April, 2007. The solid
lines correspond to the semidiurnal constituents, the dashed line to the diurnal.
Superposition of semidiurnal and diurnal internal waves at two control points: to
the west (panel b) and to the east (panel c) of the eastern ridge with their amplitudes
predicted by the analytical solution (panel a).
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Figure 6.9: The same as in Figure 6.8 but for July, 2010.
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Figure 6.10: Evolution of an initial two-wave profile (solid line) calculated using the KdV
equation for the parameters typical to the SCS. Dashed and dotted lines represent
the wave profiles after 25 and 50 h of wave propagation, respectively.
water column in the northern SCS, the vertical structure functions g1(z) for the semidiurnal and
diurnal harmonics coincide, which is why only one symbol g1(z) was used for both.
Superposition of waves (as expressed by equation 6.2) with the amplitudes as1(t) and a
d
1(t) taken
from Figures 6.8a and 6.9a produces the wave displacements that are presented in Figures 6.8b-
c and 6.9b-c. These time series show an alternation of large and small peaks which holds for
the whole period in July, 2010 and for the most part of the neap-spring cycle in April, 2007.
Similar intermittency of the wave amplitude is expected in space as well. If so, the progressive
wave with an irregular profile can steepen and disintegrate, as is shown in Figure 6.10. In this
experiment the wave profiles were calculated using the KdV equation with the parameters of
nonlinearity and dispersion typical for the northern SCS.
The number and intensity of ISWs emerging from an initial perturbation depend on several pa-
rameters. Some observations (Ramp et al. 2010) suggest that ISWs are generated when the tidal
velocity in the LS exceeds some critical level below which no ISW activity can be recorded.
Moreover, some observations (Yang et al. 2004) showed that the transition from no waves to
large amplitude ISW regime is quite sharp, whereas some revealed quite a monotonous transi-
tion from high to low ISW activities (Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991), which correlates with the gradual
changes in the semidiurnal tidal forcing shown in Figure 6.2b.
As it follows from the inverse scattering problem, the number of the new-born ISWs in a two-
layer system can be predicted by the following formula (Whitham 1974, Gerkema & Zimmer-
man 1995):
N <
1
2
[
√
1+
6aε(1−2α)
γ2δ
+1] (6.3)
where a is the nondimensionalised initial wave amplitude (by the water depth H), ε = U0εbσLb is
a parameter of nonlinearity (U0 and σ are the strength and frequency of the barotropic forcing,
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respectively; Lb is the topographic length scale; εb is a nondimensionalised topographic height
scale (by the water depth H) and is assumed εb << 1), α = H1H is the nondimensional depth of
the interface (H1 is the upper layer depth), δ = (σHc )
2 is the dispersion parameter (c is the long
wave phase speed), and γ =
√
α(1−α).
For the conditions of the northern SCS, the position of the interface should be taken between
500 and 700 m, in order to provide the best fit of all the basic wave parameters to observations.
For 700 m depth equation (6.3) predicts a 40 m threshold of the wave amplitude when two or
more solitary waves can emerge from a propagating long wave. Hereafter 40 m amplitude is
used as a boundary to distinguish A waves from B waves. Note that this value is consistent with
Figure 6.10, in which the wave disintegration is shown as a direct evolutionary process.
Applying the amplitude threshold to the wave profiles shown in Figures 6.8b-c and 6.9b-c, every
depression was marked as A wave if its amplitude is greater than 40 m, or B waves otherwise.
Similar to Figures 6.4 and 6.7 one capital and one lower case letter are used for marking the
wave troughs within every 24 hours time span. Note that the displacements with amplitudes less
than 10 m are marked as 0, implying that such waves are too weak to be disintegrated near the
generation site (less than 3 wavelengths), and require longer distance for ISW formation (longer
length of nonlinearity). The subscript of every particular wave trough in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 is
similar to those shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.7.
The perfect correlation takes place between the type of the ISW events to the west of the LS
shown in the left column in Figure 6.4 and the type of the waves predicted by the linear theory
in Figure 6.8b. The name of every single wave event coincides in both figures. Note that
the correlation holds for the whole neap-spring cycle. The perfect coincidence between wave
events also takes place to the west of the LS (right column in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.8c). Thus
the ’evolutionary’ mechanism proposed here based on the steepening and disintegration of the
propagating internal tidal waves is confirmed by the results of numerical modelling with a good
accuracy.
Comparison of Figures 6.7 and 6.9 shows that the vast majority of the wave events coincide:
i.e., 82% at the western observational point, and 93% at the eastern one. The restricted number
of cases shown by the shaded circular spots in Figure 6.9 has different type of waves than that in
Figure 6.7. Such a discrepancy could be a consequence of a number of factors such as inaccurate
calculation of the amplitude threshold, idealized topography, etc. However, the ’evolutionary’
method looks quite adequate and robust to give a reliable prediction of A and B waves.
6.4.3 Arrival time
The model output suggests that the arrival time is not a unique characteristic of any particular
type of ISW. It follows from Figures 6.4 and 6.7 that there is no strict relationship between the
wave arrivals, their types, and any particular phase of tidal forcing. For instance, the small letter
waves reveal mostly doubled M2 periodicity on 17-22 April, 2007. They appear at the western
control point roughly one hour later every day from a to b waves (see Figure 6.4). The capital
letter waves at the very same period of time are recorded with nearly diurnal periodicity (they
arrive every 24.2 hours) and exhibit quite persistent A wave nature (i.e., two or more waves in
the packet). However, after a short transition period on 23-24 April, the arriving periodicity
increases to ∼25.1 hours and holds for quite a long period (till 5 May). During this time span
the wave type changes three times, A→B→A→B. In the end of this period the signal became
so weak that it was not possible to identify any type of wave at all. This wave family became
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visible again a week later (on 13 May) when the semidiurnal constituent of the tidal forcing
increased.
The situation with the arrival time at the eastern control point (right column in Figure 6.4)
is mostly the same as discussed above but with some differences. One can identify similar
doubled M2 periodicity (∼25.3 hours) for the lower case family of waves on 17-24 April, and
for the capital letter waves on 1-9 May. The change of wave type also takes place here. As
far as the other two wave branches are concerned, A waves on 17-22 April and the lower case
family waves on 29 April-5 May reveal ∼23.4 hours periodicity, which is even shorter than any
doubled semidiurnal harmonics.
This drastic increase of the arrival time of A waves from 23.4 hours on 22 April to 26 hours
on 28 April correlates with a two-fold weakening of the semidiurnal tidal forcing in the LS on
20-26 April (two days’ time lag has been taken into account). Similarly, the semidiurnal wave
amplitude in Figure 6.8 also decreases two times during this period, which can have an effect
on the propagation speed due to the nonlinear wave dispersion.
The weakly nonlinear theory predicts 3.32 m/s of the phase speed for a 100 m amplitude ISW
that propagates in a basin of 3000 m depth with the summer stratification in the northern SCS.
The linear phase speed is equal to 3.16 m/s. Simple calculations show a 1.8 hours time lag
between the arrival of the linear and nonlinear internal waves at the control point MP1 that is
located at the distance of 430 km from the LS.
The effect of nonlinear dispersion is clearly seen in Figure 6.10, which illustrates a 50-hour
evolution of two wave troughs. Initially the distance L1 between the large and small waves was
equal to 136 km. However, after 50 hours’ evolution it increases to L2 =152 km. Simple calcu-
lations show that it takes 1.4 hours more for the second wave to propagate the same distance to
the control point.
The wave amplitude is not the only parameter that controls the arrival times. It is also important
how far from the LS that the process of nonlinear disintegration takes place. The ISWs gener-
ated closer to the LS propagate longer distance with the nonlinear phase speed and arrive at the
control point earlier.
6.5 Summary of characteristics of A and B internal solitary waves
Basic conclusions of this chapter can be formulated as following:
1. Analysis of the historical mooring data (Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991, Yang et al. 2004, Zhao
& Alford 2006, Farmer et al. 2009, Li et al. 2009) shows a very strong correlation between
the ISWs observed in the northern SCS and the intensity of the semidiurnal tidal harmonics
in the LS. Much stronger diurnal constituents do not reveal any substantial influence on the
appearance of ISWs. This conclusion on the predominantly semidiurnal nature of baroclinic
tides in the northern SCS is supported by nearly all the published observational data sets and
can be explained in terms of the rotational dispersion: production of ISWs in high-latitude seas
(the LS is located between 19◦ and 22◦N, which is close to the critical latitudes for the diurnal
harmonics) is suppressed by the rotation (Gerkema 1996, Helfrich & Grimshaw 2008).
2. The role of the diurnal tidal harmonics lies in the modulation of the generated internal wave
fields in such a way that a diurnal periodicity is introduced into the ISW signal known as A and
B waves. The classification by Ramp et al. (2004) who coined the large amplitude rank-ordered
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ISW packets as A waves and single weak ISWs as B waves, was applied in this study. It was
found that the appearance of A or B waves is not directly linked to strong or weak tidal current
peaks in the LS.
3. The MITgcm that was forced by a superposition of all the principal tidal harmonics repro-
duces both types of waves. The numerical experiments conducted for April-May, 2007 and July,
2010 show that the number of ISWs in A and B wave packet varies with neap-spring periodic-
ity. Most clearly this periodicity is seen in a gradual transition of A waves into B waves, and
B waves into A waves. The arrival time of A and B waves at any fixed observational point is
also not a unique characteristic of any particular type of wave. It varies both for A and B wave
packets depending on the forcing conditions in the LS.
4. The effect of A-B-A-B wave transition is treated here in terms of a multi-harmonic evolu-
tionary mechanism. Analysis of the generation conditions at LS supports the idea that tidally
generated internal waves freely radiate from the ridge. The radiated waves are a superposition
of semidiurnal and diurnal internal tidal harmonics. The amplitudes of the most energetic first-
mode internal waves were calculated using the linear theory of tidal energy conversion. Being
superimposed, these two progressive waves (semidiurnal and diurnal) produce an intermittent
baroclinic signal with large and small wave troughs that alternate in space. In the course of
nonlinear evolution these large and small wave troughs steepen and ultimately disintegrate into
A and B wave packets, respectively. Direct comparison of the multi-harmonic wave evolution
with the results of the MITgcm modelling revealed a perfect correlation between the types of
waves predicted by both methods.
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Chapter 7
Simulating shoaling of a large amplitude sec-
ond mode internal solitary wave
1
Chapters 4-6 are focused on the wave generation and wave structures at LS and in the deep
basin. After ISWs propagate out of the generation region, they are often observed to propagate
towards either the open ocean or into shallower waters, such as continental slopes, where the
environment (depth, stratification, dissipation, stability, etc.) may differ significantly from that
in deep water. This chapter (Chapter 7) and the next chapter (Chapter 8) will shift the focus on
the wave evolution above the shoaling topography in the slope-shelf area of the northern SCS.
This chapter tentatively studies the shoaling process of a second mode ISW, whereas the next
chapter concerns the shoaling of a first mode ISW, with an emphasis on the rotational effects.
7.1 A review of internal wave shoaling and up-to-date study in the northern South
China Sea
ISW shoaling processes have been studied in a number of papers (Helfrich et al. 1984, Kao
et al. 1985, Helfrich & Melville 1986, Helfrich 1992, Michallet & Ivey 1999, Vlasenko &
Hutter 2002, Vlasenko & Stashchuk 2007, Scotti et al. 2008). A basic conclusion that can be
reached from the above studies is that the fate of an incident ISW is mainly determined by the
water depth, stratification and wave amplitude, and the polarity of a wave may change dur-
ing the adjustment process. On the other hand, when large amplitude waves impinge slope
topography with steep inclination, wave breaking may take place, and such a process is essen-
tially a kinematic instability rather than a shear one (Helfrich et al. 1984, Helfrich & Melville
1986, Vlasenko & Hutter 2002). Using a generalized KdV equation with continuously strati-
fied water, Helfrich & Melville (1986) examined the behavior of an incident wave for a wide
range of topography, stratification, and wave amplitude, and agreement between theory and
experiment was reached. They found that weak shearing and strong breaking (overturning) in-
stabilities strongly depend on the incident wave amplitude and stratification, and a kinematic
instability mechanism on the wave breaking was proposed. This result was further corroborated
by Vlasenko & Hutter (2002) who theoretically studied the transformation of large amplitude
ISWs over a shelf-slope topography based on the full system of Reynolds equations, which can
be accurately employed to investigate large waves beyond the limit of the classic weakly nonlin-
ear theories. A breaking criterion of the ISW over the slope, which incorporated environmental
factors like local water depth, stratification, incoming wave amplitude, and slope inclination,
was derived by Vlasenko & Hutter (2002) as well. They showed that large waves and steep to-
pography tend to result in steepening and overturning of a rear wave face, while in the opposite
case the wave just evolves onto the shelf as a dispersive wave packet without any breaking.
1This chapter is mostly based on the paper Guo & Chen (2012)
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Helfrich & Melville (1986) illustrated with laboratory experiments the mechanism by which the
breaking of a first mode ISW is able to excite an apparent second mode ISW which can prop-
agate onto the shelf before being damped. The semi-analytical method developed by Vlasenko
et al. (2005) was employed to investigate the scattering of linear internal tides in slope-shelf
regions. It was found that the incident wave, with the manifestation of resonance characteristics
in wave diffraction, tends to radiate energy into neighboring baroclinic modes. The steeper the
topography is, the more efficient such energy transfer will be. Taking into account the nonlin-
ear nature of solitary waves, one can speculate that such splitting process of the incident wave
must be even more pronounced when large amplitude ISWs are considered, an idea which is
fundamental in the present work.
Compared with first mode ISWs, second mode ISWs are less common and have only been
occasionally observed in the oceans (Konyaev et al. 1995, Duda et al. 2004, Moum et al. 2008,
Yang et al. 2009, Shroyer et al. 2010, Yang et al. 2010). Theoretically, second mode ISWs
possess a three-layer structure with two nodes for the horizontal current velocity and a two-layer
structure with one node for the vertical current velocity (for more detail, see Vlasenko & Hutter
(2001), Vlasenko et al. (2005), Yang et al. (2010)). Previous studies of second mode ISWs were
mainly based on weakly nonlinear theories (Benjamin 1967, Davis & Acrivos 1967, Vlasenko
et al. 2005), and their shapes have also been reproduced in laboratory experiments (Davis &
Acrivos 1967, Helfrich & Melville 1986, Vlasenko & Hutter 2001). Pioneering investigations
on this type of wave, including theoretical investigations, laboratory experiments, numerical
analyses, and field observations, were summarized by Yang et al. (2010), and the readers are
referred to the literature therein.
As for the case in the northern SCS (Figure 7.1), unlike first mode ISWs, second mode ISWs
in this area have attracted much less concern due to the rarity of their wave types in the world’s
oceans. Following Yang et al. (2010), two types of second mode ISWs can be identified accord-
ing to the shape of isopycnals in the upper and lower layers, i.e., concave and convex waves.
A concave (convex) wave undergoes an increasing (a decreasing) and then a decreasing (an in-
creasing) temperature evolution in the upper layer and the opposite evolution in the lower layer
(Figure 7.2). Almost all of the observed second mode waves are of the convex type, and the first
documentation of a concave type was reported by Yang et al. (2010) in which four such waves
were recorded on the continental shelf of the northern SCS.
Modeling results in Chapter 4 have shown that concave waves as large as 80 m (amplitude of the
isopycnal vertical displacements for the lower part of the wave) can be formed in the deep water
of the northern SCS basin, due to the nonlinear superposition of wave signals generated by the
two ridges in the LS. These waves can travel a long distance until they reach the shelf area.
Meanwhile, a long-term mooring, which was located on the continental shelf with the local
water depth being 350 m, was deployed in 2005 and 2006 under the joint Taiwan/US programs
VANS and WISE (Yang et al. 2009, 2010). The mooring successfully recorded 78 instances of
convex waves and 4 instances of concave waves, marking the first documentation of the latter
type in nature. Early in situ measurements (Duda et al. 2004, Ramp et al. 2004) based on the
ASIAEX around the shelf break of the northern SCS showed that no strong wave signals were
generated locally. Thus it can be speculated that the observed second mode waves propagate
from the deep ocean and experience gradual transformation along the decreasing topography,
or even the transition of polarity, i.e., from the concave type to the convex type.
Apart from the above-mentioned observations of concave ISWs with a mooring, events of a
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Figure 7.1: Zonal bathymetry in the northern SCS and the western Pacific Ocean (blue lines).
The dashed black line is the averaged bathymetry, and dashed red lines 1-3 are its
three representative linear slopes that will be used in the model configuration. The
inset is a plane view of the bathymetry of the northern SCS, and two gray dashed
lines bound the domain where the blue lines are chosen.
Figure 7.2: Sketch of a second mode ISW: a) a concave wave; b) a convex wave.
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concave ISW and a multi-layered high mode were also recorded during a cruise measurement
that was carried out in 2007 (see section 7.2). This work was inspired by the fact that second
mode ISWs have been successfully reproduced with numerical models in deep water (Chapter 4)
and observed with long-term moorings (Yang et al. 2004, 2009, 2010) and cruise measurements
(section 7.2) in shallow water, and the fact that there is insufficient understanding of the shoaling
process of second mode ISWs from the deep part of the ocean onto the shelf. A very large
incident second mode ISW, which is far beyond the applicability of classic weakly nonlinear
theory, is chosen to illustrate the idea of the shoaling process of second mode ISWs, regarding
the specific case in the northern SCS.
7.2 Observational evidence of a concave wave and a high mode in the northern
South China Sea
From June to July 2007, an in situ cruise measurement of ISWs was carried out in the northern
SCS by R/V No.2 Dongfanghong. During this experiment, based on the 75 kHz RDI OS-75
ADCP, not only were several first mode depression waves captured, but a second mode concave
wave and a multi-layered high mode were also detected. The sampling interval of the RDI
OS-75 ADCP was 1 min. The vertical spatial resolution was 16 m.
Figure 7.3 is an event of a second mode concave wave that was recorded between 20:25 and
20:55 on July 19th 2007 around 116.5◦E, 21◦N. The left panel is the track of the research vessel
when the ISW passed by, while the right panel is the temporal variation of the zonal velocity.
Although part of the velocity field was smeared by the background flow or the instrument itself,
a three-layered structure can still be clearly identified, with the maximum velocity in the cores
of the three layers equal to -0.75, 0.55, and -0.22 m/s, respectively.
On July 16th 2007, the RDI OS-75 ADCP captured another fascinating wave at 117◦E, 20◦N,
when the vessel headed northward between 11:35 and 13:10 (see Figure 7.4). A very complex
structure, with three salient cores of westward flowing currents, can be established from the
zonal velocity field. Despite the fact that the contoured zonal velocity profile does not strictly
comply with the KdV theory, according to which the directions of the neighbouring two layers
alternate, the multi-layered structure is undoubtedly the product of high modes.
The observation of such a concave wave and a high mode serves as one of the motivations for
the numerical simulations, and their generation and structures will be further discussed later
after the simulation results are presented.
7.3 Model configuration for the shoaling of a second mode internal solitary wave
The bathymetry data in the SCS was derived from ETOPO1 Global Relief Model, with a spatial
resolution of 1’. Considering that the slope-shelf area in the northern SCS is quite irregular and
spans a wide range in both zonal and meridional directions (Figure 7.1), the band between 20◦
and 21◦40′ N was chosen and then made an average of the west-eastward transect topography
(see the dashed black line in Figure 7.1). In the numerical experiments, specific bottom profiles
relating to the northern SCS were not chosen due to their wide variety, but only linear slopes
with inclination angle α (with respect to the horizontal direction) were used. Three slopes
which are representative of the topography inclination were selected (see the three dashed red
lines), with line 2 being close to the realistic case, and lines 1 and 3 corresponding to the gentle
and steep topography, respectively. Water depth in deep water and on the shelf was set to 3000
m and 400 m, respectively. An ideal schematic diagram of our computational area is shown in
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Figure 7.3: a) The track of the research vessel when the ISW passed by on 19th, July, 2007
around 116.5◦E, 21◦N. The red line corresponds to the time interval in b), and the
arrows indicate the navigation direction of the vessel; b) zonal velocity field of the
measured concave wave (m/s).
Figure 7.4: a) Local water depth measured by the research vessel when the ISW passed by on
16th, July, 2007 around 117◦E, 20◦N; b) the track of the research vessel when
the ISW passed by. The red line corresponds to the time interval in c), and the
arrows indicate the navigation direction of the vessel; c) zonal velocity field of the
measured high mode (m/s).
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Figure 7.5: Schematic diagram of the computational area. The inclination angles of the three
slopes are 0.1◦, 0.645◦, and 1.737◦, respectively.
Figure 7.5.
MITgcm was employed to perform the 2D experiments. Spatial resolution of the model was 50
m and 10 m in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and two sponge areas were
added to the lateral boundaries with a decrease of resolution from 50 m to 105 m in order to
avoid any reflections of internal waves from the boundary. There were 200 grid points in each
sponge area and the grid therein was telescoped exponentially to obtain a smooth change of the
resolution. The value of the time step was 12.5 s, which was short enough compared to the
typical time scale of a second mode ISW. Background temperature and salinity profiles were
shown in Figure 1.6, and summer stratification was used. The Earth’s rotation was taken into
account, with the value of the Coriolis parameter taken at the latitude of 20.5◦ N, which crosses
the middle of the LS.
An important issue is the preparation of the initial model fields, i.e., the incident wave in the
deep water. Apparently, a KdV wave cannot be directly used as the impinging shoaling wave, as
it does not satisfy the Boussinesq equations solved by the MITgcm. However, the following two
steps can be taken to obtain a proper initial wave: firstly, a basin with a constant depth (3000 m)
was considered. Within the constant depth, a mode-2 concave KdV ISW was implemented into
MITgcm by providing KdV solutions of horizontal velocity, temperature and salinity. In this
first step, given the incompatibility of the weakly nonlinear and non-hydrostatic KdV solution
to the fully nonlinear, non-hydrostatic MITgcm, the initial KdV-type profile evolves towards
a new stationary second mode wave, solution of the Boussinesq equations of MITgcm. The
modelled evolution process of the first step (figures not shown here) showed that the initial
KdV wave with large amplitude was immediately modified, and a first mode depression wave
appeared and propagated out faster than the rest of the waves. Behind the first mode ISW, a new
concave wave was formed and continually evolved until this wave reached the new stationary
solution. This stationary second mode concave ISW comes from the evolution of a KdV wave
but satisfies the MITgcm equations. Secondly, this new stationary second mode ISW was then
cut out from the rest of the wave field and, by implementing the shoaling topography, was then
used as the initial incident wave for the problem of the interaction of a concave wave with the
linear slope bottom topography.
7.4 Transformation of a large amplitude second mode internal solitary wave over
the slope and shelf
First of all, KdV theory was re-examined (section 2.3.1). For first mode ISWs, KdV theory
shows that positive and negative values of the quadratic coefficient α1 (equation (2.25)) corre-
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Figure 7.6: a) Coefficient of the quadratic nonlinearity of the KdV equation (second mode)
calculated for the b) topography in the reference experiment.
spond to waves of elevation and depression, respectively. For mode-2 ISWs, positive α2 and
negative α2 are related to convex and concave ISWs, respectively.
In this case with an incident concave wave and a straight slope (red line 2 in Figure 7.1), Figure
7.6 illustrates the dependence of the quadratic nonlinearity α2 on the horizontal coordinate. It
is clear that the coefficient changes its sign from negative to positive value at the depth of about
800 m, which implies that, under the circumstances of weakly nonlinear theory, an incident
concave wave is supposed to change polarity from this turning point, and only internal waves
of convex type can exist on the shelf. However, below one can see that when the incident wave
is large, the transformation process extends a long distance from the turning point, and the
incoming wave experiences several stages before it finally reaches a steady convex form on the
shelf.
This section describes numerical experiments which were carried out to reproduce the shoaling
process of the second mode concave ISWs. Input parameters, such as the stratification, inclina-
tion of the slope (0.635◦) as well as the depth on the shelf (400 m) and in the deep water (3000
m) were taken close to those of the northern SCS slope-shelf area. The incident wave ampli-
tude after initialization is about 100 m, which is a little bit larger than that predicted in Figure
4.2 with the 3D model. Below the evolution process of the incoming wave in three stages will
be discussed: its evolution over the slope, transformation around the shelf break, and further
development on the shelf.
7.4.1 Evolution over the slope
Figure 7.7 displays the vertical isotherm displacement and zonal velocity profiles of the incident
concave wave after the adjustment process of the KdV solution, as was introduced in the previ-
ous section. One can see from this figure that the zonal velocity reaches its maximum value in
the middle layer at the depth of 350 m, where the displacement of the isotherms changes sign
(the nodal point). Below how the nodal point moves in the vertical direction can be seen. Using
an analytical three-layer KdV model, Yang et al. (2010) concluded that the thickness of the
middle layer plays a decisive role in the resulting waveform of a second mode ISW, and only
the concave type could be generated when the thickness of the middle layer is greater than half
of the total water depth. However, in the current model with continuous stratification, which
is far from a three-layer structure, concave waves with very large amplitudes are reproduced,
demonstrating to some extent the limitations of a three-layer model in the framework of weakly
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Figure 7.7: Vertical profiles of the a) isotherm displacement (m), and b) the zonal velocity
(m/s), after the initialization of the KdV type wave.
nonlinear theory.
Figure 7.8 schematically illustrates how an incoming concave wave penetrates onto the slope-
shelf. The figure shows the consecutive transformation process of the wave, with a time interval
of 6 hours. Six representative isotherms were chosen to demonstrate this process. The rightmost
wave in the dashed rectangle is where the initial wave is located. The initial wave profile keeps
almost unchanged in the deep part of the slope until it reaches the depth of about 1500 m (at
x=265 km), where it begins to undergo a pronounced transformation process. In this particular
case with bottom inclination equal to 0.645◦, the wave shoaling lies in a dispersive regime
where ISWs disintegrate into a packet of secondary waves without any breaking events.
The rear face of the uppermost isotherm, T=24.7 ◦C, gets steeper and steeper and even becomes
vertical above the shelf break. Afterwards, it disintegrates into a series of mode-2 waves of
the more common convex type. Meanwhile, the frontal face of this isotherm begins to slope
more gently and evolves towards a solitary wave-like structure (more details on the phenomena
that occur in the shallow water will be elaborated on in the following sub-sections). The 20
◦C isotherm, however, experiences much smoother changes in the wave profile. The frontal
wave becomes extremely flat near the shelf break, and after short adjustment on the shelf, the
whole wave shape is nearly flat, indicating that it is now located around the depth of the nodal
point. The 15.2 ◦C isotherm, originally located slightly above the depth of the nodal point,
becomes flat above the depth of 1200 m, and gradually develops into a wave structure that has
the opposite polarity from the 24.7 ◦C isotherm on the shelf. The 12.4 ◦C isotherm, which is
flat (almost at the depth of the nodal point) at the initial position, gradually gets elevated on the
slope and finally forms a similar structure to the 15.2 ◦C isotherm. The lower two isotherms,
i.e., T=8.5 and T=4.25 ◦C, maintain their shapes until they reach the bottom, where they break
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Figure 7.8: Transformation process of an incoming concave ISW (rofile plotted at time inter-
vals of 6 hours). The wave in the dashed rectangle is where the initial wave is
located. Six isotherms, T=4.25, 8.5, 12.4, 15.2, 20, and 24.7 ◦C are chosen to il-
lustrate the process, and only the upper 1500 m is shown (the black dot is the place
where the linear slope starts).
and dissipate.
The vertical position of the nodal point, which is a function of the stratification and local topog-
raphy, changes significantly during the shoaling process. This change is particularly apparent
when the wave starts to reverse its polarity. The initial position of the nodal point resides at the
depth of 350 m, and starts to move upwards at about x= 250 km. This is accompanied by the
gradual formation of a convex wave in the rear face of the incident concave wave. The nodal
point can finally reach 140 m after the wave penetrates onto the shelf.
Recall that weakly nonlinear theory predicts that a concave wave should convert to a convex
wave (i.e., polarity reversal) after it passes through the turning point (see the beginning of
section 7.4). However, when the incoming wave is strongly nonlinear, as is the case with the
fourth wave profile from the left in Figure 7.8 which is above the approximate depth of 800 m,
the frontal face of the wave becomes much more gently sloping and a very pronounced convex-
like wave can be registered at the rear face. This shows the tendency for the change of wave
polarity. Later, it can be seen that the still existing concave wave will gradually ’disappear’ after
it penetrates onto the shelf.
7.4.2 Transformation around the shelf break
Figure 7.9 displays the wave profile in detail at 4 snapshots: T=64 h, 66 h, 70 h, and 78 h. The
initial concave wave penetrates along the slope without any essential changes until it comes
close to the shelf, where the leading edge is flatter and the rear face steeper (Figure 7.9a). Sim-
ilar behavior of wave shoaling process for first mode depression waves was previously reported
both in numerical (Vlasenko & Hutter 2002, Vlasenko & Stashchuk 2007, Scotti et al. 2008) and
experimental efforts (Helfrich 1992, Michallet & Ivey 1999). Note that in front of the concave
wave and the trailing convex waves, a very weak first mode-like wave is produced and prop-
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Figure 7.9: Wave zonal velocity fields (m/s; positive/negative corresponds to east-
ward/westward motion) on which five isotherms (◦C) are superposed around the
shelf break at 4 snapshots, T= 64, 66, 70, and 78 h (from top to bottom).
agates away onto the shelf. Such an energy transfer to the neighboring modes is particularly
salient in our model and will be discussed in the next sub-section.
At T=66 h (Figure 7.9b), the frontal face of the concave wave suddenly becomes very steep
at the shelf break (see isotherms 28.5, 15.2 and 12.4 ◦C). The 12.4 ◦C isotherm even appears
to be vertical. Meanwhile, the rear face of the concave wave continues to steepen, and the
trailing convex waves become more pronounced. Notice that the wave structure located at about
x=342 km much resembles a secondary wave of the concave type if merely judging from the
temperature field, but in fact, such a structure is produced by the undulation of the two ambient
convex waves, as can be clearly seen from the zonal velocity field. At T=70 h (Figure 7.9c),
the wave has just passed through the shelf break and starts to adjust to the new circumstances
on the shelf. The incident concave wave, although still maintaining its three-layer structure
for velocity, has deviated seriously from a standard concave ISW. The isotherms are almost
flat and lower (higher) than the surrounding environment in the upper (lower) layer. The rear
face of the concave wave has become very steep and is about to disintegrate into solitary wave
trains of convex type. The frontal face of the wave, however, has become smoother and the
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Figure 7.10: Isotherms at T=176 h. Three types of waves are classified, i.e., Waves 1a and 1b,
Waves 2, and Waves 3
current velocities larger than the previous structure. Also note that the fluid motion on the
slope is quite intense at this moment, with velocities as high as 0.55 m/s. In fact, such a zone
with pronounced off-shore velocity spans almost half of the slope area, and is undoubtedly a
place potentially efficient for diffusion and mixing, and thus affects the dynamical or biological
processes above the continental slope in the real ocean.
Figure 7.9d shows that at T=78 h a packet of convex ISWs has formed, behind which are
some very complex structures due to the superposition of high modes that will disintegrate after
further development on the shelf (see the next sub-section). The distance between the frontal
face of the concave wave and the rear convex packet has increased from 8.5 km in Figure 7.9c
to 12 km at this moment. Also, the energy is mainly focused in the frontal part of the wave
at this instant, which may make one surmise that it will evolve towards a new ISW of concave
type with smaller amplitude. This gives rise to some questions about the fate of the concave
wave, which seems to be sustained in spite of the prediction of the KdV model.
7.4.3 Further development on the shelf
Further evolution of the leading concave wave (not an ISW any more) is consistent with our
prediction made in the beginning of section 7.4, i.e., it does not evolve towards an ISW, but
instead, the leading edge of the concave wave becomes more and more gently sloping compared
with that at T=78 h. As a consequence, the rear convex soliton packet catches up with the frontal
concave wave and eventually moves forward together with it as a whole.
Figure 7.10 is an episode at T=176 h, when the waves have traveled for quite a long distance
on the shelf. Three types of waves can be identified in this figure, i.e., some small-scale waves
(Waves 1a and 1b), the coupling concave wave and a packet of convex waves (Waves 2), and
some prominent high modes (Waves 3). Zonal velocity fields of Waves 2 and 3 are shown in
Figure 7.11, and the generation process of Waves 1a, Waves 1b, and Waves 2 are shown in
Figure 7.12. Detailed analyses and descriptions of these waves are separately exhibited below.
7.4.3.1 Structure of Waves 2
As can be seen from Figure 7.10, previously separated frontal concave wave and rear convex
wave packet ’rejoin’ again (the detailed process will be shown later), and the leading edge of
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Figure 7.11: a) Velocity field (m/s) of Waves2 (left panel); and b) velocity field (m/s) of Waves
3 on which five isotherms (◦C) are superposed. Higher modes can be identified
and are labeled in the figure.
the initial concave wave slopes very gently. A close-up view of Waves 2 is shown in Figure
7.11a, and one can clearly see from the zonal velocity field that the concave wave has been
largely deflected from the standard shape of an ISW, and it is followed by a train of convex
waves which are not rank-ordered (see the arrow in Figure 7.11a). However, such waves will
become rank-ordered as soon as the interaction between the frontal wave and the rear packet is
finished.
7.4.3.2 Generation process of Waves 1a, 1b, and Waves 2
Figure 7.10 shows short waves whose horizontal wavelengths (about 3 km and 1 km for Waves
1a and 1b, respectively) are well resolved by the numerical grid. Also considering that they
propagate leftward with specific phase speeds, they are unlikely to be generated by the insta-
bility of numerical computation. Figure 7.12 illustrates clearly how such short waves arise and
how the shape of Waves 2 is formed. The upper left panel (Figure 7.12a) depicts the instant
when the trailing convex wave train is chasing after the frontal concave wave. Then, the rear
wave train reaches the critical point where it starts to ’merge’ with the frontal wave that is very
gently sloping at the time (Figure 7.12b). During the merging process, Waves 1a gradually form
and ride on the very smooth slope of the frontal wave (Figure 7.12c). After that, they propagate
out of the system, and are stretched to a much wider range (Figures 7.10 and 7.12d). Waves 1b
are formed at the same time as Waves 1a during the merging process, but they obviously have
smaller scales and travel much more slowly, and as a consequence they gradually fall behind.
By this point, the shape of Waves 2 is formed after the merging process, and it continually
evolves towards a wave packet with rank-ordered convex ISWs.
The emergence of these short waves has been examined very carefully in order to exclude any
external factors that may be responsible for their generation. No waves are reflected from the
lateral open boundary, and the above coupling waves all propagate freely without external forces
or other wave motions in the front and rear, demonstrating that such short waves are entirely the
creation of the interactions of the leading concave wave and the trailing convex ISW packet.
The generation mechanism of such waves closely resembles that discussed earlier in Chapter
5, in which a packet of first mode short-scale waves riding on a second mode concave wave is
produced during the disintegration process of a multi-modal baroclinic bore, and also when a
first mode depression ISW surpasses a concave ISW that travels more slowly. By solving the
Taylor-Goldstein equation that includes the background current, the short waves exist due to
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Figure 7.12: Interaction of the rear convex wave train and the frontal concave wave. Waves 1a
and 1b are produced during the interaction process (see section 7.4.3.2). Panels
a) to d) correspond to isotherms (◦C) at T=113, 121, 137, and 149 h, respectively.
the specific vertical structure of horizontal velocity (multi-layered) induced by the second mode
solitary wave. Considering the much more complicated vertical structure of the interacting
system in our case, i.e., the frontal single wave and the rear wave packet with reverse second
mode polarity, the sheared background velocity field is more prone to produce secondary waves.
The reason that the frontal concave wave that formed after passing the shelf break gets increas-
ingly flat, rather than evolving towards a concave type soliton, is presumably attributed to the
fact that, as discussed in the beginning of section 7.4, the quadratic nonlinear coefficient, which
determines the polarity of an ISW, is positive on the shelf break, although it is close to zero (see
Figure 7.6). This implies that the shelf area suppresses the generation of concave ISWs or at
least is not favorable for their existence. On the other hand, ISWs of convex type can survive in
such circumstances and persist for a very long time.
7.4.3.3 Structure of Waves 3
Very rich and prominent wave structures exist behind Waves 1 and 2 (Figure 7.11b). As can
be seen in Figure 7.11b, very high modes, from mode 3 all the way up to mode 6, although
not fully developed, can be identified from the multi-layered velocity field. On the right hand
side of Figure 7.11b, multiple beams with different inclination angles are registered, showing
a superposition of different high modes. One should note that the high modes exhibited above
are subject to the impact of the background flows engendered by the anterior waves, especially
Waves 2 and 1b. Taking into account their multi-layered vertical velocity structure, which tends
to be unstable even when small external influences are imposed on them, the shapes of the mod-
eled high modes deviate somewhat from the traditional KdV types of ISWs (comparisons not
shown here). Such behavior of higher mode generation, obtained here directly from numerical
runs, was previously described in some theoretical and experimental papers based on weakly
nonlinear theory (Helfrich & Melville 1986, Helfrich 1992, Michallet & Ivey 1999), and it
was found that the shoaling of a first mode depression wave leads to the generation of second
modes during the propagation process up the slope, demonstrating an energy transfer to the
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other modes. The interaction of ISWs with a slope-shelf topography also has much in common
with the mechanism of wave scattering by underwater sills. Vlasenko & Hutter (2001) showed
experimentally and numerically that both transmitted and reflected second mode soliton-like
waves are produced after the interaction of the incoming depression wave with the sill.
The linear semi-analytical numerical model described by Vlasenko et al. (2005), as introduced
in section 7.1, concerns the splitting of an incident wave into the neighboring baroclinic modes
as a function of stratification, and the height and width of the slope. A qualitative estimation of
the scattering of incident wave energy was attempted, using this model with the bottom profile
identical to the one applied above, and it was found that using a linear scheme, continental
slope in the northern SCS is not able to transmit energy of second mode internal waves to the
neighboring modes at all because it is not steep enough. However, for nonlinear solitary waves,
the generation of first and higher modes is so conspicuous, indicating the great discrepancies
between these two cases. Since theoretical understanding of the fully nonlinear ISWs is still
unsatisfactory, more analytical work of the shoaling process over variable topography is needed
in the future to quantitatively estimate the energy transfer rate to the other modes.
7.4.4 Discussion of the measurements associated with the simulations
The measured concave wave (section 7.2, Figure 7.3) could be at any stage that we discussed
above, considering the complex bathymetry and non-straight slopes in the northern SCS, al-
though its location was in relatively shallow water. Whether a convex wave packet behind this
wave (see Figure 7.9d) existed or not at that time could hardly be confirmed due to the limita-
tion of the sampling frequency (1 min). More specifically, due to the high complexity of the
topography in the northern SCS (see the blue lines in Figure 7.1), the shape of the continental
shelf is far from a linear type, which implies that quite different scenarios may occur even when
the depth of the shelf is the same. (This can be corroborated by a three-dimensional shoal-
ing experiment that was done, in which real topography was included, but with much coarser
spatial resolution). Apart from the water depth, the ISWs, especially the multi-layered second
and higher modes, are also susceptible to various factors, like the background currents and the
related shear, frequent mesoscale eddies from the LS, local barotropic tides, typhoons, etc. It is
not surprising if the measured wave is deviated from the modeled or theoretical one. However,
such a result at least corroborates the existence of second mode concave waves in the northern
SCS, and together with the mooring data obtained by Yang et al. (2010) (whose mooring was
located in the northeastern direction) and the numerical simulation discussed in Chapter 4, con-
clusions can be reached that second mode concave waves are also very common features rather
than sporadic processes in the northern SCS.
As for the measured high mode with multiple layers, it is likely to be generated by the shoaling
process of a second mode ISW, due to the scattering of wave energy to the neighboring modes
by the impinging wave, as can be clearly seen in Figure 7.11b. Moreover, according to the
measurement, the local water depth change in the north-south direction is very abrupt, i.e., the
value decreases from 400 to 1200 m in several hundred meters (Figure 7.4a), corresponding to
a very steep topography, which, according to the previous work on shoaling waves (Helfrich &
Melville 1986, Vlasenko et al. 2005) and the sensitivity experiments that will be presented in
section 7.5, is more favorable for the generation of high modes.
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Figure 7.13: Same as Figure 7.9 but at T=35 and 48h for the steeper topography (sensitivity
experiment Exp1).
7.5 Sensitivity of wave shoaling to the bottom inclination and wave amplitude
The reference experiment discussed above was performed with topography typical of the con-
tinental slope and shelf in the northern SCS, and the amplitude of the incident concave wave
is as large as 100 m. In this section, several additional numerical experiments were conducted
to study the sensitivity of the model to various bottom inclinations and wave amplitudes: Exp
1 and 2 were performed with bottom inclination equal to 1.737◦ and 0.1◦, which respectively
correspond to the steep and gentle case of the topography in the northern SCS (see Figure 7.1);
amplitudes of the incident wave in Exp 3 and 4 were reduced to 70 m and 30 m to contrast with
the strong nonlinearity in the reference experiment. The other parameters were completely the
same.
The results with steeper topography (Exp 1) are illustrated by Figure 7.13, in which two snap-
shots are chosen to show the wave evolution process. The entire wave is just above the shelf
break in the upper panel, and in the lower panel, the trailing edge of the concave wave is begin-
ning to disintegrate into an undular bore that contains several convex ISWs. It can be concluded
from Figure 7.13a that the wave profile changes more drastically when the steepness of the
topography intensifies (compared to Figure 7.9b), and the upper part of the whole wave looks
much more compact, unlike that in the reference experiment where the rear convex wave re-
mains almost in the same horizontal position. As a consequence, the wave system, including
the leading concave wave and the rear convex ones, is much less horizontally ’stretched’ during
the evolution process on the shelf (see Figure 7.13b). To be more specific, the rear convex ISW
train catches up and merges with the frontal concave wave 45 km away from the shelf break,
which is only one third of the distance traveled by the convex waves before merging occurs
in the reference experiment. Qualitative comparison of Exp 1 with the reference experiment
exhibits similar features of the transformation process, the final shape of the undular bore, and
the high modes, except that the short waves shown in Figure 7.12 do not show up, which is very
likely due to the much shorter interaction time of the frontal wave and the rear convex wave
train.
On the contrary, as shown in Figure 7.14, when the incident wave penetrates onto a slope with
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Figure 7.14: Same as Figure 7.9 but at T=207, 217 and 229 h for the more gently sloping
topography (sensitivity experiment Exp2).
an inclination angle of 0.1◦, which corresponds to a very gently variable topography, the situ-
ation is quite different from the previous two cases. Three scenarios, correlating respectively
with the moment before, just, and after passing by the shelf break, are exhibited in the figure.
A very salient feature is that a train of soliton-like convex waves has already formed behind
the initial concave wave before it reaches the shelf break. This is understandable considering
that the width of the continental slope in this sensitivity run is several times larger than that in
the reference experiment, which means that the wave has more time to adjust to the changing
environment, during which the balance between nonlinearity and dispersion is violated. Hence,
the incident concave wave has essentially converted to its counterpart form over the slope (re-
call that the turning point is located somewhere around 800 m). Nonetheless, the very steep
structure, just like that in Figure 7.9b, still appears immediately after the very gentle wave front
reaches the shelf break (Figure 7.14b), and such a structure soon develops into a soliton-like
wave of concave type (Figure 7.14c). But once again, as discussed in the reference experiment,
such a wave actually fails to evolve towards a soliton. Instead, it gets increasingly flat and
finally is caught up by the rear wave packet.
Note that the amplitude of the leading wave in the rear packet can reach a size of 80 m in Exp
2, and the first and high modes generated in this experiment are much weaker than those in the
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Figure 7.15: Same as Figure 7.9 but at T=67 and 73 h with the amplitude of the incident wave
equal to 30 m (sensitivity experiment Exp4).
reference experiment, illustrating that energy transfer to the neighboring modes is much less
efficient when the bottom topography is very gently sloping. The same conclusion was reached
by the semi-analytical linear model developed by Vlasenko et al. (2005).
Exp 3 and 4 concern the influence of the amplitude of the initial wave on the resulting wave
fields. When the amplitude is reduced to 70 m (Exp 3), no noticeable discrepancies occur
(figures not shown). The main difference between Exp 3 and the reference experiment is that
the transformed wave, after penetrating onto the shelf, is much less stretched, similar to the
behavior of waves in Exp 1 (but wave behaviors around the shelf break are different from those
in Exp 1). As for Exp 4 with the initial wave amplitude of 30 m, which more or less lies in
the weakly nonlinear regime, the wave shoaling process reveals quite distinct features (Figure
7.15). The leading edge of the incident wave has only become a bit more gently sloping when
it comes to the shelf break, followed immediately by the steep rear face. The abrupt trailing
edge soon disintegrates into a group of small convex waves that move forward steadily. Such a
scenario is quite different from that in the reference experiment, in which a solitary wave-like
structure is formed in the smooth frontal face, ’chased’ by the rear convex wave packet, and
finally the two systems rejoin and propagate forward together with a permanent form. Note that
high modes are also clearly visible in this experiment, although weaker than in the reference
experiment.
7.6 Summary of shoaling process of a second mode internal solitary wave over a
slope and a shelf
Unlike the investigation of the generation and propagation processes of ISWs in the LS and
the northern SCS, studies on their shoaling process have been lacking except for several papers
based on data analysis of some moorings deployed on the continental slope of the northern SCS
(Duda et al. 2004, Lynch et al. 2004, Ramp et al. 2004, Alford et al. 2010, Ramp et al. 2010).
Considering the wide range of the continental slope-shelf area in the northern SCS, wave signals
captured by the deployed moorings cannot represent wave properties in the whole area, and as
a consequence, the three-dimensional MITgcm, with high resolution and real topography, can
be employed to study this issue. To fulfill this aim, a pilot theoretical study on shoaling second
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mode ISWs over a straight slope is carried out in the present paper.
Specific interest in the shoaling process of a second mode concave ISW with large amplitude
has been given, with the model setup close to the realistic situation in the northern SCS (stratifi-
cation, depth, and inclination of the slope) where, according to in situ measurements (Yang et al.
2004, 2009, 2010) and numerical simulations (Du et al. 2008, Vlasenko et al. 2010), very active
second mode ISWs exist, despite the rarity of such waves in the nature. A cruise in the sum-
mer of 2007 also measured several ISWs in the northern SCS, including a concave ISW and a
multi-layered high mode. The evolution of large amplitude second mode ISWs on the shelf may
play a significant role both in the material transport processes and in oceanic engineering, either
directly by convection effects or indirectly by the generation of turbulence and mixing. Unfor-
tunately, such type of motion, which is far beyond the scope of frequently exploited weakly
nonlinear theory, has not yet been examined. The 2D fully nonlinear, non-hydrostatic MITgcm
with very fine temporal and spatial resolution is employed here to comprehensively study this
issue, with the aim to fill this gap.
Modeling results show that the wave form does not show any evident changes in the deep water
during the penetration process over the slope, but strong transformation starts to take place
when the wave is approaching the shelf break, although the velocity field still remains basically
three-layered. A convex type wave comes into birth at the trailing edge of the incident wave
near the turning point, and it gradually disintegrates into a group of internal solitons due to the
steepening of the rear wave profile. On the other hand, the frontal face of the wave, which gets
flatter and flatter on the slope, forms a steep structure right above the shelf break. However, this
steep structure shows no tendency to evolve into a soliton, instead getting increasingly flat again
while evolving on the shelf. The trailing convex wave packet travels faster and merges with the
frontal concave wave. During the merging process, some small-scale waves are generated due
to the complicated zonal velocity structures of the second mode ISWs. Finally wave packet
with rank-ordered convex ISWs moves forward steadily on the shelf, followed by a group of
high modes.
The generation of first and higher mode internal waves shows an energy transfer from the ini-
tial second mode wave to the neighboring modes. The linear semi-analytical model delineated
by Vlasenko et al. (2005) fails to reproduce such an energy redistribution with the bottom to-
pography resembling the situation in the northern SCS, which is most likely due to the strong
nonlinearity of our configuration.
Two sensitivity runs with different topography inclination angles (larger and smaller) are per-
formed to study the effects of the bottom topography. It was found that the wave profile is
subject to a more abrupt change near the shelf break when the slope becomes steeper, and the
resulting waves on the shelf are less stretched, i.e., the trailing convex wave packet rejoins the
frontal concave wave at a distance much smaller than that in the reference experiment. On the
other hand, when the topography is much more gently sloping, the convex wave packet, which
is formed after certain evolution processes on the shelf in the previous experiments, appears
before the shelf break, presumably due to the much longer adjustment time over a wider slope.
Another two experiments that are sensitive to the amplitude of the incoming wave show that
no noticeable discrepancies exist when the amplitude is reduced from 100 m to 70 m, but for
reduction to 30 m, the wave profile starts to be deformed only after it passes through the shelf
break, where the leading edge is more gently sloping, followed immediately by a packet of
convex ISWs, exactly like the final stage of wave evolution in the reference experiment. High
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mode signals are still evident, but they are not very pronounced.
The shoaling process of the incident waves in the northern SCS includes the first mode depres-
sion waves and the second mode concave waves, and the impinging process of a large amplitude
first mode ISW with specific topography in the northern SCS will be simulated in the next chap-
ter.
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Chapter 8
The effect of rotation on shoaling of ISWs in
the northern SCS
1
While the last chapter heuristically studied the shoaling process of a large amplitude second
mode ISW over a slope that resembles the northern SCS, this chapter focuses on the shoaling
of more general first mode ISWs over the wide 3D northern SCS slope and shelf. The effects of
rotation are illustrated by 3D runs and are scrutinized by a series of 2D runs.
8.1 An introduction of wave shoaling and rotational effects in the northern South
China Sea
For the internal waves in the northern SCS, their generation and propagation are the most inten-
sively investigated. In contrast, wave shoaling is comparatively less understood. The northern
SCS continental slope features a transition of topography from over 3000 m to several hundreds
meters in a few hundreds kilometers (Figure 8.1). Three-dimensionality of the bathymetry is
obvious. Numerous banks are distributed both in the deep and shallow water, among which the
most striking one is the Dongsha Atoll, which is much steeper on the eastern side and connects
to the continental slope, whereas on the western flank it transits smoothly to the continental
shelf.
The radiated internal waves from the LS are a superposition of high-frequency ISWs and long
internal tides. They impinge on the shoaling bathymetry, which further leads to wave transmis-
sion, refraction, reflection, and dissipation. It was found that a great portion of the wave energy
is locally dissipated near the Dongsha Atoll (St. Laurent 2008, Klymak et al. 2011), whereas
the rest of the wave energy mostly dissipates in the very shallow water after further evolution
on the shelf. The pilot Asian Seas International Acoustic Experiment (ASIAEX) carried out in
a small region of the SCS margin led to a few publications (Orr & Mignerey 2003, Duda et al.
2004, Ramp et al. 2004) that examined the ISW properties and the change of wave forms when
propagating up towards the shelf. With an array of moorings to the east of the Dongsha Atoll
(depths between 100 m and 285 m), Fu et al. (2012) observed the detailed shoaling process of
large amplitude ISWs that transformed from waves of depression to waves of elevation. Lien
et al. (2012) captured ISWs with trapped cores that are caused by shoaling topography on the
continental slope of the northern SCS, and claimed that apart from the shoaling topographic
effects, wave breaking and the trapped cores can further trigger the ISW disintegration process.
The propagation of internal tides and the subsequent fission into ISWs are fundamentally in-
fluenced by the Earth’s rotation. Its effects have been examined by many authors (Gerkema
1996, Helfrich & Melville 2006, Helfrich & Grimshaw 2008, Grimshaw & Helfrich 2012). In
1This chapter is mostly based on the paper Guo & Vlasenko (2012)
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Figure 8.1: 3D topography of the modelling domain. ’D’ denotes the Dongsha Atoll, whereas
’+’ indicates one of the underwater banks which has large impact on the propaga-
tion of ISWs (Figure 8.3)
general, when the length scales of the waves are comparable with the internal Rossby deforma-
tion radius LR (LR = c/ f , where c is the phase speed of linear long wave, and f is the Coriolis
frequency), as is often the case with long internal tides, nonlinearity (scaled by a/H, where a
and H are respectively a wave amplitude and a depth scale) can be balanced by rotation (scaled
by l/LR, where l is a wavelength scale), and nondydrostatic effects (scaled by (H/l)2) can be
ruled out (Helfrich & Grimshaw 2008). However, when the nonlinear effects are strong enough
to lead to the disintegration of the internal tide into ISWs, nonhydrostatic effects come into
play and the rotational effects are less significant. As for the case in the northern SCS, using
weakly nonlinear theory, Farmer et al. (2009) explored the effects of nonlinearity and rotation
on the formation and propagation of ISWs and found the existence of rotation could signifi-
cantly hamper the disintegration of internal tides. The effects were further examined by Li &
Farmer (2011), who employed the fully nonlinear, weakly nonhydrostatic two-layered model
of Helfrich & Grimshaw (2008) coupled with a linear generation model. On the other hand,
despite the very short scale compared to LR, for ISWs traveling a long distance that exceeds LR,
rotational effects can be important and lead to severe radiation of secondary waves (Grimshaw
et al. 1998, Helfrich & Grimshaw 2008).
This investigation was motivated by the lack of comprehensive investigations of ISW shoaling
process in the northern SCS. Given the potential impacts of ISW shoaling on the near-shore
engineering, ecology, and oceanic dynamics, it is worthwhile to carry out such a numerical
research, aiming at giving a general landscape view of wave shoaling process in a 3D context.
Shen et al. (2009) conducted numerical runs with a fully nonlinear, nonhydrostatic model but
the model domain was only confined within the ASIAEX area and thus cannot reflect the overall
features in the whole northern SCS, considering the wide spanning of the continental slope and
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shelf in the region (Figure 8.1). Note that the intruding internal waves include not only ISWs,
but also long internal tides with multiple modes and frequencies (Klymak et al. 2011), which
can make the analysis quite complex and ambiguous. To examine the effect of rotation on wave
shoaling, only first mode large amplitude ISWs are considered in this paper. Special attention
is paid to the combined effect of shoaling topography and rotation.
8.2 Model configuration of three-dimensional wave shoaling
The 3D MITgcm was used in this study. Realistic topography of ETOPO1 dataset was used
(Figure 8.1). For the 3D case, the modeling domain extends from 19◦45′ to 22◦N and from
114◦30′ to 120◦30′E, which nearly covers the whole area where ISWs are visible on SAR
images (Figure 1.3). Water depth greater than 3000 m in the deep region was all set to 3000
m. Considering that topography dataset is not accurate near the Dongsha Atoll, and also for the
purpose of stabilizing the model, water depth shallower than 20 m around the atoll was all set to
20 m. Horizontal resolutions in the Ox and Oy directions were 250 m and 1000 m, respectively.
A discussion of the sufficiency of the horizontal resolutions in delineating wave evolution will
be presented later. 180 layers were used in the vertical direction, with a resolution of 10 m in the
upper 1500 m and of 50 m in the lower 1500 m. Telescoping grids and Orlanski-type boundary
conditions were implemented on the four open boundaries to radiate the waves out and prevent
wave reflections. The time step was equal to 12.5 s. Background stratification was derived from
the summer climatological World Ocean Atlas (2009) (Figure 1.6), and horizontal homogeneity
was assumed in the model initialization.
Since the main purpose of this chapter is to study the ISW evolution but not the generation
process itself, the model was deliberately initialized by setting only one first mode ISW prop-
agating westward from the deep part of the ocean assuming its generation not far from the LS.
This is in accordance with satellite images in the sense that mostly only one single ISW (not
a packet) exists in the deep water and that the location of the initial wave in the model corre-
sponds to the earliest appearance of ISWs on SAR images (Zhao et al. 2004). A tricky step of
the model initialization was to set up the initial incoming wave, and a similar approach as that
in section 7.3 was used. Firstly, in a 2D configuration of constant depth (3000 m), a KdV solu-
tion of a first mode depression wave was substituted into the MITgcm, which evolved towards
a new steady state. After getting fully detached from the structures behind it, this newborn ISW
was truncated and used as an initial condition in the 3D case later. Secondly, the truncated 2D
ISW was extended meridionally within the 3D model domain but still with constant water depth
(3000 m), and this 3D ISW with straight wavefront was placed in the middle east of the domain.
Sharp edges were formed on the two ends, leading to some swirl-like motions nearby, and en-
ergy gradually leaked sideways. The experiment on 3D evolution of initially 2D ISW in a basin
of constant depth continued until all the transient processes decayed and the 3D ISW took the
curved shape like that shown in Figure 8.2. This curved ISW is similar to the wave signatures
shown on SAR images (Figure 1.3). It is the strongest in the center with the amplitude of 140
m yet decreases monotonically sideways to the north and the south. This ISW was used in the
numerical experiments on 3D shoaling over realistic bottom topography (Figure 8.1).
8.3 Three-dimensional simulation of internal solitary wave shoaling in the north-
ern South China Sea
In this section, the shoaling process of an ISW is examined within a realistic 3D configuration.
In the meantime, the rotational effects on ISW evolution are put forward. In the following
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Figure 8.2: Initial condition for the model setup: sea surface zonal velocity gradient (s−1) of
the initial incoming ISW. The two dashed lines confine the initially straight ISW
with sharp edges, which subsequently develops the backward curvature due to
energy leakage sideways (see the text).
discussions, the sea surface zonal velocity gradient, which is an important parameter in SAR
imagery (Alpers 1985), is taken as an indicator to trace the position of ISWs and investigate
their spatial characteristics.
8.3.1 Initial stage of shoaling
Figure 8.3 is a compilation of sea surface signatures (sea surface zonal velocity gradient) of the
leading ISWs at different stages. The corresponding time (in hours) is labeled along with each
ISW. Three snapshots at t= 24, 34, and 48 h are the fragments from the model output, whereas
the thick black lines show only the positions of the leading ISWs. The profile of the incoming
ISW is not subjected to any substantial changes until it approaches the 1000 m isobath, where
the topography starts to shoal drastically. As a consequence of the south-north asymmetry of
the bathymetry, the southern periphery of the ISW travels faster due to larger water depth, hence
the wavefront is deflected (compare profiles at t=20 and 24 h). At the same time, the northern
part of the wave looks stronger than the southern counterpart due to the decreasing waveguide.
Three-dimensionality is getting much more remarkable as the wave propagates up onto the
slope. Wave refraction is visible near the Dongsha Atoll, where ISW splits into two parts which,
however, merge again later behind the atoll. Wave reflection in all directions occur around the
atoll (not shown). The impact of the underwater banks (shown by the triangles in Figure 8.3)
is pronounced, particularly at t=34 h, when the wavefront splits into several fragments. Wave
fission starts to develop in the shallow water, as is clearly seen at t=34 h. As time progresses, the
disintegrated ISWs are stretched due to nonlinear dispersion (compare wave fragments at t=34
and 48 h). Subsequent evolution of sea surface signals in the shallow water will be discussed
later.
To inspect the corresponding underwater wave structures, two cross-sections in Figure 8.3
(21.5◦N and 20.4◦N; see the two solid lines) were chosen. Four snapshots (t=16, 24, 34, and 48
h) for every cross-section shown in Figure 8.4 illustrate the evolution of the vertical density and
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Figure 8.3: Compilation of the modeled sea surface velocity gradient overlapped on
bathymetry (water depth of 100, 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 m is shown) at dif-
ferent stages, with the time labeled accordingly. Three snapshots taken at t=24,
34, and 48 h are plotted straight from model results and the time labels are in the
square brackets, whereas the bold solid lines are sketches of the leading waves at
the other moments. Two bold dashed lines are sketches of the leading waves at
t=58 h and t=72 h when rotation is switched off. The two thin lines along 21.5◦N
and 20.4◦N (only the left parts are drawn to make the figure more readable) are
chosen to illustrate the evolution of density and velocity fields in the vertical direc-
tion, as will be shown in Figure 8.4. The two grey rectangles mark two averaged
topography that will be used in section 8.5. The triangles in the figure mark the
approximate location of the underwater banks, whilst ’D’ denotes the Dongsha
Atoll.
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Figure 8.4: Vertical structures of density and velocity along the two cross-sections shown in
Figure 8.3. Panels a and b correspond to cross-sections 21.5◦N and 20.4◦N, respec-
tively. Four instants at t=16, 24, 34, and 48 h are shown for both cross-sections,
with the last three instants corresponding to the three realistic model outputs in
Figure 8.3. The plotted isopycnals are, from top to bottom, 1023, 1025, 1026,
1027, and 1027.5 kg/m3, respectively.
velocity fields. The northern cross-section (panel a), which features steep yet smooth change
of topography, is more effective in scattering wave energy. Wave amplitude at t=16 h (80 m)
has decreased moderately from the initial 100 m along this cross-section, whereas it drops more
quickly to 60 m after traveling onto the shelf (t=34 h) and to only 20 m further up (t=48 h).
Transformation on the slope is drastic, with the detailed process shown in Figure 8.5. In panel
a (t=20 h), wave profile reveals asymmetry, with the frontal side steeper whilst the rear gentler.
A secondary wave, though still weak, is shed backwards and trails the main wave. This wave
continuously grows, and at t=28 h, a clear wave of elevation is seen behind the leading ISW.
On the other hand, the amplitude of the leading ISW keeps decreasing during this process and
the wave itself gradually transforms into two waves after going onto the shelf, as is shown in
Figures 8.3 and 8.4a (t=48 h).
The southern cross-section in Figure 8.3, which features an underwater bank with the depth of
about 300 m, exhibits different scenario in wave evolution, as is shown in Figure 8.4b. Wave
profile transformation is not significant until it gets close to the bank, over which the incoming
wave amplitude decreases from 60 m at t=24 h to 50 m at t=34 h. Despite the slight decrease of
the wave amplitude after the collision with the bank, the transmitted wave, which is as yet non-
stationary, is much narrower, implying the loss of wave energy and the occurrence of localized
wave scattering and energy transfer at the bank. The detailed interaction process between these
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Figure 8.5: Evolution of vertical density and velocity fields near the shelf break along cross-
section 21.5◦N (Figure 8.4a). Time instants of 20, 22, 26, and 28 h are shown. The
plotted isopycnals are, from top to bottom, 1023, 1024.2, 1025, 1025.5, 1026, and
1027 kg/m3, respectively.
two moments is shown in Figure 8.6 with a time interval of two hours. Just as the scenario in
the northern cross-section, the incoming wave also goes through an asymmetrical deformation
but with a faster pace (panel a of Figure 8.6). A pronounced ray structure is formed as well near
the bank top during the wave passage and it continuously evolves. After the detachment of the
ISW from the bank, the beam structure starts to attenuate, gradually transforming into a series
of high mode waves (panels c and d). After passing over the bank, the incident ISW exhibits a
tendency to fission (Figure 8.6c). Overall, the southern portion of the wave is weaker and even
indistinguishable in the sea surface signal field (see Figure 8.3), which is consistent with the
SAR observations (Figure 1.3).
8.3.2 Crossing the turning point
When further propagating into shallow water, it is known that a shoaling wave of depression
often goes through polarity reversal. The point at which it reverses can be sought by considering
the KdV equation (2.24). The sign of the nonlinear coefficient α determines the polarity of an
ISW of first mode, with positive and negative values corresponding to waves of depression
and elevation, respectively. With the summer stratification used in the model (Figure 1.6), the
calculation of α above the northern SCS shelf indicates that its sign reverses from negative to
positive at the depth of about 130 m (turning point), which implies that within weakly nonlinear
scheme, theoretically the incoming waves of depression are supposed to transform into waves
of elevation.
Figure 8.7 shows two scenarios of wave evolution over the shelf break. Here the sea surface
velocity gradient in the shallow water at time t=60 and 76 h is presented. It corresponds to
the moments when the leading wave is located before and after reaching the turning point at
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Figure 8.6: The same as Figure 8.5 but for the fields near the bank along cross-section 20.4◦N
(Figure 8.4b). Time instants of 26, 28, 30, and 32 h are shown.
the 130 m isobath, respectively. The two snapshots are separated in Figure 8.7 by the white
stripe. The blocking effects of the underwater banks are pronounced, as can be seen at t=60 h,
when the leading wave is segmented into several fragments and is thus spatially intermittent.
In general, at this moment the wavefront features a blue stripe followed by a red stripe, except
in the northern part where it intersects the 130 m isobath (turning point) and the wave features
a red stripe followed by a blue stripe, clearly a manifestation of elevation waves. Meanwhile,
a secondary wave train with multiple waves is clearly shown. Its surface manifestation is even
stronger than the frontal ISW packet, and it turns up only in the northern half of the slope-
shelf area where the shoaling topography is more steep, whereas in the southern half it is much
weaker. This secondary wave train first emerges above the shelf break at t=34 h. Its structure
and generation process will be scrutinized in the next section. In the next snapshot at t=76 h,
when the leading wave has mostly crossed the 130 m isobath (the secondary wave train is not
shown at this moment), the surface signature is basically visible as red/blue stripes on the sea
surface, denoting the complete emergence of elevation waves. Also, ISW disintegration at this
moment is more pronounced than at the previous moment, and several waves can be seen in
the packet. Note that the sea surface signatures at this stage are much weaker than those before
approaching the shelf break (see the color bar scale in Figure 8.7), and thus cannot be readily
distinguished on SAR images.
Bathymetry is one of the key factors controlling the wave shoaling process. In the shelf-slope
area of the northern SCS it is fairly corrugated (Figure 8.1), which influences the local wave
characteristics. When scrutinizing the evolution of the vertical structures of the leading ISW
packet in the across-shelf direction in Figure 8.7, wave broadening and polarity reversal occur
(figures not shown). One should note that, as was previously described in section 8.1, only
a small portion of the incoming wave energy from the LS is dissipated locally in the shallow
water, whereas the majority is lost above the slope and the shelf break, especially in the area
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Figure 8.7: Sea surface velocity gradient plotted as blue and red stripes at t=60 h (lower right)
and t=76 h (upper left) in the shallow water, with the white band separating the
two snapshots. Bathymetry is overlapped, with the 130 m isobath plotted in bold.
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around the Dongsha Atoll.
8.3.3 A discussion of horizontal resolution
The above 3D experiment was conducted with a horizontal resolution (∆x) equal to 100 m. It
is known that discretization of the hydrodynamic equations can introduce numerical dispersion
that competes with physical dispersion. According to Vitousek & Fringer (2011), for a continu-
ous stratification, the measure of the ratio of numerical to physical dispersion (Γ) can be written
as:
Γ= Kλ 2 = K(
∆x
he
)2 (8.1)
where K is an O(1) constant; λ = ∆xhe is the grid leptic ratio; he is a depth scale and is expressed
as:
he =
√√√√ 3∫ 0−H Φ2dz∫ 0
−H(
∂Φ
∂ z )
2dz
(8.2)
where H is the water depth, and Φ = Φ(z) is the vertical eigen-function. In numerical simula-
tions of internal waves, Γ << O(1) is desired, since this implies that spurious numerical dis-
persion is minute compared to the realistic physical dispersion, whereas for the opposite case,
Γ >> O(1), wave dispersion will be seriously contaminated by numerical dispersion, which
certainly jeopardizes the accuracy of the modelling results.
For the case of the northern SCS, a Γ versus H graph is plotted in Figure 8.8 for ∆x= 100, 250 m.
It is seen from the graph that for ∆x = 250 m, Γ << O(1) occurs only at H > 1000 m, and at
H = 500 m, numerical dispersion is almost comparable with physical dispersion. Shallower than
500 m the model results are overwhelmed with spurious numerical dispersion. However, when
∆x = 100 m, Γ<< O(1) before the wave reaches the depth of 500 m, and numerical dispersion
is considered minor. However, upon approaching H = 300 m, Γ increases to 0.44, which implies
that numerical dispersion has come into play, but the latter still dominates. Further shallower, Γ
increases sharply, indicating the dominance of numerical dispersion over physical dispersion.
Figure 8.8 illustrates the insufficiency of a 250 m resolution in delineating wave evolution in the
shallow water. However, due to the massive demand of computational power and the subsequent
data analysis for the output, it is very difficult to further enhance the horizontal resolution.
Nevertheless, it will be proved later that the 250 m case still grasps the main features of wave
evolution, only that it produces a bit smaller wave amplitude and less waves. Hence, the above
3D results in the shallow water should be treated more in a qualitative way. This issue will be
re-visited later in the next section.
On the other hand, the formation of an intriguing secondary wave train in Figure 8.7 was only
briefly mentioned and it merits more insight. This wave train shows up only in the northern
portion of the slope-shelf area, and nearly vanishes when rotation is switched off in the run.
It comprises of multiple short waves that are unlikely to be well resolved in the 3D runs. To
inspect its generation process and mechanism, a series of high-resolution 2D experiments was
conducted to elucidate the effects that rotation has on the evolution of shoaling ISWs.
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Figure 8.8: Γ (see the text) versus depth in the northern SCS. Values of Γ were calculated at
depths of 100, 300, 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 m (see the circles) for the horizontal
resolutions (∆x) of 100 m (black line) and 250 m (grey line).
8.4 The rotational effects on ISWs in the northern SCS: constant depth
Before discussing the influence of rotation on a shoaling ISW, it would be reasonable to first
examine the rotational effects only, i.e., in a basin of constant depth.
According to Leonov (1981), stationary localized ISW solutions of the rotation-modified KdV
equation cannot exist. However, Gilman et al. (1996) found that non-stationary ISWs can co-
exist with long, smooth background waves of small amplitude, whereas in the other regime,
Gilman et al. (1996) showed that an inital KdV-type ISW can completely annihilate within a
finite time by constantly shedding long tails, which can steepen and give birth to a new ISW
with nearly identical parameters to the original ISW, and this process repeats quasi-periodically.
Grimshaw et al. (1998) also investigated the decaying process of an initial ISW with an asymp-
totic procedure. It was found that the amplitude (η) of the evolving ISW decays with time (t)
as (Grimshaw et al. 1998, Helfrich 2007):
η
η0
= (1− t
td
)2 (8.3)
where η0 is the amplitude of the initial ISW, and td is the scale of the terminal damping time,
which was estimated by Helfrich (2007) as 1-4 days for oceanic conditions.
Using a fully nonlinear, weakly nonhydrostatic two-layered model with rotation, Helfrich (2007)
discovered a novel scenario of ISW evolution: in rotational systems, a propagating ISW keeps
shedding inertia-gravity waves, which always steepen and form a secondary ISW due to non-
linear effects; such a decay and re-emergence process repeatedly occurs and ultimately a nearly
localized wave packet, which consists of a long-wave envelope (lengthscale of LR) through
which solitary-like waves propagate, emerges. Such a process was further scrutinized and cor-
roborated by Stastna et al. (2009), who solved the rotating stratified Euler equations, and by
Grimshaw & Helfrich (2012), who illustrated with a combination of asymptotic theory, numer-
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ical simulations, and laboratory experiments. On the other hand, Grimshaw & Helfrich (2008)
numerically solved the Ostrovsky equation (Ostrovsky 1978) which includes rotation into the
KdV equation, and presented different scenarios based on the non-dimensionalized amplitude
of the initial ISW and found that, in all the cases considered, a leading wave packet emerges,
but for relatively small initial waves, the packet could not completely separate from the trailing
radiated waves, whereas for large initial waves the separation is clear.
Note that the earliest appearance of ISWs in the northern SCS is located somewhere near
120◦30′E (Figure 1.3). LR is estimated as about 54 km at the latitude of this region, and given
the long distance between 120◦30′E and the continental shelf on the propagation routes of the
ISWs, which is about several hundreds kilometers, the impacts of rotation on ISW propagation
are expected to be significant. Nevertheless, despite the intriguing finding by Helfrich (2007),
the assumption of a weak nonhydrostaticity and two-layer stratification of the ocean can restrict
the generality of these conclusions. Here, in application to the deep part of the northern SCS,
it would be instructive to first investigate the rotational effects. To this end, a series of 2D
experiments with constant water depth was first conducted.
Figure 8.9 shows the evolution of an ISW with an initial amplitude of 90 m and a depth of
3000 m at the latitude of about 21◦ N (condition of the northern SCS). The plotted lines η(x, t)
are shown in a coordinate system moving with the linear long wave phase speed (estimated
as 2.74 m/s in this case). The time interval between two successive profiles is equal to eight
hours. The impact of rotation on the ISW evolution can be clearly seen from the figure. The
rear of the ISW is humped at t=22 h (Figure 8.9b), commencing the radiation of inertia-gravity
waves backwards. The radiated waves keep draining energy from the frontal ISW and grow
in amplitude (t=56 h). Meanwhile, the ever-growing inertia-gravity wave itself steepens and
gradually forms a solitary-like wave whose amplitude, at t=86 h, has exceeded the leading ISW,
which has been greatly decayed by that time. This initial stage of ISW decaying is compared
against the weakly nonlinear theory (8.3), and is shown in Figure 8.10. It can be seen that
before the return process, i.e., the emergence of the second solitary-like wave around 80 h,
the two lines nearly coincide completely, which implies that weakly nonlinear theory can be
reasonably applied for the prediction of the decay process of the initial leading ISW. However,
apparently it is incapable of delineating the return process of the wave evolution.
As time goes, the steepened secondary wave at t=86 h is progressively shaped and also sheds
energy backwards, just like its predecessor, which, as is shown in Figure 8.9b, has almost di-
minished at t=146 h. Such a decay-return process is, to a large extent, what Helfrich (2007) has
predicted. The only difference is that the inertial gravity waves are continuously shed from the
frontal ISW envelope, and their number is growing as time progresses, although nonlinearity
is not strong enough for them to evolve towards ISWs. The inertia-gravity waves drain energy
from the frontal ISW packet and as a consequence, the maximum isopycnal displacement in
the packet constantly decreases until it can hardly be resolved by the model resolution (Figure
8.10). This feature is quite in contrast with the scenario of Helfrich (2007), which exhibits very
weak energy leakage and eventually a status of almost localized wave envelope with temporal
periodicity is reached. Such a discrepancy is likely to be attributed to be the assumption of
weak/full nonhydrostaticity in these two models. The nonhydrostatic dispersion (H/l)2, turns
out to be not small for ISWs in the northern SCS when taking H=3 km and l equal to sev-
eral kilometers (see Figure 4.3a). Nonhydrostatic effects tend to disperse the ISW, thus much
stronger draining of energy from the frontal ISW packet is encountered in the circumstances of
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Figure 8.9: a) 2D evolution of an ISW with amplitude of 90 m under the effects of rotation.
The isopycnal of ρ = 1027.4 kg/m3, which is located at 900 m when at rest, is
shown at an equal time interval of 8 hours in a frame moving with the linear phase
speed c0 = −2.74 m/s, where minus denotes ISW that propagates westward; b)
ISW profile shown at four time slices: t=22, 56, 86, and 146 h.
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Figure 8.10: Time evolution of the maximum displacement of the ISW shown in Figure 8.9a
(thin line); the superimposed dashed line is the corresponding amplitude decay
solved from weakly nonlinear theory.
the northern SCS where nonhydrostaticity is not weak.
On the other hand, to compare with the scenarios obtained by Grimshaw & Helfrich (2008), an
estimation of an M parameter was conducted. It is expressed as
M =
λ
νL2
(8.4)
where L4 =
√
λ/γ; ν , λ , and γ are respectively coefficients of nonlinearity, dispersion, and
rotation in the Ostrovsky equation (under Boussinesq approximation):
ν =
3
2
c
∫
(dΦ/dz)3dz∫
(dΦ/dz)2dz
(8.5)
λ =
1
2
c
∫
Φ2dz∫
(dΦ/dz)2dz
(8.6)
γ =
f 2
2c
(8.7)
where the wave phase speed c and Φ can be sought by solving the eigenvalue problem; f is the
Coriolis frequency. For the continuous summer stratification in the northern SCS (as shown in
Figure 1.6) with a water depth of 3000 m, the above coefficients have the values of:
c = 3.12 ms−1;
ν =−0.005 s−1;
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λ = 1.1×106 m3s−1;
γ = 4×10−4 m−1s−1 ( f = 5×10−5 s−1 is used).
This M parameter non-dimensionalizes the wave amplitude in the calculations of Grimshaw &
Helfrich (2008). With the estimated coefficients listed above, M is calculated to be equal to
4.2 m, thus the obtained non-dimensional amplitude for an ISW of 90 m is 90/4.2≈ 21, which,
according to Grimshaw & Helfrich (2008), should give rise to a regime where a leading wave
packet quickly separates from the trailing waves behind. However, it is clear from Figure 8.9
that this is not the case, i.e., the continuously decaying leading packet cannot detach from behind
at all, which proves the incompetence of weakly nonlinear, weakly nonhydrostatic theories in
delineating large ISWs with not weak nonhydrostaticity in this case.
Note that the longevity of the waves shown in Figure 8.9a (about 1300 h) is purely for the
interest of investigating rotational effects on ISWs and is unrealistic in the northern SCS. The
distance of the leading wave at t=22 h in Figure 8.9b from the initial wave denotes the traveling
range of the wave from 120◦30′E, where ISWs first appear, to about 118◦E, where the deep
water transits to the continental slope. It is readily seen from the figure that minor profile
change is predicted and the initial ISW decay is deemed to be weak, which implies that for ISWs
traveling across the SCS deep basin, the rotational dispersion does not play a very significant
role. On the other hand, when further progressing westward onto the shelf break and shallow
water, ISWs are subject to very strong topographic effects. This renders the role of rotation
indistinct, although Figure 8.9b (t=56 h) does show that without topography change the initial
ISW has decayed a lot when reaching the western boundary of the northern SCS.
To assess the effects of rotation on ISWs in the shallow water, an experiment with constant
water depth of 500 m and with initial ISW amplitude of 50 m was configured and the results are
shown in Figure 8.11. It is apparent that the change of the wave profile and the associated long
wave radiation are less abrupt due to weaker nonlinearity in this case. However, the rotational
effects are no less significant. If the northern SCS slope and shelf are roughly treated as from
118◦E to 116◦E and with constant depth of 500 m, when traveling through this distance, the
initial ISW amplitude decreases mildly to 40 m after about 40 hours, compared to from 90 m to
70 m in Figure 8.9 across the same distance.
The above discussion revealed the influence of rotation for the evolution of ISWs both in the
deep and shallow water with constant depth. By switching on topography, the combined effect
of shoaling topography and rotation is illustrated below.
8.5 The rotational effects on ISWs in the northern SCS: variable depth
Given that 3D calculations on a fine-resolution grid are not always computationally feasible, a
series of 2D experiments was conducted to study the interesting scenarios (mainly the formation
of a secondary wave train) revealed in the 3D experiments discussed above. To this end, two
cross-sections with averaged topography, the northern cross-section (averaged between 21.4◦
and 21.6◦ N) and the southern cross-section (averaged between 20◦ and 20.2◦ N), were chosen.
The averaged profiles are shown in Figure 8.12. The two cross-sections are representative of
the topography in this area: the northern one features a drastic change of slope, whereas the
southern one is similarly steep in the deep part, but the shelf break is much deeper (1000 m). It
then features a smooth change of topography, followed by a second slope and shelf break. The
southern cross-section is overall deeper than the northern one.
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Figure 8.11: The same as Figure 8.9a but with water depth of 500 m, initial ISW amplitude of
50 m, and c0 of −1.4 m/s. The shown isopycnal is ρ = 1025.15 kg/m3, which is
located at 210 m when at rest.
Figure 8.12: Two sets of averaged topography used in the 2D experiments: the northern cross-
section (black line; averaged between 21.4◦ and 21.6◦ N) and the southern cross-
section (grey line; averaged between 20◦ and 20.2◦ N). The positions of the two
cross-sections are also indicated in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.13: 2D evolution of an ISW with amplitude of 90 m under the effects of rotation
along the northern cross-section. The isopycnal of ρ = 1024 kg/m3, which is
located at 100 m when at rest, is shown at an equal time interval of 5 hours. The
shown isopycnals start from t=15 h when the ISW approaches the shelf break.
The lowest thick line is the topography in the upper 1000 m, with the 0 m depth
at the position of ’15 h’. The y-axis for the topography also measures the scale of
the displacement of the plotted isopycnals.
Model setup is the same as that in section 8.2, except that the topography is variable. Figure
8.13 shows the evolution process of the shoaling wave. Scrutinizing the figure one can see
a striking new feature of the wave evolution that has not been reported before, that is, the
joint effect of rotation and variable topography leads to the formation of a secondary wave
train with a number of short, rank-ordered waves (solibore). The incoming ISW from deep
water experiences severe deformation when passing through the shelf break, with the radiation
of secondary waves. The leading ISW is progressively shaped by the changing environment,
with a decreasing of amplitude and commencement of wave fission. The distances between
the fissioned ISWs are enlarged due to nonlinear dispersion. The broadening and subsequent
polarity reversal of the leading ISW occur after t=60 h when the leading wave is located above
the depth of about 130 m.
It was shown above that an interesting finding of the present runs is the generation of a secondary
solibore, which is possible due to the joint effect of rotation and joint topography. According to
Figure 8.13, accompanying with the reshaping of the leading ISW near the shelf break (t=25 h),
somewhere behind it the isopycnal is somehow elevated and quickly steepens and disintegrates
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Figure 8.14: The same with Figure 8.13 except that rotation is switched off. The two insets
display the comparison of the isopycnals with (grey) and without (black) rotation
at t=40 h (inset a) and 55 h (inset b).
into a wave train with increasing number of waves, i.e., a solibore. The first wave of the solibore
also broadens and exhibits a scenario of polarity reversal when further traveling up onto the
shallow water. Behind the solibore are some high modes which are generated due to nonlinear
scattering of wave energy into the ambient modes.
To test and verify whether it is rotation that causes the formation of such a solibore, the very
same experiment but without rotation was performed, and the results are shown in Figure 8.14.
It is seen from the figure that, at t=25 h, the elevation also emerges behind the incoming ISW,
but it is less strong than that in Figure 8.13 at the same moment of time. However, unlike the ro-
tational case, this elevation does not steepen into a solibore. Instead, it gets increasingly smooth
until it reaches the very shallow water where it reveals a slight tendency of steepening (t=75 h).
Meanwhile, for the initial incoming ISW, it goes through similar transformation process, but
with larger wave amplitude and more fissioned waves. A comparison of two scenarios (t=40 h
and 55 h) with and without rotation is shown in the two insets of Figure 8.14, and the contrast
is immediately apparent.
The conclusion that can be drawn from the above comparison is that it is rotation that engenders
the formation of the secondary wave train. Recall from Figure 8.9b that, without topography
(i.e., with a constant depth of 3000 m), the ISW profile has only changed slightly after traveling
through the deep basin (t=22 h in Figure 8.9b), but further west near the western boundary of
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Figure 8.15: The same with Figure 8.13 except that it is for the southern cross-section. The two
insets display the comparison of the isopycnals with (grey) and without (black)
rotation at t=65 h (inset a) and 75 h (inset b).
the studying area (t=56 h in Figure 8.9b), the initial ISW has radiated a long (about 200 km)
inertia-gravity wave. When topography is implemented into the model, the long inertia-gravity
wave steepens quickly upon reaching the abruptly shoaling topography and produces a solibore
which is of different nature to the wave packet that is formed due to the shoaling of the initial
incoming ISW. In brief, the combined effect of shoaling topography and rotation leads to the
emergence of two separate wave packets of different kind from only one incoming ISW, which
contrasts with previous studies on ISW evolution that usually simulated only one packet upon
shoaling process.
As for the southern cross-section, a more or less similar scenario is seen in Figure 8.15. How-
ever, in this case the main shelf break is deeper and is situated nearly 200 km west of the shelf
break of the northern cross-section. As a result of that, the secondary solibore emerges much
later and further west in this area. Meanwhile, the solibore is much less significant than that in
the northern cross-section. Comparing with the non-rotational case, one can see that without
rotation (insets in Figure 8.15) the secondary solibore does not show up and the initial ISW
is larger at all stages. One should notice from Figures 8.13 and 8.15 that a moderately sloped
topography will not necessarily generate a secondary wave train; an abruptly changing shallow
shelf break is required for that.
The appearance of a secondary wave train implies that one initial incoming ISW can lead to the
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Figure 8.16: The same with Figure 8.13 except that there are two incoming ISWs that are set
one M2 wavelength (150 km) apart.
generation of two wave packets above the shelf break. An interesting question arises, given that
two ISWs in the deep SCS basin are separated apart by the M2 wavelength, what will happen
if such two ISWs are set up in the model? Will there be four packets emerging eventually
further up the shelf break? To check it out, a run was configured with two ISWs: with rotation,
when an ISW has propagated an M2 wavelength (150 km), the other ISW was implemented
into the model at where the first ISW was initially located; the other setups were the same
with that in Figure 8.13. The results are shown in Figure 8.16. It can be seen that due to the
relatively slower propagation speed of the secondary solibore that was generated by the first
incoming ISW, it is overtaken very quickly by the first ISW packet of the second incoming
ISW upon passing the shelf break. These two wave structures interact with each other and
are nonlinearly coupled until propagating into shallow water where the coupled wave structure
gradually vanishes. Essentially, the combined wave structure is actually the superposition of a
secondary solibore formed by an incoming ISW and an ISW packet that intrudes one tidal cycle
later. It behaves as a cluster of dense spikes when plotting the surface velocity gradient, and
thus could explain the abundance of wave trains up the shelf break on SAR images.
Getting back to Figure 8.8, one is reminded that spatial discretization can introduce spurious
numerical dispersion that contaminates the modelling results. However, how significantly it
contributes to the simulation remains unclear. Figure 8.17 shows four wave profile scenarios
calculated with ∆x = 100, 250, and 1000 m. It can be seen that the insufficiency of 1000 m
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Figure 8.17: Sensitivity of the wave evolution on the horizontal resolutions (∆x): 100 m (thick
black line), 250 m (thin black line), and 1000 m (thin grey line). Isopycnal of
ρ = 1024 kg/m3 at four snapshots (from bottom to top: t=22, 36, 42, and 52 h)
along the northern cross-section is shown. The two insets display the close-up
views of the secondary wave train at t=42 h (inset a) and 52 h (inset b).
(∆y in the 3D experiments) resolution is apparent. It results in wider and smaller waves and
can reproduce neither the evolution of the initial ISW nor the secondary wave train. But for
∆x = 100, 250 m, the discrepancy is much less significant. Wave profile for ∆x = 250 m al-
most completely coincides with the profile for ∆x = 100 m before approaching the shelf break,
whereas upon arriving at the shallow water, the leading ISW is smaller and wave fission is
weaker for ∆x = 250 m. As for the secondary solibore, there is little difference in the initial
stage of wave elevation and disintegration (t=36, 42 h), but as time progresses and topography
shoals, the discrepancy is obvious: wave disintegration is more pronounced when ∆x = 100 m,
and the disintegrated waves are larger, narrower and have more number. According to the pre-
vious analysis of the value Γ (Figure 8.8), the waves have suffered overwhelming numerical
dispersion at this stage when ∆x = 250 m, but the general features of wave evolution remain
essentially unchanged (Figure 8.17).
Hence, for the 3D experiments in section 8.3, it should be noted that model predictions is quan-
titatively correct only at depths deeper than 1000 m. Shallower than that spurious numerical
dispersion increases rapidly and it completely overwhelms physical dispersion at H < 300 m.
Nevertheless, for the incoming ISW (not the secondary solibore), the 250 m case still catches
the main features of wave evolution when compared with that with 100 m resolution (even when
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H equal to 220 m; see Figure 8.17), only that it reproduces a bit smaller wave amplitude. But
for the secondary solibore, the discrepancy is larger, and it is especially pronounced at depths
shallower than 350 m. So, the above 3D results should be treated more in a qualitative way
but can still be deemed to be within a range of tolerable error in the shallow water. But for the
secondary solibore, the error is much more significant, say, at H < 350m. On the other hand,
making things worse is that ∆y is as coarse as 1000 m. In the shallow water the wavefront
has considerably rotated, which makes the resolution in y direction more important and thus
jeopardizes the results.
The 2D experiments discussed above elucidate the principal idea of the paper, i.e., how rotation
influences the shoaling of ISWs and the concomitant emergence of a secondary solibore. How-
ever, within the 3D configuration, one can consider the rotational influence in a more realistic
context. Figure 8.3 schematically shows the plan view of the wave surface signature at two mo-
ments when rotation is absent (two dashed lines). The impact of rotation is straightforwardly
seen from the comparison, and the discrepancy is larger further south. A comparison of the ver-
tical profiles with and without rotation has been made and is shown in Figure 8.18. The eight
panels in Figure 8.18 correspond to the eight profiles shown in Figure 8.4, viz., along two cross-
sections and with four time slices taken for each cross-section. As expected and in agreement
with the 2D experiment, rotational effects are weak in the deep basin. Specifically, panels d and
h illustrate that the wave with rotation is slightly smaller in amplitude and propagates a bit more
slowly due to the nonlinear dispersion. As a consequence of the backward radiation of long
inertia-gravity waves, the isopycnals behind the leading wave are slightly elevated compared
to the case without rotation. In the next instant above the steep topographic feature at t=24
h (panels c and g), the discrepancy between these two cases is much larger, even though the
ISW has only traveled 68 and 83 km from the previous positions in the northern and southern
cross-sections, respectively, which highlights the combined effect of topography and rotation.
At this moment, the amplitude of the leading ISW with rotation is 25% and 33% smaller than
its counterpart in the northern and southern cross-sections, respectively, compared to 13% and
20% in the previous instant (t=16h; panels d and h).
In the next moments above the shelf, the discrepancy is further augmented, with the attendant
occurrence of wave disintegration. This is clearly seen at 48 h in panels a and e, especially in the
latter, wave amplitude with rotation is more than twice smaller than that without rotation. Also
notice that the distance between the two leading waves with and without rotation is longer in
the southern cross-section (panel e) than that in the northern counterpart (panel a) due to larger
amplitude and the resultant stronger nonlinear dispersion, which implies that without rotation
the alignment of the wavefronts on the shelf would be spatially more oblique with respect to
their original orientation when observing from the space.
Moreover, one thing worth mentioning is the contribution of rotation to the relative rarity of
ISWs east of the LS in the broad western Pacific. As a consequence, the longevity of rotation
can effectively damp the initial ISW formed somewhere close to the strait. However, this merits
further investigation, since quite a few factors can bring about the lack of ISWs east of the LS
(Buijsman, McWilliams & Jackson 2010).
8.6 Summary of the rotational effects on internal solitary wave shoaling
In contrast with the majority of investigations of internal wave generation in the northern SCS,
the problem of wave shoaling phenomenon above the SCS slope and shelf has not been prop-
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Figure 8.18: Comparison of the wave evolution profiles with (thin line) and without (thick line)
rotation. The eight panels in the figure correspond exactly to the eight profiles
in Figure 8.4; panels a-d and panels e-h correspond to Figures 8.4a and 8.4b,
respectively; the time slices are, from right to left, 16, 24, 34 and 48 h. The
plotted isopycnals in each panel are, from top to bottom, 1023, 1025, and 1026
kg/m3, respectively.
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erly addressed. Large amplitude baroclinic waves formed at LS travel across the deep basin,
transform on the continental slope and shelf, and eventually dissipate in the shallow water. The
intruding internal waves are the superposition of internal tides (diurnal and semidiurnal com-
ponents) and ISWs. As a pilot numerical study, this chapter looks into the shoaling process of
large amplitude first mode ISWs, which are the most striking features of the internal wave field
in the northern SCS.
3D experiments were first performed with emphasis on the details of the evolution of wave
profiles. It was found that the wave profile is subject to minor changes, mostly caused by the
rotation, until it comes into contact with the shelf break, where severe wave deformation and
disintegration take place. The Dongsha Atoll and some underwater banks play a key role in this
process, especially in the area around the Dongsha Atoll, where the incoming ISWs diffract,
reflect, and dissipate. The wavefront of the leading ISW is getting more spatially oblique with
respect to their original orientation as it progresses westward due to the inclination of the slope
in the topography. Wave disintegration is more prominent in the shallow water zone. Wave
polarity reverses near the turning point (at the 130 m isobath), which is well consistent with the
predictions of weakly nonlinear theory.
The selection of the horizontal resolution in the 3D experiments was discussed, and it was found
that in the shallow water, a 250 m resolution is inadequate in delineating wave evolution in a
quantitative way. However, given the massive demand of computational power, it is not quite
realistic to further enhance the horizontal resolution. On the other hand, an intriguing secondary
wave train with multiple short waves shows up in the 3D experiments. It was conjectured that
it is rotation that mainly contributes to the formation of it. Given the unjustified 3D resolution
and the flexibility of 2D models, to give more insight on the ISW evolution under the rotational
effects, a series of 2D experiments was conducted.
It was found that under the rotational effects solely (with constant depth), an initial ISW con-
stantly decays by shedding inertia-gravity waves backwards, in contrast with the results of Hel-
frich (2007), who presented a scenario of the formation of an eventual localized wave packet
with little decay. Analysis of the magnitude of nonhydrostaticity shows that the treatment of
weak/full nonhydrostatic effects is likely to cause such a discrepancy. The evolution of the
leading ISW was compared with weakly nonlinear theory and a good agreement is reached.
However, the eventual formation of a non-separated leading packet contrasts greatly with the
Ostrovsky solutions (Grimshaw & Helfrich 2008), according to which a marked packet should
quickly separate from the trailing waves.
Following the 2D experiments with constant depth, variable topography was implemented into
the model and the combined effect of rotation and shoaling topography was scrutinized. It
was shown that due to the joint effect of rotation and variable topography, the radiated inertial-
gravity wave forms a pronounced elevation near the shelf break, which soon disintegrates into
a wave train with increasing number of waves (solibore), an effect which has not been reported
yet. This process is especially pronounced in the northern part of the slope-shelf area where
the shelf break is shallower. The appearance of a secondary wave train implies that one initial
incoming ISW can lead to the generation of two wave packets apart above the shelf break. It
was further illustrated by a two-wave experiment that a wave packet above the shelf break is
actually a superposition of a secondary solibore formed by an incoming ISW and an ISW packet
that intrudes one tidal cycle later.
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The issue of horizontal resolution was re-visited by comparing wave profiles obtained from
different resolutions. It was found that a 250 m resolution is incapable of accurately simulat-
ing ISW evolution process in the shallow water. However, it successfully grasps the general
features that are concerned. On the other hand, having elucidated the generation process and
mechanism of the secondary solibore, the impacts of rotation on ISW profile were re-analyzed
more quantitatively within the 3D circumstance.
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Chapter 9
Thesis conclusions and summary
Dynamics of baroclinic tides and ISWs in the northern SCS are numerically explored in this
research. MITgcm is used as the main tool to perform the numerical runs. Internal wave gener-
ation, structure, propagation, and shoaling in the northern SCS are focused on and simulated.
Internal wave generation processes at LS are modelled with the high-resolution three-dimensional
MITgcm in the first place. A mixed lee wave regime is obtained over the majority of the LS in
terms of the generation mechanism. Large amplitude ISWs of both first mode (∼ 120 m) and
second mode (∼ 80 m) are generated after going through the double-ridge system in the LS. It
is found that the eastern ridge causes the formation of the first mode, whereas the western ridge
is indispensable for the emergence of the second mode.
Some intriguing short internal waves are found always riding on a second mode ISW. They
feature a wavelength of ∼ 1.5 km and an amplitude of ∼ 20 m. By solving the Taylor-Goldstein
equation it turns out that it is the vertical shear induced by the second mode that leads to the
appearance of such short waves. It is further confirmed that the short waves turn up at two
distinct spots in the northern SCS that correspond to differing mechanisms: one mechanism
is due to the disintegration of a baroclinic bore which appears just west of the western ridge.
During this process ISWs of first mode and second mode emerge and this type of short waves
show up riding on the second mode ISW; the other mechanism is owing to the overtaking of a
faster first mode ISW over a slower second mode ISW that was generated one tidal cycle earlier.
After the collision, the short waves emerge on the second mode ISW. Comparison of the model
results with SAR images yields a good agreement.
Two types of ISWs are often classified in the northern SCS: A waves, which have larger ampli-
tudes and arrive at a site regularly at the same time every day, and B waves, which are weaker
and arrive one hour later every day. By scrutinizing historical observations, it was found that the
occurrence of ISWs in the northern SCS always follows the maximum magnitude of semidiur-
nal barotropic tides in the LS. However, only semidiurnal tides can not generate A and B waves.
The appearance of A and B ISWs is simulated by a series of two-dimensional experiments with
realistic tidal forcing. It was found that the modulation of diurnal tides in the LS plays an sub-
stantial role in the characteristics of ISWs in the northern SCS, such as their amplitude, arrival
time, number of waves in a packet. The A and B ISWs turn out to have complicated patterns and
there is a transition between the two with a period of approximately fortnight. Model results are
verified by some in situ measurements and reinforced by a linear tidal generation model.
The other focus of the present research concerns the shoaling process of ISWs above the slope
and shelf of the northern SCS. First, shoaling of a large amplitude second mode ISW is simu-
lated with the two-dimensional MITgcm, using a linear slope and stratification resembling that
of the northern SCS. Wave profiles transform most severely near the turning point and the shelf
break. Very rich wave structures arise on the shelf, and finally a stationary packet takes shape.
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Second, the shoaling process of a first mode ISW is considered, with the emphasis on the role
played by rotation. Large-scale three-dimensional experiments are first performed. Wave shoal-
ing process is scrutinized in the three-dimensional context and the influence of rotation on wave
shoaling is put forward. Given the huge demanding of three-dimensional simulations, a series
of two-dimensional experiments are set up to examine the rotational effects. Two-dimensional
experiments on purely rotational effects (constant depth) reveal that in the circumstance of the
northern SCS, an initial ISW suffers from notable attenuation by constantly radiating inertia-
gravity wave backwards, as is in contrast with previous studies in which a nearly localized wave
packet was predicted. On the other hand, it is found that when variable topography is present,
under rotational effect, a single ISW impinges on the slope and gives rise to two wave trains
of different nature. The first train is an ISW packet and is linked directly to the initial ISW,
whereas the second train is a solibore that consists of multiple short waves that resemble ISWs.
The formation of the solibore is the outcome of combined effect of topography and rotation.
Without rotation, the solibore nearly does not appear at all. It is also found that the secondary
solibore is significantly more prominent in the northern portion of the slope-shelf area, but is
largely weakened further south.
Throughout the numerical simulations presented in this dissertation, there are certain elements
that have been missing. The significance of these omissions remains to be evaluated and the
results are expected to be refined accordingly in the future. For example, Chapter 4 introduces
three-dimensional simulations that only cover part of the LS and the northern SCS, which,
together with the inclusion of M2 tidal forcing only, is inadequate in accurately revealing ISW
dynamics in the northern SCS. For the simulations of A and B ISWs in Chapter 6, multiple
tidal harmonics are implemented, but the runs are all two-dimensional. The above points are
concerned with the domain size and the length of simulation time, which are limited by the
computing facilities due to the huge demand of computational power. By the same token, the
simulation of a shoaling first mode ISW only takes place in the continental slope and shelf
without considering wave generation and propagation. Furthermore, processes like internal tide
shoaling, interaction of incoming internal tides with local barotropic tides, etc. are not taken
into account. Also, for the shoaling process, the effects of bottom stress and the intensity and
contribution of internal waves generated locally are not evaluated.
Future work calls for the refinement of the model and greater integration with observations.
It is known that the demand on the model performance largely depends on the phenomena
of interest and the desired accuracy. When simulating the dynamics of internal tides, which
feature scales of O(100) km, hydrostatic models with relatively coarse horizontal resolutions
(O(1)−O(10) km) are adequate for the purpose. However, when it comes to the simulation of
large nonlinear ISWs in the northern SCS, a non-hydrostatic three-dimensional model with a
fine resolution (O(100) m) is required to accurately delineate wave characteristics like profile,
amplitude, phase speed, etc. Coarse resolution will introduce considerable spurious numerical
dispersion that can overwhelm the actual physical dispersion, seriously undermining the fidelity
of the simulated results. Moreover, for the three-dimensional numerical simulation, complexity
is added by the impacts of Kuroshio, which itself has been unclear in terms of its flowing
patterns and structures in the LS. Taking into account the potential impacts of the pycnocline
inclination and background currents related to the Kuroshio and the attendant eddy-shedding, a
remedy could be that the internal wave generation model be coupled or nested with a general
circulation model. However, its feasibility and outcome remain to be evaluated. Challenges
remain, but with the rapid development of computer techniques, it is foreseeable in the near
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future that the difficulties will be overcome and a comprehensive prediction system is expected
to be built.
On the other hand, while the resolution and the size of the modelling domain are essential
for the prediction of ISW characteristics, knowledge of correct stratification, bathymetry, and
barotropic tidal forcing is desirable, and this requires the support from massive in situ observa-
tions which can be assimilated into the model. Also, the increase of in situ observations both
in quantity and quality has been proven to be of great motivation and beneficial to the develop-
ment and validation of numerical models. Especially in the recent years, modelling efforts have
been increasingly synthesized with field observations and the capability of numerical simula-
tions has consequently been substantially improved. Hence, working in combination with more
observations should be taken forward in the future.
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